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ABSTRACT 
Extensive work on latex yield stimulation of 
Hevea had been done in the last decade on a wide range of 
popular clones of various ages. Basing on the findings 
from the numerous field trials over 5-9 years of recording 
a rational approach in exploitation of Hevea had been 
derived. 
Between the two latex yield stimulants - ethephon 
and 2,4,5-T the former was superior in most cultivars tested. 
However, in the ' long run the decline with ethephon is more 
drastic than with 2,4,5-T. 
Clonal variations in response to stimulation was 
eviderit. Among the cultivars compared clones RRIM 612 and 
PR 107 showed consistently good response to ethephon 
treatment over a longer period (7-8 years) while earlier 
decline was noted in Tjir 1 and RRIM 600, RRIM 605 and 
RRIM 623. 
The response was generally better in the older 
trees tapping on panel A3 (renewed bark) than the younger 
trees tapping on Panels B2 and Al (both on low panel virgin 
bark). In all cases the initia! response tostimulation 
by bark application method was good but showed decline 
with repeated two monthly applications especially when the 
tapping cut was approaching the stock/scion union. Although 
there was a resurgence in the response when the cut was 
changed over to a new panel it was only for a short period. 
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Ethephon is effective over a wide range of 
tapping syst e ms. In general tapping systems of low intensity 
gave better response than !S d/2 100% when expressed as 
percentage of respective control and otherwise when expressed 
as percentage of !S d/2 control. The latter expression is 
used more often in the text as !S d/2 is the standard 
system in commercial estates. Among the low intensity 
systems iS d/2 (2x2d/4) + ethephon gave better sustained 
response than the low frequency system of similar intensity 
(!S d/4 + ethephon) on mature trees tapping on Panel 82 
or A3. The latter treatment is particularly attractive in 
commercial estates because of its less labour requirement. 
The short cut system is more applicable for the 
smallholdings than for the large estate. This is because the 
main souree of iocome is from the rubber holding and daily 
tapping has become the norm. Therefore it is necessary to 
resort to a short cut system with stimulation in order to 
conserve the bark and to obtain good yield. An eneauraging 
system for the smallholding which meets these requirements 
is the short cut daily tapping panel changing system -
~S d/1 (4xld/4) + 5% ethephon. 
For mature trees which have completed more than 
15 years of tapping controlled upward tapping (tS t d/2) 
which gave very high yield should be considered . Apart 
from this the attraction is that tapping can be done 
without the aid of a ladder and hence a larger task size 
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(450 trees) is possible. Bark consumption tends to be high 
in upward tapping but this issue is less serious because 
of the short cut and further it can be used in combination 
with downward tapping viz. !S ~ d/2 + E (8 months) + 
!S ~ d/2 (4 months). 
To ensure a good standard of upward tapping a 
specially designed gouge and improved technique of upward 
tapping are also described. Long cut and double cut systems 
are not favoured since prolonged latex flow could now be 
obtained at lower cost with stimulation. 
Although the highest profit is still derived 
from !S d/2 + ethephon with the current high price for NR 
scarcity of tappers may give no choice but to switch to the 
less labour intensive systems - !S d/3, !S d/4 and !S d/6 
+ ethephon in the future. 
A number of microjpuncture tapping systems have 
been tested. The best system is to make 5 punctures 
along a vertical strip - 100 cm x 1 cm. The main attraction 
in this unconventional system of tapping is that it does 
not require skill. However, in view of the numerous problems 
associated with this metbod an alternative has been developed. 
The micro-x method, which is a combination of microtapping 
along the groove of the cut and excision tapping is a safer 
metbod because less stimulant is used and further the 
punctured bark is tapped away. It is applicable to low 
and high panel, yielding just as well and in some cases 
better than the control. 
features: 
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Apart from yield it has several attractive 
1 less skillful tappers are needed 
2 low rate of bark consumption 
3 stimulation is cheap and treated bark 
can be tapped away 
A simple tool has been developed for consistent and speedy 
microtapping. 
Apart from high yield ether effects have been 
observed with stimulation. A higher incidence of tree dryness 
is noticed in treatments with ethephon than with 2,4,5-T 
and the control. Generally this is in the form of partially 
dry trees. The incidence of dryness is related to the age 
of material and the tapping system. For example younger 
trees tapping on Panel B2 showing a higher incidence of 
dryness than those tapping on Panel A3; while increasing 
incidence of dryness has been observed on responsive 
treatments of mature young trees tapping on Panel Al. The 
incidence of dryness is higher with more intensive tapping 
system e.g . with a ~S cut the incidence was higher on 
~s d/2 than ~ s d/4 or ~s d/6. 
The d ry rubber content was lower with stimulation 
but it improved in later years in contrast to the declining 
yield trend. Girthing is more severely depressed on trees 
stimulated with ethephon than with 2,4,5-T and on younger 
than older trees. 
V 
Stimulation with ethephon effects an increase in 
bark thickness in all cases. Whereas in terms of number 
of latex vessel rings (LVR) only three out of eight 
clones tested showed significantly higher number of LVR 
compared to the control. 
A new method of stimulation known as the lace/ 
groove method had been shown to be as effective as stimulation 
by panel or bark application method. It is a simple and 
cheap method which provides the scope to use ' low frequency 
tapping system with frequent stimulation (monthly) with no 
increase in cost in spite of the increase in frequency of 
stimulation. It is a safer method because of the lower 
rate of application, (0.5 gram per tree per application), 
th, low concentration of ethephon used (5.0% a.i. ethephon) 
and the treated bark can be tapped off within 12-36 hour · 
after application. With all these features it is now 
possible to put into practice the new concept in stimulation 
of Hevea- 'a little but often! 
From the above studies a schedule of exploiting 
Hevea trees over a period of 26 years has been proposed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE RUBBER INDUSTRY 
Hevea brasiliensis Muell Arg. is a native of 
the Amazon Basin and belongs to the family Euphorbiaceae. 
lts successful transfer a hundred years ago from Brasil to 
the Orient, leaving behind the disease (~ALB)x rnarked the 
first step in its domestication. The discovery of 
vulcanization in 1839 by Charles Goodyear followed by the 
launching of the automobile industry resulted in a big demand 
and high price. This provided the stimulus for the search of 
a suitable rubber tree. None of the other wild tree sourees 
- Castella, Guayuale and Manihot was able to meet the demand 
for NR. The one promising material available then was Hevea 
brasiliensis. Thus from a few plants of Wiekharn's original 
stock from the banks of the Tapajoz an industry gradually 
emerged and grew in magnitude and importance to support the 
livelihood of millions of people in South East Asia. 
Today over 3. 5 mi llion tons of NR a. re used 
annually. This arnounts to about one third of total rubber 
consumption. Of this figure Malaysia's contribution totalled 
1.6 million tons or 45% of world consumption in 1980. ~R has 
played and will continue to play a dominant role in the 
Malaysian èconomy. This · confidence ·has been strengtherred by 
the following recent deve.lopments: 
o Energy crisis 
~ (SALB) South American Leaf Blight 
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o International Agreement on Price 
Stabilisation Scheme 
Many agencies, individuals and organisations have 
forecast a bright outlook for NR with world demand .for 
elastomers exceeding 19 million tons in 1985 and 24 million 
tons in 1990 and NR's potential market share of 32% or 
6 million tons in 1985. 
1.2 HlSTORY OF TAPPING 
In its natura! habitat the latex was extracted by 
making deep incisions into the wood with an axe and allowing 
the latex to drip into a container at the base of the tree 
(Cook, 1928). This method was adopted for use with some 
modifications in the number of wounds and frequency of tapping 
(DÖikman 1951). However, this haphazard method of extraction 
was not suitable for a permanent plantation erop for the 
following reasous : 
o severe woundings resulting in uneven bark renewal 
o problem in latex collection 
o non systematic tapping shortened the economie 
life of the tree 
A more refined technique of the incision method 
was by pricking with a 'tooth comb' (Wright, 1906). However, 
similar problem' as in the older incision method, had been 
observed though of a smaller magnitude. Hence this method of 
tapping had never been in vogue except for a short period 
3 
in commercial plantations. 
The incision method of tapping was superseded by 
Ridley's discovery of the excision method of tapping in the 
early 20th century. In fact its timely discovery gave 
further e ncouragement to the development of the rubber 
industry then. 
Ridley's tapping system involved numerous short 
cuts made on a herring bone pattern; hence the name herring 
bone system. At each tapping, a thin layer of bark was pared 
so that the latex could flow into the central channel to the 
collecting cup below. Tapping was repeated daily for a short 
period after which the trees were rested for some months. 
This system was found to be too intensive for the tree and 
was gradually modified by reduction in the number of cuts 
and frequency of tapping to the present day standard of half 
spiral cut alternate day tapping system (!S d/2). Current 
systems differ from Ridley's in using either a single cut 
half spiral, three-quarter spiral, full spiral or two half 
spiral cuts placed 150 cm apart in height on opposite side 
of the tree. The longer cut and double cut systems are 
generally used on older trees. 
Ridley's invention of the excision method was 
considered a major scientific discovery because he had taken 
into conside ration the two important characteristic features 
of H. bra silaiensis namely : 
o Anatomy of Hevea bark 
o Property of Hevea latex 
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1.3 ANATOMY OF HEVEA BARK 
The latex is contained in an articulated system of 
tubular vessels in the phloem tissues of the bark (Bobilioff, 
1923). In the process of growth new vessels are generated at 
intervals from the cambium as individual specialised cells 
which later joined together to form networks of tubes by 
anastomosis. The vessels run longitudinally, parallel to the 
main axis of the tree and since they are differentiated at 
intervals they appear as concentric rings. The distribution 
of the rings becomes less dense further away from the cambium 
because some of the older vessel~ which are forced outwarcts 
become undifferentiated in the sclerotic tissues (Figure 1) . 
On balance the average rate of increment is 3-4 latex vessels 
rings per year. 
In the process of tapping the tree an incision is 
made into the laticiferous tissues of the bark to as far as, 
but avoiding the vessels, within 1 mm from the cambium. This 
precaution has to be taken to avoid wounding the cambium and 
hence ensure satisfactory bark renewaL The removal of 'plugs' 
at the cut end of the latex vessels is accompanied by the 
' 
release of pressure in the vessels resulting in the expj{rsion 
of latex. By studying the changes in the total solid content 
of the latex before and after tapping it is found that much of 
the yield come s from below the cut. Lustinec and Resing (1968) 
using radioisotopes and total solid content of latex from 
microtapping reported that the yield contribution was equal 
from above and below the cut. From the changes in the turgor 
pressure before and after tapping Pakianathan (1975) observed 
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that the drainage is mainly below the tapping cut. 
However, the important features of the modern 
tapping systems apart from the yield are : 
o low rate of bark consumption 
o cambium is not damaged and hence regeneratien 
of bark is possible 
o renewal bark can be tapped in later years 
1.4 PROPERTIES OF HEVEA LATEX 
Fresh latex contains rubber and non rubber particles 
suspended in an aqueous liquid termed C serum. The rubber 
particles are spherical to ovoid in shape about 5-6 microns 
in size and are protected by a thin film of protein and 
phospholipids(Archer et al., 1963). Lutoids and Frey Wyssling 
(FW) particles are the non rubber particles. The lutoids are 
unit membrane bound vesicles 2-10 microns in diameter; they 
contain a dispersion of colleidol particles which form the B 
serum. The FW particles are about the same size as the 
rubber particles and are mainly composed of lipids. The 
yellow colour is due to the pressure of dissolved carotenoid 
pigments (Dickenson, 1969). 
1 . 5 PRODUCTIVITY 
Productivity is primarily determined by the genetic 
make up of the tree. Improved high yielding materials have 
been made possible through long years of breeding and selection 
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(Ho, 1979). Malaysia has taken advantage of this fact by 
investing in replanting of old stands with high yielding 
modern clones to the tune of one thousand million Malaysian 
ringgit to-date (Sekhar, 1978). To eosure that this effort 
is handsomely rewarded it is necessary to know the best 
technique of exploiting the different cultivars. 
Although rubber production per hectare has increased 
by several folds compared to pre war level, the direct cost 
of tapping on the half spiral system (!S d/2) still 
constitutes more than 40% of the total cost of production 
(Westgarth and Narayanan, 1964). 
In view of this a series of experiments cernparing 
a wide range of tapping systems on the modern clones were 
initiated in the sixties. Results from these experiments 
had been reported by De Jonge (1965 and 1969) and Ng et al., 
(1965, 1969 and 1970). In most cases the best treatment 
was !S d/2. ALthough the long cut systems · (lS d/4 and 
iS d/4) did well initially in a few clones- PR 107, GT 1 
and RRIM 607 - the performance was not sustained but showed 
severe decline in later years. Generally the lack of 
response toother systems may be attributed to the factthat the 
clones were originally selected on the basis of their 
performances on ~s d/2 tapping 
The role of stimulant to enhance erop production 
was recognised some 40 years ago. In the fifties synthetic 
growth substances 2 , 4 dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and 
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid were widely used as yield 
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stimulants on old rubber (RRIM, 1959). However, the use of 
these chemieals on young trees gave marginal and erratic 
responses(Ng et al., 1970). Therefore there wastheneed 
to continue with the search for new chemical stimulants . 
The effort was rewarded with the discovery of 2 chloroethyl-
phosphonic acid (ethephon) (Abraham et al., 1968). 
1.6 PROBLEMS IN EXPLOITATION OF HEVEA 
Preliminary results from several large scale trials 
have shown that the new stimulant is effective on a wide 
range of cultivars and on most tapping systems tested (Abraham 
et al., 1971, 1973, 1975). However, it has at the sametime 
introduced several practical problems which are : 
1) In most cases the initial high response was not sustained 
but showed decline with repeated applications. 
2) Stimulation enhanced nutrient drainage via latex even 
though in some cases with no additional yield (P'ng, 1974). 
3) General ly the decline also coincided with the time when 
the tapping cut was approaching the stock/scion union. 
However , t hough there was a resurgence in the response 
when the tapping cut was changed over to a new panel, 
th is was ~c l lowed by a similar declining response pattern. 
4) High incidence of partially dry trees with stimulation. 
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1.7 LABOUR SUPPLY 
Apart from physiological problems related to 
the tree some changes in the labour market are beginning 
to be of concern to the industry. A recent study showed that 
the trend of labour utilisation on estates had dropped by 
37% from 285,000 in 1960 to 180,000 in 1976, while the 
number of tappers was reduced by 34% over the same period 
(James and Abdullah, 1979). Therefore future research in 
exploitation should emphasise on the less labour intensive 
systems and preferably non skill demanding exploitation 
systems. 
1.8 SPECIFIC RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
Ethephon has been shown to be an effective latex 
yield stimulant on most cultivars tested (Abraham, et al., 
1975). However, if used wrongly i t can be. harmful to the 
tree resulting in severe loss in erop and hence revenue to 
the country. Recent developments have generated new interest 
in the cultivation of Hevea in order to meet the increasing 
market for NR. With the bright future for NR there is no 
doubt that every entrepreneur will strive to make as much 
profit as he possibly can. This brings us to the purpose 
of the thesis which is geared towards rational exploitation 
of Hevea. On the one hand we should strive for optimum yield 
and hence profit and on the other we should ensure that this 
is not done at the expense of future production. With these 
I 
_ _j 
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in mind the following specific research objectives have 
been formulated : 
o to study the long term effects of stimulation 
on yield, growth and other physiological 
factors on trees of different cultivars and 
a ges 
o to determine suitable exploitation systems for 
a) lower production cost 
b) higher yield 
c) sustained yield 
o to determine a practical and effective method 
of stimulation 
o to find suitable exploitation systems for the 
future 
1 . 9 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 
The work reported here cammeneed from 1969 and 
stretched over a period of ten years. Earlier studies on 
nutrient drainage in relation to different growth horrnanes 
(stimulants) used and the groove method of stimulation had 
been used as ma t e rial for an M.S. thesis (P ' ng , 1974) . New 
projects initiated by me in the last five years comprised 
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the bulk of this present thesis. Basically the work covers 
two broad categories which are : 
0 
0 
identify existing problems and find 
appropriate solutions to these problems 
consicter problems likely to be encountered 
in the future and their solutions to these 
problems 
For ease of following the trend of thought the topics are 
presented in contiguous chapters as follows: 
Chapter 1 
Chapter 2 
STIMULATION OF HEVEA 
Introduces the object of the thesis 
Discusses the effects of stimulation with 
ethephon and 2,4,5-T over 5-9 years of 
recording. Several aspects have been 
considered viz. clone, age of materials , 
various tapping systems, concentration of 
ethephon and frequency of applications. 
Besides yield other parameters - tree dryness, 
dry rubber content, girth iocrement and quality 
of bark are taken into consideration in 
projecting the long term effects. 
Chapter 3 
Chapter 4 
Chapter 5 
Chapter 6 
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A tapping system which is suitable for a 
typical rubber smallholding is described. 
Preliminary results over a period of two 
years are presented. 
Tree dryness is a physiological phenomenon 
shown to be related to high tapping intensity. 
This chapter discusses the results over three 
years of low inten_si ty tapping systems of 
previously dry trees. 
Examines two important physiological factors 
1) direction of tapping and 2) drainage 
area on erop production and their effects on 
girthing,tree dryness and dry rubber content. 
Explores the possibility of ultilising 
controlled upward tapping (!S t) to overcome 
the high cost of ladder tapping of the high 
panel. Equally important is the aim to 
achieve sustained high yields in the last 
phase of the exploitation cycle. Controlled 
upward tapping of a short cut (!S t )shows 
potential of meeting these goals. Improved 
tools and technique together with preliminary 
results from large scale trials are given 
in this chapter. 
--
Chapter 7 
Chapter 8 
Chapter 9 
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Several methods of stimulation which are 
of commercial use are discussed. In line 
with the new concept of stimulation -
'a little but often' the lace/groove method 
has been develope.d. A description of this 
simple, but practical and cheap method is 
given in this chapter. In actdition various 
concentrations of ethephon in two 
formulations have been tested and the 
appropriate recommendations given to the 
in dustry. 
Examines an unconventional method of tapping 
commonly referred to as microjpuncture 
tapping. A description of the tool and 
the technique is given. To enable easy 
and quick comparison of various treatments 
a section on notations for mibrotapping 
systems is included in this chapter. 
Results from several trials and the 
proble~s related to microtapping are also 
discussed. 
This chapter caters for the future. A 
new technique of exploitation - the 
micro X method to meet the needs of 
changing times is described and together 
with it a simple semi-automated tool 
specially designed for quick and consistent 
Chapter 10 
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operation has been developed. Preliminary 
results from several trials and the advantages 
of the new method are discussed. 
Summarises the main findings of the 
earlier chapters and where appropriate 
translate these into field application. The 
recommendations incorporate both short and 
long term exploitation systems. In actdition 
new areas of research have been identified 
in order to meet the increasing demand for 
NR. 
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2 YIELD STIMULATION OF HEVEA 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A major breakthrough in the search of an 
effective latex yield stimulant for Hevea came about with 
the discovery of 2-chloroethyl phosphonic acid (ethephon), 
also known as Ethrel, (Abraham et al., 1968). Since 
then the RRIM had launched extensive series of large 
scale field trials to determine the suitability of ethephon 
as Hevea latex yield stimulant on a wide range of popularly 
planted cultivars and of different ages. Various tapping 
systems viz. short cut panel changing system, half spiral 
low frequencies systems were compared. 
Early findings from these experiments have 
found application in the smallholdings as . well as in the 
estate sector. However the recommendation is only 
restricted to mature trees of at least fifteen years 
old or are in tapping on first renewal bark (Panel A3 and 
older). In special circumstances i.e. where the intention 
is to maximise yield for a period of twenty years ethephon 
application may commence on trees which are 10 years old 
or tapping on Panel B. This cautious approach has been 
taken because of the lack of information on its long 
term effects. 
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To-date some of the oldest trials have completed 
nine years of tapping with ethephon stimulation. Therefore 
it is appropriate at this juncture to examine these 
experiments with a view to understand its possible long 
term effects on different clones, ages of material and 
to consicter its recommendations to young trees as well. 
The tapping histories and other relevant details together 
with early results have been reported (Abraham, 1970; 
Abraham et al., 1975). Experimental details of selected 
experiments from the early series of ethephon trials are 
given in Table 1. 
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The experiments were classified according to 
the panel in tapping at the time of commencement viz. 
Panels Al, 82 (low panels virgin bark) A3/B4 (low panels 
renewal bark) (Figure 2). 
2.2.1 Panel Al Experiments 
Four Panel Al experiments (BE 689.1 - RRIM 600, 
689.2 - RRIM 623, 689.4 - PBIG/GGl and 691.1- PR 255) 
comparing various low intensity systems with low 
concentrations viz. 2.5 and 5.0% ethephon, applied at 
2 monthly and 3 monthly intervals to scraped bark were 
established. 
TABLE 1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF LARGE SCALE TRIALS WITH ETHEPHON 
Year of Year of Year of Pre trt. Number Date of first Experiment Cultivar Site/Estate budding/ first Current opening recording of trees/ application BE No. planting tapping panel current period treatment of stimulant panel (weeks) 
689.1 RRIM 600 Kedah/BMR 1963 1970 Al 1970 4 48 April 1972 
689.5 RRIM 600 Kedah/BMR 1959 1965 B2 1970 4 48 April 1972 
689.2 RRIM 623 Kedah/BMR 1964 1970 Al 1970 4 48 April 1972 
689.4 PBIG/GGl Kedah/BMR 1965 1971 Al 1971 4 48 April 1972 
691.1 PR 255 Kedah/S.Lian 1966 1974 Al 1974 6 48 May 1974 
716.1 RRIM 612 Johore/Senai 1958 1963 B2 1967 4 48 Aug. 1969 ...... ...., 
716.2 GT 1 Johore/Senai 1959 1963 B2 1967 4 48 Sept. 1969 
716.3 RRIM 605 Johore/Senai 1959 1963 B2 1967 4 48 Sept. 1969 
716.4 RRIM 623 Johore/Senai 1959 1963 B2 1967 4 48 Oct. 1969 
692.4 PR 107 Selangor/RRIES 1958 1963 B2 1968 6 48 July 1969 
714.1 PR 107 Johore/Scudai 1954 1960 A3 1969 6 48 July 1969 
714.2 Tjir 1 Johore/Scudai 1952 1959 A3 1968 6 48 July 1969 
714.3 PB 86 Johore/Scudai 1954 1960 A3 1969 6 48 July 1969 
687.4 RRIM 623 Kedah/Padang 1960 1966 B2 1971 4 40 May 1971 Mei ha 
688.1 RRIM 605 Kedah/Pinang 1956 1962 A3 1970 4 48 May 1971 Tunggal 
FIGURE 2 ::'CHH1ATIC REPRESFNTATION OF TAFPING PANELS 
A B A B A B A B 
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the ether . Nu~bers indicate the order of tapping . 
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Trees and design. The experiments were laid out in a 
randomised block design with two replications per treatment. 
The trees were selected for each treatment on the basis 
of girth measured at 152 cm from the stock/scion union. 
However., not all the trees were tapped on the same day. 
In order to balance the tappers daily work load, trees 
on d/2 frequency of tapping were divided into 2 groups and 
d/3 tapping were divided into 3 groups and so on. Only 
one group of trees belonging to each frequency of tapping 
were tapped each day. To ensure that correct trees were 
tapped each day the tapper used a tag bearing the letters 
of trees to be tapped for that day. These letters were 
boldly painted on both sides of the tree to assist the 
tapper in easy location of trees for tapping. 
Yield recording. Tapping commenced at 6.30 a.m. on each 
tapping day. The yield was recorded as latex collected 
per replicatien of each treatment at each tapping for a 
period of twelve tapping days; on a normal tapping day 
collection commenced at 11.30 a.m. whereas on late tapping 
day collection began 1' hours after completing tapping 
the last tree. The erop harvested as cuplump after 11.30 a.m. 
in the following morning was regarded as late drip. 
Girth measurement. The growth of the trees was measured 
as girth of the trunk at 152 cm above the union at 
intervals of three months. 
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Brown bast observation. Brown bast observation which was 
basically determining the extent of dryness along the 
cut immediately after each tree had been tapped was taken 
at three monthly intervals. Trees with at least 5 cm of 
continuous dry patch were regarded as partially dry trees 
and those with greater extent of dryness with no possible 
latex flow as totally dry. This method was later 
modified to include actual measurement of the length of 
dry patch and the entire length of each cut. From these 
observations the proportion of total length of dry cut 
of each treatment was determined and the percentage 
dryness computed as follows: 
% dryness 
Tapping systems. 
total length of dry cut x 100 total length of cut 
The tapping systems selected for this 
study were generally of low intensity since the trees had 
just come into production. Altogether six systems 
comprising of combinations of three lengths of cut - !S, 
l/3S and tS and two frequencies of tapping d/2 and d/3 
were tested. 
Stimulant. Ethrel is the trade name of (2-chloroethyl-
phosphonic acid - also known as ethephon) developed and 
prepared by Amchem products of Pennyslvania (Amchem 
Products, 1969). The formulation ACP 68-250 (40% 
ethephon)wasmade of 4 Ibs free chloroethyl phosphonic 
acid per US gallon in propylene glycol as solvent. In the 
preparation of 2.5% and 5.0% a.i. ethephon the diluent 
usedwas palm oil in the ratios 1:15 and 1:7 respectively. 
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Method of application. 
Red palm oil : This was applied as a thin film onto 
freshly scraped bark at two and 
three monthly intervals . Two grams 
of the oil was sufficient for a 
Ethephon 
band of 3.8 cm width. 
The stimulant formulation was 
applied in the same manner and at 
the same rate and time as palm oil. 
2.2.2 Panels B2 and A3 Experiments 
Trees and design. Eight experiments · - five Panel B 
(BE 716.1-RRIM 612, 716.2-GT 1, 716.3-RRIM 605, 716.4-
RRIM 623 and 692.42-PR107) and three Panel A3 (BE 714.1-
PR 107 , 714.2-Tjir 1 and 714.3-PB 86) - camparing various 
tapping systems with stimulation using 10% ethephon 
were initiated. The experiments were set up on 
randomised single tree plot design. Forty-eight trees 
(24 trees/replication) were allocated to each treatment 
on a yield basis aft e r a period of one month pre-treatment 
recording under !S d/2 tapping. To ensure daily uniform 
work load the tappers were issued with tapping tags 
hearing the letters to be tapped for that day. 
Yield recording. Latex was collected in polythene bags 
where it was coagulated with formic acid. The bags were 
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collected after every twelve tapping days and sorted 
according to treatments. The coagular were creped, dried 
and weighed treatment wise. 
Interpretation of data. Although statistical analysis 
has been made on the many trials it has not been judged 
necessary to mention all the results of analysis. As it 
concerns applied research, the emphasis is on long term 
performance and practical factors such as length of cut 
and frequency of tapping are considered more important. 
Therefore preferenee has been given in many instances to 
treatments which normally would have been disregarded 
from a statistical viewpoint. 
2.2.3 Two Factorial Experiments (Panel B2 and Panel A3) 
Two factorial experiments involving trees of 
clone RRIM 623, Panel B2 (BE 687.4) and RRIM 605, Panel 
A3 (BE 688.1) were established in 1971. Preliminary 
results from these trials had been reported (Abraham et al. 
1971, 1973 and 1975). Details of these experiments are 
also given in Table l. 
Experimental procedure is similar to that of 
Panel Al experiments as described on pages 16 - 21. 
2.3 RESULTS 
2.3.1 Effects of different stimulants 
Early results from the series of large scale trials 
showed that the yield response to stimulation varied with 
the stimulant used. Between the two stimulants -
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ethephon and 2,4,5-T, the initia! response was far 
superior with ethephon than 2,4,5-T (Figures 3 and 4). 
However, the difference decreased with repeated applications 
over the years mainly on account of the more severe decline 
with ethephon than with 2,4,5-T. As a result of which in 
the ninth year of tapping ofthe Panel B2 experiments, 
negative response was recorded with ethephon and 2,4,5-T 
in all the clones excepting RRIM 612 (Figure 3). In the 
older trees over seven years of stimulation ethephon did 
better than 2,4,5-T in PB 86 as opposed to the better 
response with 2,4,5-T in PR 107 while in Tjir 1 ethephon 
was marginally better than 2,4,5-T (Figure 4). 
2.3.2 Effects of Cultivars 
The initia! response to !S d/2 + ethephon among 
the clones tested was generally good. However, clonal 
behaviour in response to stimulation only became clearer 
with repeated applications whereby some clones showed 
sustained good response while others recorded progressive 
decline with each following reapplications. Although the 
clones tested within each series of experiments were few, 
distinct clonal pattern in response to stimulation was 
evident. For instanee in the series of Panel Al trials , 
the cultivars arranged in order of response to iS d/2 + 5% 
ethephon were- PR 255 (154%) , RRIM 623 (140%), PBIG/GGl 
(126%) and RRIM 600 (118%) of !S d/2 control. It can be 
seen that among the four cultivars the response varied 
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FIGURE 3 YIELD TRENDS OF TWO MONTHLY STIMULATION WITH ETHEPHON AND 2,4,5-T ON !S d/2 TAPPING 
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from poor in RRIM 600 to good in PR 255 with the other two 
cultivars in between the scale. Among the Panel B2 
experiments the order of response to ~S d/2 + 10% ethephon 
over a period of nine years was as follows: 
RRIM 612 (161%), PR 107 (120%), RRIM 605 (117%), 
RRIM 623 (117%) and GT 1 (103%) while RRIM 600 over 
4 years gave negative response (91%). In the older 
trees clones PR 107 and PB 86 performed better than 
Tjir 1 - 174%, 142% against 131% respectively, over 
seven years of tapping with stimulation on the low 
panel. 
2.3.3 Effec~of Age of Materials 
Response to stimulation varies with the age of 
material. Generally it tencts to improve as the tree 
becomes older. To illustrate this point three clones 
which were represented in different age groups had been 
selected for this study. In clone PR 107 the response to 
stimulation on Pane~B2/A3 was 128% of ~S d/2 control 
while with similar treatment on Panels A3/B4 the response 
was 174%. With clone RRIM 623 the response was 25% higher on 
older trees tapping on PanelsB2/A3 than Panel Al. An 
exception was RRIM 600 which recorded a response of 120% 
on Panel Al and 101% on Panel B2 (Table 2). 
TABLE 2 EFFECT OF AGE OF MATERIAL ON RESPONSE TO STIMULATION 
PR 107 RRIM 623 RRIM 600 
BE 692.42 BE 714.1 BE 689.2 BE 716.3 BE 689.1 BE 689.5 
Treatment Panel B2/A3 Panel A3/B4 Panel Al Panel B2/A3 Panel Al Panel B2 
Mean over 7 years Mean over 5 years Mean over 4 years 
Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha Kgjha Kg/ha Kg/ha 
I'V 
!S d/2 nil stim. 1933 1022 1540 1191 1856 2787 --:J 
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 
!S d/2 + ethephon 2475 1773 2153 1970 2226 2820 
(128) (174) (140) (165) ( 120) (lOl) 
\ 
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2.3.4 Effects of Panel Change 
Five Panel 82 experiments (BE 716.1-RRIM 612, 
716.2-GT 1, 716.3-RRIM 605, 716.4-RRIM 623 and 692 . 42-
PR 107) had completed eight to nine years of recording. 
During this period the trees were tapped (!S d/2) for two 
years on Panel 82, five years on Panel A3 and two years 
on Panel 84 for clones RRIM 612 and 623. For clones GT 1 
and RRIM 605 the trees were tapped respectively for two 
and half and three years on Panel 82, four and four and 
half years on Panel A3 and' two years on Panel 84, while in 
the case of PR 107 the trees were tapped for three years 
on Panel 82 and 5 years on Panel A3 . 
Generally , the response to ethephon treatment 
of most cultivars tested was good in the first year of 
application but declined in the second or third year of 
tapping. 
However, there was a resurgence in response when 
the tapping cut was changed over to a new panel. Th i s 
was partly attributed to the initial low yield of the 
non stimulated control treatment. Nevertheless a similar 
falling trend was noted in later years. Among the clones 
RRIM 612 was outstanding for seven years during which time 
consistent production was maintained (Figure 5) . Howeve r, 
severe dec l ine t o negative response was observed in the 
ninth year of stimulation or second year tapping on Panel 84. 
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YIELD TRENDS OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH STIMULATION 
AT TWO MONTHLY INTERVALS OVER 9 YEARS IN CLONE RRIM 612 
(BE 716 .1) 
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FIGURE 5 BE 716.1 - RRIM 612 Contd. 
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Clone GT 1 gave very erratic response to 
stimulation. In the first two years the response was 
moderate but improved to good in the third and fourth 
year. Poorer response was obtained in the fifth year 
and this deteriorated to below the control from the 
sixth to the ninth year (Figure 6). 
High yield and response were recorded in 
RRIM 605 in the first and second year of tapping on 
Panel B2 and the first two years after the panel changed 
from B2 to A3. However, marked decline was noted in the 
fifth year which dropped further to negative response in 
seventh, eighth and ninth year of tapping (Figure 7). 
The absolute yield had shown a drop of 1956 kg/ha from the 
first years output to 555 kg/ha in the ninth year while 
the average yield was 1526 kg/hafyear. 
With clone RRIM 623 good yield and response were 
observed for five years (two years on Panel B2 and three 
years on Panel A3) foliowed by marked decline to marginal 
response in sixth year and negative response from the 
seventh to the ninth year of recording (Figure 8). The 
yield trend is similar to that of RRIM 605 with the ninth 
year's yield differing by 1855 kg/ha from the first year's 
(2351 kg/ha) and an average of 1460 kg/ha/year. 
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FIGURE 6 YIELD TREND OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH STI~ruLATION 
AT BIMONTHLY INTERVALS OVER 9 YEARS IN CLONE GT 1 (BE 716 .2 ) 
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FIGURE 6 BE 716.2 - GT 1 Contd. 
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FIGURE 7 YIELD TRENDS OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH STIMULATION 
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AT BIMONTHLY INTERVALS OVER 9 YEARS IN CLONE RRIM 605 (BE 716.3) 
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FIGURE 7 BE 716.3 - RRIM 605 Contd. 
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YIELD TRENDS OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH STIMULATION 
AT BIMONTHLY INTERVALS OVER 9 YEARS IN CLONE RRIM 623 (BE 716.4) 
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BE 716 . 4 - RRIM 623 Con td. 
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PR 107 gave moderate but consistent response to 
stimulation in the first three ye ars whereas in the 
following five years the response had shown progre ssive 
decline to negative response in the seventh and eight 
year of tapping . 
The three oldest Panel A3 trials (BE 714.1-
PR 107, 714 . 2-Tjir l and 714.3-PB 86) had completed nine 
years of recording. The trees were tapped (!S d/2) for 
three years on Panel A3 , 4 years on Panel B4 and two 
years CtS t d/2) on high panel virgin bark. In the 
first three years of stimulation two clones recorded 
marked decline in response viz. Tjir l from 171% to 
106% and PB 86 from 214% to 146% of control ; in contrast 
PR 107 recorded an increase in response from 146% to 163% . 
After the third year the tapping cut was changed over to 
Panel B4. In the first year after the panel changed, all 
the three clones recorded marked increase in response to 
stimulation . Clone PR 107 with 235% was highest followed 
by PB 86 and Tjir l both with 170% of ! S d/2 control. 
However , the high response was not sustained but showed 
progressive decline in subsequent years of tapping. For 
example in the seventh year of stimulation (fourth year 
of tapping on Panel B4) the response in PR 107 had dropped 
to 162% (Figure 9). Tjir l - 129% (Figure 10) and PB 86-
79% (Fi gure ll) of the respe ctive control. 
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FIGURE 9 YIELD TRENDS OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH 
STIMULATION AT BIMONTHLY INTERVALS OVER 9 YEARS 
IN CLONE PR 107 (BE 714.1) 
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FIGURE 9 BE 714.1- PR 107 
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FIGURE 10 YIELD TREND OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH 
STIMULATION AT BIMONTHLY INTERVALS OVER 9 YEARS 
IN CLONE TJIR 1 (BE 714.2) 
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FIGURE 10 BE 714.2 - Tjir 1 Contd. 
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YIELD TREND OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH 
AT BIMONTHLY INTERVALS OVER 9 YEARS IN CLONE PB 
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FIGURE 11 BE 714.3 - PB 86 Contd. 
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FIGURE 11 BE 714. 3 - PB 86 Con td. 
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2.3.5 Effects of Different Tapping Systems 
2.3 . 5.1 Panel Al experiments 
The response to stimulation of low and 
medium intensities tapping systems (!S d/3, 
!S d/4 and !S d/6) with ._~timulation (compared to 
the respective non stimulated control system) was 
generally higher than that .of iS d/2 + ethephon. 
This was primarily attributed to the poorer yield 
of the non-stimulated low and medium intensities 
systems. However, the response to stimulation of 
the low and medium intensities systems when computed 
as percentage of !S d/2 control was generally less 
than that of !S d/2 + ethephon because of the 
higher yield of the non stimulated system. Although 
the yield increases with the medium and low 
intensities tapping systems CiS d/3, l/3S d/2 and 
!S d/2) with ethephon were much less than those on 
iS d/2 + ethephon they showed likewise a similar 
pattern of decline in the second and subsequent 
years of tapping. Since the interaction of response 
to ethephon with tapping systems differ with clones 
they will be considered separately: 
Clone RRIM 600 tapping on Panel Al (BE 689.1) 
did not respond well to stimulation. The yield of 
medium intensity tapping systems viz . iS d/3 and 
l/3S d/2 + ethephon were comparable to that of 
47 
'8 d/2 control over 56 months recording (Table 3). 
In the first year of stimulation '8 d/3 + ethephon 
gave moderate response which declined over the 
years whereas the response to the short cut system 
though poor was better sustained throughout the 
recording period (Figure 12). With shorter cut 
system i.e. t8 d/2 + ethephon the yield was less 
than that of '8 d/2 control by an average of 10%. 
Moderate response (140% of !8 d/2 control) 
was obtained on '8 d/2 + ethephon applied to scraped 
bark at bimonthly intervals in RRIM 623 (Table 4). 
Poor to moderate response was recorded with medium 
intensity system - 1/38 d/2 similarly treated (120%). 
The response in the first three and a half years of 
tapping on Panel Al was poor (less than 10%) but 
showed marked increase (34%) in the fourth year 
following a change of the tapping cut to the adjacent 
panel in the mid year of that year (Figure 13). 
Although large increase in yield was noted in 
subsequent years the response was on the downward 
trend. With shorter cut system t8 d/2 + 5.0% ethephon 
bimonthly, negative response was recorded in the 
first three and a half years tapping on Panel Al 
(90% of '8 d/2 control) but showed improvement in 
the fourth and fifth year after the panel changed to 
average 104% of !8 d/2 control over the five year 
period. Other low intensity system - 1/38 d/3 
with stimulation performed poorly. 
TABLE 3 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF LOW INTENSTTIES TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF 
ETHEPHON AT TWO FREQUENCIES OF APPLICATION 
BE 689.1- RRIM 600, Panel Al 
--
Frequency of tapping 
Cut d/2 d/3 
length St i mu l at ion 8 months 56 months 8 months 56 mcmths 
kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b 
!S Control 1217 100 - 8640 100 - 1307 107 100 6766 78 100 
2.5% E 2m 1314 108 
-
9471 llO - 1287 104 97 8158 94 121 
5.0% E 2m 1253 103 
-
10159 ll8 - 1512 124 116 9072 105 134 
2.5% E 3m 1298 107 
-
9426 109 - 1509 124 115 8860 103 131 
5.0% E 3m 1042 86 
-
9120 106 - 1486 122 ll4 9182 106 136 
l/3S Control 955 78 100 5661 66 100 1045 86 100 4986 58 100 
2.5% E 2m 1345 111 141 8511 99 150 1437 118 138 7246 84 145 lf> 00 
5.0% E 2m 1298 107 136 8457 98 149 1585 130 152 8630 100 173 
2.5% E 3m 1229 101 129 8518 99 150 1308 107 125 7429 86 149 
5.0% E 3m 1331 109 139 9469 llO 167 1372 113 131 7601 88 152 
i S Control 973 80 100 5035 58 100 795 65 100 3641 42 100 
2.5% E 2m 1398 115 144 7863 91 156 1431 118 180 6935 80 190 
5.0% E 2m 1361 112 140 8325 96 165 1359 112 171 7243 84 199 
2.5% E 3m 1202 99 124 7967 92 158 1261 104 159 6543 76 180 
5.0% E 3m 1272 105 131 7885 91 157 1255 103 158 6420 74 176 
E = ethephon; 2m = two monthly; 3m = three monthly a Yield expressed as % of S/2 d/2 control 
Assumed tappable stand per acre = 296 trees b Yield expressed as % of respective control 
Number of tappings d/2 d/3 
8 months 93 62 
56 months 608 405 
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FIGURE 12 YIELD TRENDS OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH LOW 
CONCENTRATION ETHEPHON STIMULATION ON YOUNG RUBBER 
OF CLONE RRIM 600, PANEL Al (BE 689.1) 
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TABLE 4 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF LOW INTENSITY TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF 
ETHEPHON AT TWO FREQUENCIES OF APPLICATION 
BE 689.2 - RRIM 623, Panel Al 
--
Frequency of tapping 
Cut d/2 d/3 
length Stinrulation 12 nxmths 60 months 12 months 60 months 
kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b 
!S Control 2168 100 - 7699 100 - 927 43 100 4199 54 100 
2.5% E 2m 2569 118 
- 9458 123 - 1435 66 155 6796 88 162 
5.0% E 2m 2838 131 
-
10765 140 
-
1303 60 141 7210 94 172 
2.5% E 3m 2377 110 
-
9074 118 - 1338 62 144 6654 86 158 
5.0% E 3m 2088 96 
-
8857 115 
-
1280 59 138 6939 90 165 
1/35 Control 1455 67 100 4891 64 100 741 34 100 3194 41 100 (11 
2.5% E 2m 2374 110 163 7593 99 155 1152 53 155 5081 66 159 0 
5. 0% E 2m 2783 128 191 9201 120 188 1244 57 168 5917 77 185 
2.5% E 3m 1829 84 126 6678 87 137 1094 51 . 148 5104 67 160 
5.0% E 3m 2059 95 142 7218 94 148 1144 53 154 5473 71 171 
!S Control 983 45 100 3810 49 100 633 29 100 2596 34 100 
2.5% E 2m 2119 98 216 6791 88 178 1144 53 181 4727 61 182 
5.0% E 2m 2584 119 263 7976 104 209 1072 49 169 4877 63 188 
2.5% E 3m 1689 78 172 6320 82 166 988 46 156 4317 56 166 
5.0% E 3m 1996 92 203 7020 91 184 924 43 146 4173 54 161 
E = ethephon; 2m = two monthly; 3m = three monthly; a Yield expressed as % of S/2 d/2 control 
Assumed tappable stand per acre = 296 trees b Yield expressed as % of respective control 
Number of tappings d/2 d/3 Panel tapped (d/2) - Panel A 3! years 
12 months 134 89 - Panel B I! years 
60 months 663 442 
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FIGURE 13 YIELD TRENDS ·aF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTMES WITH LOW 
CONCENTRATION ETHEPHON STIMULATION ON YOUNG RUBBER 
OF CLONE RRIM 623, PANEL Al (BE 689.2) 
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In PBIG/GGl (BE 689.4) seedling rubber the 
response to !S d/2 + stimulation was moderate in the 
first two years of tapping whereas with medium 
intensity system - !S d/3 + stimulation the response 
varied from poor to moderate. Both systems gave good 
response to stimulation after the change over of 
tapping panel at two and two and a half years 
respectively after the cammencement of the experiment . 
Like the clonal material the response was not 
sustained over the years. Between !S d/3 and 1/38 d/2 
with stimulation the farmer performed better in the 
first two years but in the first year after the panel 
change the short cut system gave camparabie yield to 
!S d/3 + 2.5% ethephon bimonthly (Figure 14). 
Generally the performance of the short cut system 
with stimulation was poorer at the initia! stage 
but improved with age. This is particularly so with 
seedling material because of its shape and structure. 
The poor to moderate response of the low and medium 
intensities systems in the fourth and fifth year of 
tapping are evidences of the later advantage of the 
short cut systems of seedling material (Table 5). 
Clone PR 255 (BE 691.1) responded well to 
stimulati on on all tapping systems tested over a 
period of four years (Table 6). Good response 
continued to be obtained on !S d/2 + 2.5% ethephon 
similarly treated. During the period of recording 
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FIGURE 14 YIELD TRENDS OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH LOW 
CONCENTRATION ETHEPHON STIMULATION ON YOUNG SEEDLING 
RUBBER- PBIG/GGl, PANEL Al (BE 689.4) 
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TABLE 5 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF LOW INTENSTTIES TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF 
ETHEPHON AT TWO FREQUENCIES OF APPLICATION 
BE 689.4 - PBIG/GGl, Panel Al 
-
Frequency of tapping 
Cut d/2 d/3 
length Stimulation 12 months 60 months 12 months 60 months 
kg/ha i. a i.b kg/ha i. a i.b kg/ha i. a i.b kg/ha i. a i.b 
!S Control 1771 100 - 7893 100 - 1145 65 100 5505 70 100 
2.5% E 2m 2105 119 - 9947 126 
-
2053 116 179 10228 130 186 
5.0% E 2m 1784 107 - 9913 126 - 1708 96 149 9163 116 166 
2.5% E 3m 2226 126 - 10414 132 - 1951 110 170 9522 I 121 173 
5.0% E 3m 1946 110 - 10222 130 - 1683 95 147 9143 116 166 
I/3S Control 1709 96 100 7760 98 100 1154 65 100 5241 66 100 
()1 
11>-
2.5% E 2m 2082 118 122 9245 117 119 1867 105 162 8227 104 157 
5.0% E 2m 2362 133 138 9745 124 126 2048 116 177 10087 128 192 
2.5% E 3m 2130 120 125 9572 121 123 1804 102 156 7976 101 152 
5.0% E 3m 1814 102 106 8226 104 106 1805 102 156 8506 108 162 
!S Control 1205 68 100 5862 74 100 976 55 100 4252 54 100 
2.5% E 2m 1863 105 155 7952 101 136 1313 74 135 6250 79 147 
5.0% E 2m 1884 106 156 8095 103 138 1623 92 166 7618 97 179 
2.5% E 3m 1809 102 150 8401 106 143 1282 72 131 6116 77 144 
5.0% E 3m 1829 103 152 8542 108 146 1524 86 157 7451 94 175 
E = ethephon; ~ 2m = two monthly; 3m = three monthly a Yield expressed as i. of S/2 d/2 control 
Assumed tappable stand per acre = 296 trees b Yield expressed as % of respective control 
Number of tappings d/2 d/3 
12 months 132 88 
60 months 677 451 
TABLE 6 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF LOW INTENSITIES TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF ETHEPHON AT 
TWO FREQUENCIES OF APPLICATION 
BE 691.1- PR 255, Panel Al 
---
Frequency of tapping 
Cut Stimulation d/2 d/3 d/2 (2x2d/4) length 12 months 48 months 12 months 48 months 12 months Total 48 mont hs 
kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b kg/ha %a %b 
! s Control 950 100 - 4389 100 100 730 77 100 3102 100 71 
2.5% E 2m 1837 193 - 7452 170 - 1505 158 206 5879 190 134 
5.0% E 2m 1837 193 - 6758 154 - 1474 155 202 5663 183 129 
2.5% E 3m 1598 168 - 5903 134 
-
1259 133 172 5018 162 114 
5 . 0% E 3m 1714 180 - 5929 135 - 1366 144 187 5521 178 126 
1/35 Control - 630 66 100 2556 100 58 
s . 5% E 2m 1.559 164 247 6134 240 140 
5.0% E 2m 1513 159 240 5625 220 128 
2.5% E 3m 1335 141 212 4943 193 113 01 - - - - - - - - - - - - 01 
5.0% E 3m 1286 135 204 4592 180 105 
!S Control 738 78 100 2836 100 65 - - - - - - 556 59 100 2642 100 60 
2.5% E 2m 1451 153 197 5033 177 115 - - - - - - 1547 163 278 5882 223 134 
5.0% E 2m 1497 158 203 5521 195 127 - - - - - - 1312 138 236 5594 212 127 
2.5% E 3m 978 103 133 3532 125 80 - - - - - - 1460 154 263 6006 227 137 
5.0% E 3m 1330 140 180 5084 179 116 - - - - - - 1249 131 225 5219 198 119 
E = ethephon; 2m = two monthly; 3m = three monthly a Yield expressed as % of !S d/2 control 
Assumed tappable stand per hectare: 296 trees b Yield expressed as % of respective control 
Number of tappings d/2 d/3 
Fourth year 118 79 
Four years 503 335 
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the response varied from moderate to good. With low 
intensity systems !S d/2(2x2d/4) + 2.5% ethephon 
three monthly performed much better than the single 
cut system - !S d/2 + 5.0% ethephon two monthly 
(Figure 15). The generally moderate to good 
performance with clone PR 255 was partly due to the 
unexpected low yield of !S d/2 control. 
2.3 . 5.2 Panel B2 experiments 
In a more recent Panel B2 experiment -
BE 689 . 5 - RRIM 600, moderate response was observed 
in the first year of tapping on !S d/2 and l/3S d/2 
with stimulation. In the second and subsequent 
years negative response was recorded in both systems. 
Other low intensity systems with stimulation yielded 
less than !S d/2 control (Table 7 and Figure 16). 
However, in the older series of Panel B2 
experiments the best yields and responses on a half 
spiral cut were obtained from !S d/2 + lmr· ethephon, 
over 9 years of recording (Table 8). Although the 
response to stimulation of the less frequent tapping 
systems viz. !S d/4 and !S d/6 were lower than 
those of !S d/2 + 10% ethephon similar declining 
trend had been observed (Figures 4-7). The low 
frequency systems yields were generally better than 
the control (!S d/2) . The longer cut system tS d/6 + 
ethephon on the whole did better than !S d/6 + 
ethephon but the response was generally less than 
that of !S d/4 + ethephon. Encouraging response was 
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FIGURE 15 PING SYSTEMS WITH LOW YIELD. TRENDS OF DIFFE~~~I~LATION ON YOUNG RUBBER 
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TABLE 7 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF LOW INTENSTTIES TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF 
ETHEPHON AT TWO FREQUENCIES OF APPLICATION 
BE 689.5 - RRIM 600, Panel B2 
-
Frequency of tapping 
Cut d/2 d/3 Stimulation 12 months 48 months 12 months 48 months length 
%a %b %a %b %a %b %a %b kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha 
!S Controt 3013 100 - 11151 100 - 2383 79 100 8680 78 100 
2.5% E 2m 2052 68 - 10252 92 - 2419 80 102 10593 95 122 
5.0% E 2m 2225 74 - 11280 101 - 2772 92 116 11545 103 133 
2.5% E 3m 1746 58 - 9774 88 - 2440 81 102 10562 95 122 
5.0% E 3m 1696 56 - 9556 86 - 2364 78 99 10103 91 116 
(11 
I /3S Control 2277 76 100 7487 87 100 1557 52 100 5081 46 100 00 
2.5% E 2m 2234 74 98 9308 83 124 2212 73 142 8170 73 160 
5.0% E 2m 2223 73 98 10242 92 138 2514 83 161 9227 83 182 
2.5% E 3m 2190 72 96 9551 86 128 2217 73 142 8234 74 162 
5.0% E 3m 2489 83 109 10842 97 145 2256 75 145 8591 77 169 
!S Control 1762 58 100 5672 51 100 1233 41 100 3810 34 100 
2.5% E 2m 2129 71 121 8320 75 147 1883 62 153 6314 57 166 
5.0% E 2m 2642 88 150 10244 92 181 2288 76 186 7657 69 201 
2.5% E 3m 2148 71 122 7897 71 139 2078 69 169 7077 63 186 
5.0% E 3m 2288 76 130 8823 79 156 2077 69 168 7374 66 194 
E = ethephon; 2m = two monthly; 3m = three monthly; a Yield expressed as % of S/2 d/2 control 
Assumed tappable stand per acre = 296 trees b Yield expressed as % of respective control 
Number of tappings d/2 d/3 
4th year 132 88 
4 years 515 343 
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FIGURE 16 YIELD TRENDS OF DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEHS WITH LOW 
CONCENTRATION ETHEPHON STIMULATION ON MIDDLE AGE 
RUBBER OF CLONE RRIM 600, PANEL B2 (BE 689.5) 
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TABLE 8 COMPARATIVE YIELDS IN KG PER HECTARE OF OLDEST LARGE-SCALE STIMULATION TRIALS OVER EIGHT TO NINE YEARS 
OF TAPPING PANELS B2, C3, B4 
RRIM 612 GT 1 RRIM 605 RRIM 623 PR 107 
Treatments (BE 716.1) (BE 716.2) (BE 716.3) (BE 716.4) (BE 692. 42) 9th Total 9th Total 9th Tota1 9th Total 8th Tota1 
re ar 9 :~:rs re ar 9 :~:rs :~:ear 9 :~:rs :~:ear 9 z:rs :~:ear 8 yrs 
!S d/2 Control 1636 11250 2444 17559 1498 11703 1370 11224 2236 15767 
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 
!S d/2 + 1% 2,4,S-T 1844 14196 1589 19020 1394 14158 1319 14277 2173 18919 
(113) (126) ( 65) (108) ( 93) (121) ( 96) (127) ( 97) (120) 
!S d/2 + 1% 2,4,S-T(6M) 1671 12736 1894 17129 1290 12118 1404 1232S 
(102) (113) ( 77) ( 98) ( 86) (104) (102) (110) 
!S d/2 + 10% E 1600 18142 1143 18074 SS5 13646 496 13144 1674 18980 
( 98) (161) ( 47) (103) ( 37) (117) ( 36) (117) ( 74) (120) 
!S d/2 + 10% E(6M) 1672 1Sl27 1410 18066 905 13701 755 12378 
(102) (134) ( S4) (103) ( 60) (117) ( SS) (110) 
!S d/4 + 10% E 157S 18407 1096 164S2 885 13489 1305 14372 1663 178S3 a-
( 96) (164) ( 4S) ( 94) ( 59) (115) ( 95) (128) ( 74) (113) 0 
!S d/6 + 10% E 1322 11980 1303 1S809 1153 13019 1181 . 12087 
( 81) (106) ( 53) ( 90) ( 77) (111) ( 86) (108) 
iS d/6 + 10% E 1430 13935 1116 1S885 918 11953 947 12843 1704 16142 
( 87) (124) ( 46) ( 90) ( 61) (102) ( 69) (114) ( 76) (102) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4)+10% E 1650 17208 1060 16260 1121 15458 1093 lSlSO 19S9 20100 
(101) (1S3) ( 43) ( 93) ( 75) (132) ( 80) (135) ( 88) (127) 
!S d/2 + 6.7% E 1226 16592 1080 17923 782 15482 608 13739 
( 75) (147) ( 44) (102) ( 52) (132) ( 44) (122) 
Assumed tappable stand per hectare : 296 trees 
All stimulants were app1ied on scraped bark at two-month interva1s, except where stated otherwise;(6M)-six month1y 
Figures within brackets are percentage va1ues 
RRIM 612 GT 1 RRIM 605 RRIM 623 PR 107 
Number of tappings 9th 9 9th 9 9th 9 9th 9 8th 8 
year years :~:ear years year :~:ears year years :~:ear :~:ears 
d/2 130 1273 123 1270 121 1261 126 1245 109 1219 
d/4 65 637 62 636 61 631 63 623 52 607 
d/6 43 424 41 423 \0 420 42 415 36 406 
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also observed with the short cut panel changing system 
1/ 45 d /2 (2x2d/ 4) + ethephon in three clones (RRIM 612, 
605 and 623) whereas in GT 1 it was only comparable to 
that of 1/2 5 d/2 control. 
2.3.5.3 Panel A3 experiments 
The seven years yield data of the three Panel A3 
experiments (PR 107, PB 86 and Tjir 1) have been statis-
tically analysedas shown in Table 9. In clone PR 107 all 
ethephon stimulated treatments were significantly different 
and superior to the control. In the case of Tjir 1 and 
PB 86 significant differences had been established in all 
the treatments except for 1/25 d /6 + E. In PR 107 and Tjir 1 
the quarter cut panel changing system (1/45 d/2(2x2d/ 4) + E 
recorded the highest yield over seven years whereas 1/25 
d/2 + E was best in PB 86. Good response was obtained from 
the medium intensity system 1/25 d/4 + E in PR 107 whereas 
Tjir 1 and PB 86 recorded only moderate response. The 
latter treatment was marginally better than 1/2S d/2 + E 
in clone Tjir 1. In all the three clones the sixth daily 
systems - 1/25 d/6 + E and 3/45 d/6 + E yielded less than 
the fourth daily system 1/ 2S d/4 + E. However, the yields 
of 1/25 d/6 + E were comparable to that of 1/2S d / 2 nil 
stimulation in Tjir 1 and PB 86 and moderately better than 
the control in PR 107 as shown in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF MODIFIED TREATMENTS OF OLDEST LARGE SCALE STIMULATION TRIALS OVER NINE 
YEARS OF TAPPING ON A3, B4 AND HIGH PANEL AS 
Modified PR 107 (BE 714.1) Tjir 1 (BE 714.2) PB 86 (BE 714.3) Mean Tota1 Mean Tota1 Mean Tot al Previous treatments treatments 2nd 2 2nd 2 2nd 2 (7 years) as from over over over 7 yrs year 7 yrs year 7 yrs year 8th year years years years ks/ha ks/ha ks/ha kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha 
iS d/2 Control t ! s d/ 2 1022 783 1819 1142 849 2251 1379 1152 2949 
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 
iS d/2+2,4,5-T t!S d/2+10% E 1681 2799 5541 1402 1510 3886 1509 2688 61 26 
(165) (305) (123) (173) (109) (208) 
iS d/2+10% E t !S d/2+10% E 1773 2789 5716 1495 1429 3740 2058 2417 5713 
(174) (314) (131) (166) (149) (194) 
iS d/4+10% E t!S d/2+10% E 1602 2694 5417 1524 1725 4332 1702 2278 5638 
(157) (292) (134) (192) (123) (191) 
iS d/6+10% E t !S d/2+10% E 1303 2792 5415 1238 1720 4134 1373 2514 6001 
(128) (298) (108) (184) ( 99) (203) O'l ~ 
iS d/6+10% E t !S d/2+10% E 1455 2832 5624 1381 1646 4164 1540 2546 6123 
(152) (309) (121) (185) (112) (208) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4)+10% E t !S d/2+10% E 1796 2684 5584 1652 1374 3405 1913 2422 5795 
(176) (307) (145) (151) (139) (197) 
iS d/2+6. 7% E t !S d/2+10% E 1749 2772 5503 1630 1536 3770 1872 2319 5612 
(171) (303) (143) (167) (136) (190) 
L.S.D. (f=!);05) 94 126 114 
Assumed tappab1e stand per hectare : 296 trees 
Stimu1ation by 1ace/groove metbod at month1y intervals with 10.0% ethephon 
Number of tappings d/2 
2nd z:ear ~rs 
PR 107 140 284 
Tjir 1 141 285 
PB 86 141 289 
Figures within brackets are percentage va1ues 
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2.3.6 Effects of Different Lengths of Cut and 
Fre quencies of Tapping 
A factorial trial with RRIM 623, Panel B2 
(BE 687 . 4) comparing different l e ngths of cut and 
frequencies of tapping with 10% ethephon and 1% 
2,4,5-T had completed five years of recording. Good 
response to !S d/2 + ethephon was observed in the 
first two years of tapping. However, during the third 
year there was marked decline which deteriorated 
further to negative response in the fourth and fifth 
year. Stimulat ion with 2,4,5-T recorded moderate 
response in the first two years and poor to marginal 
response for the rest of the period. 
A similar decline in response was noted 
with shorter cuts and less frequent tapping systems 
(Figure 17). Generally the responses to stimulation 
(expressed as percentage of !S d/2 control) with ethephon 
shifted from high to low in two directions viz : 
1. As the length of tapping cut was 
shortened from !S to !S 
2. As the frequency of tapping was reduced 
from d/2 to d/6 
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The effect on yield (kg/ha/yr) was more severe with 
changes in frequency of tapping than with length of 
cut (Table 10). 
An entirely different pattern was observed 
with the panel changing systems (Figure 16). With 
!S d/2 (2x2d/4) + ethephon negative response was 
recorded from the second year of tapping while on d/6 
tapping positive response was maintained tbraughout 
the five year period. In contrast shorter cuts (l/3S 
and iS) panel changing systems did better on d/2 frequency 
of tapping than sixth daily tapping. 
In the case where two systems of the same 
intensity were compared iS d/2 and !S d/4, both with 
ethephon the former gave higher response. The better 
performance of the shorter cut was also noticed in the 
panel changing systems where iS d/2 (2x2d/4) did better 
than !S d/4 (2x4d/8) both with ethephon. 
In the second factorial experiment with RRIM 605, 
Panel A3 (BE 688.1) longer cut tapping systems were 
compared. The results over four years of tapping are 
summarised in Table 11 and Figure 18. The effect of a 
TABLE 10 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF VARIOUS TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH TWO STIMULANTS OVER FIVE YEARS' 
TAPPING IN CLONE RRIM 623 PANEL B2 
BE 687.4 
d/2 d/4 d/6 d/2(2x2d/4) d/4(2x4d/8) d/6(2x6d/2) 
Cut Stimu1ant 5th Tota1 5th Tota1 5th Tota1 5th Tota1 5th Tota1 5th Tota1 length treatment 5 5 5 5 5 5 year years year years year years year years year years year years 
's Control 1517 9311 988 4601 802 4001 1410 8785 1527 7893 941 5079 2,4,5-T 1830 11966 1452 7555 961 5140 1560 10497 1498 7491 1062 5695 
Ethephon 1409 13062 1977 11745 1668 9301 1522 9808 1410 10158 1902 11638 
l/3S Control 1548 8077 777 3696 532 2934 1631 9107 786 4454 685 3830 
2,4,5-T 1706 10098 1040 5368 768 3787 1764 9813 1202 6273 757 4241 
Ethephon 1709 14743 2005 10798 1246 7129 1706 12953 2054 12705 1481 9168 en 
'I 
tS Control 1385 7255 747 3563 533 2488 1325 7132 649 3770 616 3522 
2,4,5-T 1337 7588 851 4137 581 2854 1573 8678 772 4413 715 3907 
Ethephon 2367 14468 1589 9411 1129 5972 1863 13055 1732 10745 1447 8796 
Assumed tappab1e stand was 296 trees .per hectare 
Number of tappings d/2 d/4 d/6 
Fifth year 139 69 46 
Five years 672 335 224 
Stimulants app1ied to scraped bark at two month1y intervals 
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TABLE 11 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF VARIOUS TAPPING 
SYSTEMS WITH AND WITHOUT STIMULATION OVER FOUR 
YEARS' TAPPING IN CLONE RRIM 605, PANEL A3 
BE 688.1 
Cut 
d/2 d/3 d/4 
length Treatment 4th Tot al 4th Tot al 4th Tot al 
year 4 yrs year 4 yrs year 4 yrs 
!S Control 1878 '1737 1330 5663 1106 4403 
2 , 4,5-T 2001 10419 1621 8083 1137 5771 
Ethephon 1886 11040 2085 10421 1719 9339 
iS Control 2305 10748 1891 8055 1328 6704 
2,4,5-T 1726 10127 1684 10580 1325 8116 
Ethephon 2358 12561 1870 10242 1546 9174 
IS Control 1115 6948 1607 8948 1179 6379 
2,4,5-T 1477 7733 1697 8325 1234 7259 
Ethe phon 1678 7992 2206 11197 1554 8115 
Cut Treatment d/2(2x2d/4) d/3(2x3d/6) d/4(2x4d/8) length 
!S Control 1981 10316 1436 6640 1162 5973 
2,4 , 5-T 1669 9090 1360 8458 1021 5972 
Ethe ohon 1877 9765 1661 9056 1261 8220 
as Control 1680 7657 1193 5163 754 3540 
2,4,5-T 1571 8589 1302 7394 1050 5253 
Ethepho n 2110 11097 1656 9418 1364 8324 
Assumed tappable stand was 296 trees per hectare 
Number of tappings d/2 d/3 d/4 
Fourth year 135 90 67 
Four years 555 370 277 
Stimulan ts appli e d to scrape d bark at two monthly intervals 
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FIGURE 18 INTERACTION OF RESPONSES TO ETHEPHON WITH DIFFERENT TAPPING SYSTEMS 
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change in the frequency of tapping from d/2 to d/4 was 
less marked with long cuts - iS and lS systems. Increasing 
the length of cut from iS to lS resulted in poorer 
responses on d/2, d/3 and d/4 tapping. The effect was 
most severe on d/2 tapping. 
The !S panel changing systems on d/2, d/3 and 
d/4 tapping recorded decline in yields and responses 
which varied from poor to negative in the second and 
subsequent years. Although declining trends were observed 
with iS panel changing systems negative responses were 
only recorded in the fourth year on d/3 and d/4 frequencies 
of tapping. 
The relative responses to ethephon compared to 
the respective controls were better on !S than on the 
longer cut systems with continuous tapping and more 
favourable on iS than !S systems involving alternate 
panel tapping (Table 11). 
2.4 SECONDARY EFFECTS OF STIMULATION 
2.4.1 Dry Rubber Content 
Lower drc were observed in latex of ethephon 
stimulated trees compared to the control trees (Table 12). 
This was more so at the initia! stage of stimulation, when 
the yield response was generally high. However, with 
repeated ethephon stimulation the percentage drc had 
TABLE 12 MEAN PERCENTAGE DRY RUBBER CONTENT (DRC) OF THE OLDEST LARGE SCALE 
STIMULATION TRIALS 
PR 107 PB 86 Tjir 1 
Treatments Mean % drc Mean % drc Mean % drc 7th 7 7th 7 7th 7 
year years year years year years 
!S d/2 ni1 stim. 41.2 39.6 44.3 41.0 37.0 38.6 
!S d/2 + 2,4,5-T 39.5 36 . 4 42.1 38.7 36.1 35.2 
!S d/2 + 2,4,5-T (6M) 40.0 37.8 43.7 39.4 35.6 37.0 
!S d/2 + 10% E 39.3 35.1 40.2 35.4 34.9 32.7 
!S d/2 + 10% E (6M) 38.6 36.8 41.9 36.3 34.4 35.4 
!S d/4 + 10% E 39 . 0 37.4 41.0 36 . 4 36.0 36.9 
!S d/6 + 10% E 39.4 39 . 3 43.6 39 . 1 36.0 37.8 
tS d/6 + 10% E 38 . 3 36.1 38.3 35.7 34 . 9 34.7 
iS d/2(2x2d/4)+10% E 40.1 37.7 42.9 38 . 0 36.2 36.8 
GT 1 RRIM 623 RRIM 612 RRIM 605 
Mean % drc Mean % drc Mean % drc Mean % drc ~ Treatments tv 9th 9 9th 9 9th 9 9th 9 
year years year years year years year years 
!S d/2 ni1 stim. 42 . 1 39.6 51.5 44.7 41.5 38.0 50.9 42.8 
!S d/2 + 2,4,5-T 40.6 38.3 49 . 7 43.8 39.9 37.1 47.3 40 . 8 
!S d/2 + 2,4,5-T (6M) 40.5 38.2 51.6 44.1 40.9 38.0 49.6 42.5 
!S d/2 + 10% E 40.7 36.1 42.1 40.7 38 . 0 34 . 0 45.9 39 . 3 
!S d/2 + 10% E (6M) 39.7 37.4 46.6 42.7 38.1 35.2 47.6 41.4 
!S d/4 + 10% E 41.7 38.7 50.6 44.3 39.8 36.7 47.8 41.3 
!S d/6 + 10% E 43 . 8 39 . 6 53.4 45.0 42.9 40.2 50.8 43.6 
tS d/6 + 10% E 41.1 36.9 47.4 41.6 38.9 35.1 45 . 7 40.3 
iS d/2(2x2d/4)+10% E 42 . 9 39.4 50.4 44.7 42.5 38.6 49.0 42 . 4 
6M = 6th month1y stimu1ation 
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stabilised at higher values for all stimulated treatments 
while the yield response had shown decline. In younger 
trees there was no clear pattern of effects of different 
concentratien of ethephon (2.5 and 5.0%) used. A distinct 
general trend was the very high drc values in later years 
eventhough negative response had been recorded with 
stimulation (Figures 19 and 20). 
2.4.2 loeidenee of Dryness 
The incidence of dryness was generally higher 
in stimulated trees than the non-stimulated control 
trees. This was observed in the Panel Al, 82 and A3 
trials (Tables 13, 14, 15 and 16) 
Among the Panel Al trials high incidence of 
dryness (10%) was recorded in RRIM 600 (BE 689.1) (Table 13) 
and in PBIG/GGl seedling rubber (BE 689.4); and eertaio 
treatments in RRIM 623 (BE 689.2)(Table 14). However, 
all treatments in PR 255 recorded less than 10% dryness 
after the third year of recording (Table 15). 
There was no clear pattern in the incidence of 
dryness between 2.5% and 5.0% ethephon and between 2 
monthly and 3 monthly application. The occurrence of 
dryness was more prevalent in Panel 82 than in Panel Al 
and Panel A3 trials (Table 16). In the oldest series of 
Panel B trials, the highest incidence of dryness (length 
of dryness expressed percentage of total length of cut 
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TABLE 13 INCIDENCE OF DRYNESS IN THE SERIES OF PANELS Al AND A2 STIMULATION TRIALS AT THE END OF THE FOURTH 
YEAR OF TAPPING 
RRIM 600 (BE 689.1) Panel Al RRIM 600 (BE 689.5) Panel A2 
Length 4th year 4th year Stimulation Frequency of tapping Frequency of tapping 
of cu t d/2 d/3 d/2 d/3 
PS PD TD % PS PD TD % PS PD TD % PS PD TD % dryness dryness dryness d r yness 
!S Control 47 9 1 11.6 48 3 - 2.4 45 2 - 3.0 46 2 1 4. 3 
2.5% E 2m 47 17 - 16.4 47 4 - 4.0 46 1 2 4.8 46 7 4 13.8 
5.0% E 2m 46 15 - 14.6 44 4 2 8.2 48 - 1 2.2 43 9 1 8 . 8 
2.5% E 3m 45 10 - 9.6 48 2 1 3.3 47 1 - 1.3 44 8 3 11.8 
5.0% E 3m 48 10 3 14.3 46 4 - 3.2 47 1 - 0.4 46 9 1 8.8 
l/3S Control 48 3 - 2.3 47 2 - 3.7 46 1 - 1.7 47 
--l 1 1 2.9 (J) 
2.5% E 2m 47 5 - 5.3 46 - 1 2.3 46 2 2 5.7 47 3 1 6.7 
5.0% E 2m 45 3 - 4.1 47 2 - 2.6 48 - - - 44 6 - 5.6 
2.5% E 3m 47 2 - 2.3 45 2 1 3.3 47 3 - 3 . 2 47 5 1 10.1 
5.0% E 3m 45 6 3 13.5 46 - - - 48 - 1 2.5 46 5 3 12.2 
!S Control 48 2 - 2.0 47 2 - 2.8 46 2 - 2.7 42 1 - 0.7 
2.5% E 2m 48 1 - 1.3 48 1 2 5.6 45 3 - 4.9 47 3 1 4. 6 
5 . 0% E 2m 47 4 - 7.1 47 3 2 7.9 44 - - - 46 2 1 4.9 
2.5% E 3m 47 2 - 2.3 46 2 1 3.6 48 2 - 1.5 47 2 - 2.7 
5. 0% E 3m 48 4 - 4.3 47 - - - 42 - - - 45 3 4 14.4 
PS : Present stand 
PD : Partially dry 
TD : Totally dry 
TABLE 14 INCIDENCE OF DRYNESS IN THE SERIES OF PANEL Al STIMULATION TRIALS AT THE END OF THE 
FIFTH YEAR OF TAPPING 
RRIM 623 (BE 689 . 2) PBIG/GGl (BE 689.4) 
5th year 5th year 
Length Stimulation Frequency of tapping Frequency of tapping 
of cut d/2 d/3 d/2 d/3 
PS PD TD % PS PD TD % PS PD TD % PS PD TD % dryness dryness dryness dryness 
!S Control 48 1 2 5.3 47 4 1 6.5 46 4 - 3.7 42 2 1 3.5 
2. 5% E 2m 47 6 - 3.5 48 6 - 4.4 46 15 3 16.3 44 12 - 12.4 
5.0% E 2m 48 7 - 5.1 47 13 5 21.8 43 13 - 14.7 46 7 5 16.6 
2.5% E 3m 46 5 - 4.9 46 3 1 5.9 46 11 1 12.3 47 3 - 2.7 
5. 0% E 3m 45 5 - 2.1 48 7 1 7.5 42 17 1 15.9 48 12 1 13.5 ...;J 
...;J 
l/3S Control 47 2 - 4.1 48 2 1 3.8 46 - - - 47 5 1 7.8 
2.5% E 2m 47 1 1 3.9 48 2 1 3.7 48 5 - 6.9 48 5 - 3.3 
5.0% E 2m 47 2 - 1.1 48 8 1 5.5 48 8 1 11.8 46 10 1 11.2 
2. 5% E 3m 47 3 3 8.3 47 4 1 5.6 47 7 - 7.3 48 8 1 10.5 
5.0% E 3m 45 3 - 2.6 48 4 - 2.8 45 3 - 4.7 46 12 - 11.5 
!S Control 46 4 - 3.4 45 2 - 1.5 47 - - - 45 2 - 3.0 
2.5% E 2m 48 1 - 0.7 44 3 - 3.9 46 3 2 7.2 47 6 2 9.4 
5.0% E 2m 48 - - - 48 1 - 0.5 47 5 1 9.0 47 6 1 8.3 
2.5% E 3m 47 4 1 4.5 47 2 2 7.5 47 4 2 8.3 47 3 1 2.6 
5.0% E 3m 47 2 - 1.7 47 2 - 4.0 48 8 - 8.1 47 5 - 5.3 
PS : Present stand 
PD : Partially dry 
TD : Totally dry 
TABLE 15 INCIDENCE OF DRYNESS IN THE PANEL Al STIMULATION TRIAL AT THE END OF FOURTH YEAR 
OF TAPPING BE 691.1- PR 255 
PR 255 (BE 691.1) 
Length 4th year Stimulation d/2 d/3 
of cut Present Partially Totally % Present Partially Totally % 
stand dry dry dryness stand dry dry dryness 
!S Control 43 1 - 0.3 43 
2.5% E 2m 44 5 - 4.8 44 - 1 2.5 
5.0% E 2m 44 6 - 5.6 44 3 - 1.6 
2.5% E 3m 43 2 
-
0.9 42 1 - 0.8 "'I 
5.0% E 3m 40 2 - 1.7 43 1 
- 2.1 00 
1/35 . Control 41 - - 0.4 
2.5% E 2m 44 3 - 5.0 
5.0% E 2m 43 1 - 2.2 
2.5% E 3m 41 - - -
5.0% E 3m 44 1 - 0.9 
!S Control 44 - 1 0.3 44 - 1 2.0 
2.5% E 2m 43 
-
-
- 43 1 - 0.6 
5.0% E 2m 44 1 1 2.8 43 3 - 2.9 
2.5% E 3m 44 - -
- 43 
5.0% E 3m 43 - - - 43 
TABLE 16 INCIDENCE OF DRYNESS IN THE OLDEST LARGE SCALE STIMULATION TRIALS AT THE END OF THE SEVENTH 
AND NINTH YEAR OF TAPPING 
Seventh year 
Treatment PR 107-714.1 Tjir 1-714.2 PR 86-714.3 
PS PD TD % PS PD TD % PS PD TD % 
1s d/2 ni1 stim. 46 1 2 4.8 44 - 1 2.0 39 2 1 4.6 
~s d/2 + 1% 2,4,5-T 47 1 - 0.3 46 2 1 5.3 42 1 5 12.3 
~s d/2 + 1% 2,4,5-T (6m) 46 3 - 1.2 40 2 - 1.0 44 5 1 7.6 
~s d/2 + 10% E 47 4 1 5.7 44 8 - 4.1 47 16 2 14.1 
~s s/2 + I 0% (6m) 46 4 3 9.1 44 6 - 3.8 42 4 1 6.5 
~ s d/ 4 + IO% E 48 - 1 2.2 42 1 - 0.4 44 1 - 1.1 
~ S d/6 + I 0% 47 1 - 0.5 46 1 - 1.5 40 2 3 7.9 
lS d/6 + 10% 46 - 1 1.6 46 - - - 42 3 1 3.6 
aS d/2(2x2d/4) + 10% E 48 1 4 8.3 41 - 1 0.3 45 1 3 7.1 
Ninth year 
Treatment RRIM 612-716.1 GT 1-716.2 RRIM 605-716.3 RRIM 623-716.4 ...;;J 
PS PD TD % PS PD TD % PS PD TD % PS PD TD % c.o 
!s d/2 nil stim. 44 6 - 7.1 44 4 1 4.9 44 2 3 7.0 39 6 9.2 
!S d/2 + 1% 2,4,5-T 39 3 - 3.8 48 10 4 16.6 43 4 3 13.4 43 10 3 19.1 
~s d/2 + 1% 2,4,5-T (6m) 56 3 - 3.6 45 7 7 4.3 45 3 2 8.1 40 1 1 3.4 
~s d/2 + 10% E 38 7 1 11.0 45 24 1 15.3 46 24 3 30.2 42 19 2 27.7 
~s d/2 + 10% (6m) 36 4 1 3.6 47 8 - 4.1 45 11 1 9.8 41 20 1 19.8 
~ s d/4 + 10% E 42 - - - 47 7 2 10.1 43 7 3 12.1 37 9 1 14.6 
!S d/6 + 10% 46 3 - 4.5 41 4 2 8.6 39 3 1 5.6 40 6 1 5.7 
~s d/6 + 10% 44 3 1 6.2 47 6 - 2.3 42 6 - 3.3 39 13 - 9.7 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) + 10% E 40 -
- 5.2 45 10 4 15.6 39 9 3 19.6 41 21 - 17.4 
~s d/2 6.7% E 42 4 - 6.4 42 12 2 12.9 46 14 1 15.6 43 22 1 23.7 
PS : Present stand 
PD : Partially dry 
TD : Totally dry 
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ranged from 5 . 3 9% in PR 107 (BE 692.42) to 34 . 4% in RRIM 605 
(BE 716.3) and 30.1% in RRIM 623 (BE 716.4). 
Although there was a drop in the percentage 
dryness after the panel change, they remained high 
(19.1, 24.2, 25.0 and 14.7 respectively in the four 
Panel B2 trials RRIM 612; GT 1, RRIM 605 and 623). In 
the oldest Panel A3 trials clone PB 86 recorded 14.1% 
dryness in the seventh year whereas both Tjir 1 and PR 107 
had less than 10% dryness. 
Generally, lower incidence of dryness was 
observed with ethephon on medium intensity tapping systems 
with stimulation. An exception was with PBIG/GGl seedling 
rubber which recorded more than 10% dryness on !8 d/3 
and 1/38 d/2 system, the fermer with 5.0% ethephon and the 
latter system with 2.5% and 5.0% ethephon. Two other 1ow 
intensity systems - 1/38 d/3 and t8 d/2 + ethephon 
recorded 11% and 12% dryness respectively. With short cut 
panel changing systems - t8 d/2 (2x2d/4) a higher 
percentage of dryness was noticed in two c1ones GT 1 
(BE 716.2) and RRIM 605 (BE 716.3). Although there was 
no consistent pattern, in general stimulated treatments 
of higher tapping intensities showed higher incidence 
of dryness. 
In all cases the incidence of dryness increased 
as the cut approached the union which perhaps account for 
the poor response to stimulation. However, when the 
- - ---- - -----
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tapping cut was changed to a new panel a lower percentage 
of dryness was noted. Nevertheless this was only 
temporary for in subsequent years of stimulation a high 
incidence of dryness reoccurred. A high proportion of 
the dryness was attributed to high incidence of partially 
dry trees which appeared to be transitory, whereas the 
incidence of completely dry trees remained low throughout 
the trial period. However, in latter years latex flow 
from partially dry trees was sluggish. 
2.4.3 Girth Increment 
Girth increment was negatively affected by stirnulation. 
The effect was more severe on younger trees tapping on 
Panels Al + 82 than the older trees tapping on Panel A3. 
Among the various tapping systems tested the effect was 
more severe with !S d/2 system and less so on the low 
intensity systems !S d/3, 1/38 d/2 and !S ·d/3 (Table 17). 
However, there was no distinct pattern between bimonthly 
and three monthly application or 2.5% and 5.0% ethephon 
on girthing. On the other hand with older trees tapping 
on Panel A3 girthing was less with 2 monthly compared to 
six monthly stimulation. Similar pattern was observed 
with 2,4,5-T treatment which recorded better girthing than 
treatment with ethephon (Table 18). 
TABLE 17 TOTAL GIRTH INCREMENT IN (CM) OVER 5 YEARS TAPPING 
d/2 d/3 
Length 689.1 689.5 689.2 689.4 691.1 689.1 689.5 689.2 689.4 691.1 
of cut Stimulat ion RRIM RRIM RRIM PBIG/ PR RRIM RRIM RRIM PBIG/ PR 
600/A 600/B 623/A GGl/A 255/A 600 600 623 GGl 255 
!S Control 16.4 13.3 15.6 19.4 10.3 15.5 13 . 2 15.3 18.8 12.1 
2.5% E 2m 13.1 10. 1 9.5 17.2 8.4 10.7 10.4 11.6 18.6 7.5 
5.0% E 2m 12.7 10.8 11.9 16.7 6.6 13.0 14.5 12.2 18.6 6.4 
2.5% E 3m 11.1 10.9 11.4 16.8 7.3 13.2 11.8 13.1 16.6 8.0 
5.0% E 3m 13.0 11.8 9.5 16.7 7.7 12.6 11.3 11.8 19.1 8.3 <X> ~ 
l/3S Control 15.9 13.2 15.4 19.6 9.4 17.9 13.9 18.3 24.4 
2.5% E 2m 14.2 10.9 12.6 17.6 7.7 15.2 12.7 15.1 19.4 
5.0% E 2m 14.7 10.4 12.2 17.6 8.1 16.3 13 . 9 13.4 20.4 
2.5% E 3m 15.5 12.9 12.8 17.3 10.7 14.9 14.1 16.5 22.1 
5.0% E 3m 15.9 13.2 11.7 16.2 6.5 15.5 13.4 14.5 19.6 
{S Control 16.0 13 . 3 15.0 22.6 13.2 15.2 15.9 16.9 23.7 
2.5% E 2m 15.6 12.4 14.0 20.8 9.4 16.9 14.1 15.6 19.2 
5.0% E 2m 16.8 12.2 14.5 17.3 9.5 17.1 15.2 14.2 24.2 
2.5% E 3m 17.8 13.0 15.9 20.5 8.7 16.6 13.0 14.5 21.4 
5.0% E 3m 16.7 14.3 15.0 17.6 11.2 15.5 13.8 14.0 21.7 
TABLE 18 TOTAL GIRTH INCREMENT (CM) OVER SEVEN YEARS' TAPPING IN THE OLDEST LARGE 
SCALE STIMULATION TRIALS 
Trèatmen t s · BE 714.1 BE 714.2 BE 714.3 BE 716.1 BE 716.2 BE 716.3 BE 716.4 PR 107 Tjir 1 PB 86 RRIM 612 GT 1 RRIM 605 RRIM 623 
! S d/2 ni1 stim. 7.4 5 . 7 8.6 17.2 12.4 12 . 0 13.3 
! S d/2+1% 2,4,5-T 6 . 9 4.3 7.3 13.5 9.9 8.4 11.1 
!S d/2+1% 2 , 4 , 5-T (6m) 7.3 5.5 7.8 14.0 10.2 9 . 6 12.5 
! S d/2+10% E 7.0 3.4 6.0 10.0 7.4 4.7 7.3 
00 
! S d/2+10% E (6m) 7.9 5.2 6.0 11.8 8.3 7.4 w 8.4 
! S d/4+10% E 5.8 5.5 6.2 8.4 8.5 5.5 8.0 
! S d/6+10% E 6.9 3.7 7.1 11.2 9.7 7.3 9.4 
t S d/6+10% E 5.3 3.0 5.7 8.5 6.7 5.0 6.5 
t S d/2(2x2d/4)+10% E 7.5 4.0 6.4 9.4 7.8 6.7 6.3 
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2.4.4 Re newe d Ba rk 
Sample s of renewal bark were taken from 10 trees 
of each treatment of the oldest series of Panel B2 and 
A3 trials. One sample was taken from each tree from 
position as shown in Figure 21. Sampling was done for 
five selected treatments. At the time of sampling the 
renewal bark was five years old. The effect of ethephon 
on thickness of renewal bark and number of latex vessel 
rings of different tapping systems are summarised in 
Table 19. On !S d/2 tapping, significant difference in 
bark thickness between control and stimulation was 
established in five of the eight clones investigated viz. 
RRIM 605, 612, PB 86, RRIM 501 and PR 107. Although the 
remaining three clones RRIM 623, GT 1 and Tjir 1 had 
thicker bark the difference was not significantly 
established. However, significant difference in bark 
thickness between the low intensity system viz. !S d/4, 
!S d/6 and tS d/2 (2x2d/4) with stimulation and !S d/2 
control of the respective clone was established in all 
the cultivars tested. With regard to the number of 
latex vessel rings the trend was not uniform . Six of 
the eight clones (RRIM 612, 623, GT 1, RRIM 501, PR 107 
and Tjir 1) recorded higher number of latex vessel rings 
while two clones RRIM 605 and PB 86 recorded marginally 
less lat ex vesse l rings with stimulation. The number 
of latex vessel rings was significantly more on ]S d/2 + 
10% ethephon than the control in three clones RRIM 612, 
PR 107 and Tjir 1. There was no clear pattern in the 
distribution of LVR among different tapping systems. 
Experiment 
Commenced 
1969 
FIGURE 21 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF TAPPING 
PANEL AND POSITION OF BARK SAMPLING 
FOR ANATOMICAL STUDY 
- Second •i' I H~Fal Renewal Bark 
--- . 
Present Cut 
First 
Renewal First 
Bark Renewal 
Bark 
Panel A3 Experiments 
(PB 86, PR 107 , and Tjir 1) 
Panel B2 Experiments 
(RRIM 605, 612, 623 and GT 1) 
0 Site of bark sampling 
~ io Jl First Renewal Bark 
~~~ Second Renewal Bark 
(X> 
01 
TABLE 19 BARK THICKNESS AND NUMBER OF LATEX VESSEL RINGS OF 5 YEAR OLD RENEWAL BARK 
BE 716.3 BE 716.1 BE 716.4 BE 716.2 BE 714.3 BE 714.1 BE 714.2 
Treatments No . of RRIM 605 RRIM 612 RRIM 623 GT 1 PB 86 PR 107 Tjir 1 
trees BT LV BT LV BT LV BT LV BT LV BT LV BT LV 
mm. No. 111111. No. mm. No. 111111. No. mm. No. 111111. No. mm. No. 
!S d/2 Control 10 6.2 32.4 5.3 26.8 6.3 28.4 6.6 31.3 6.3 18.2 4.9 14.8 5.8 8 . 4 
~s d/2 + E 10 8.0 31.2 6.2 34.2 6.8 30.4 7.1 32.0 7.7 17.9 5.9 20.3 6.6 12.3 
! S d/4 + E 10 8.1 30.7 6.6 30.4 7.6 24.4 7.7 33.0 10.0 21.1 6.9 20.1 8.3 13.6 
00 
(J) 
~ s d/6 + E 10 9.3 31.3 7.1 34.6 8.1 26.9 7.9 33.4 9.0 19.2 6.8 20.8 8.2 12.9 
1/3S d/2(2x2d/4)+E 10 7.9 28.0 6.8 26.6 7.7 27.7 7.2 31.4 9.2 22.8 6.7 22.1 7.0 11.7 
LSD (P=0.05) 0.7 5.4 0.7 6.0 0.7 4.5 0.9 7.0 1.1 3.4 0.9 4.0 1.0 2.9 
BT : Bark Thickness 
LV : Latex vessel rings 
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2.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Effects of Stimulant 
Stimulation with ethephon or 2,4,5-T has two 
characteristic features which are: 
o initia! good response 
o progressive decline in response with 
repeated applications 
These have been observed in all the experiments conducted 
(Figures 4- 10). Most cultivars tested (RRIM 612, 605, 
623, PR 107, PB 86 and Tjir 1) responded better to ethephon 
than 2,4,5-T at the start. This phenomenon could be 
attributed to the fact that 2,4,5-T acts by inducing the 
tree to form ethylene by an enzymic route probably from 
methionine (Liberman, et al., 1964). Enzymic reactions are 
more specific in nature and this could account for the erratic 
response with 2,4,5-T. On the ether hand ethephon decomposed 
non enzymically in a neutral or alkaline solution to give 
ethylene (Cooke and Randall, 1968). In both compounds the 
stimulating agent is ethylene. Further evidence to support 
this is the good response to Ethad which is ethylene absorbed 
in molecular sieve (Dickenson, 1975, Sivakumaran et al., 
1978). Recently (Audley et al., 1978) tested over 50 
compounds and found that the most effective ethylene 
inducer was also the best stimulant, thus confirming the 
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contrasting r e sponses to 2 , 4,5-T and ethephon. Likewise 
the converse i s true i.e. the later decline in response 
to stimulation is more serious with the compound generating 
more ethylene. 
Ethylene had been recognised as a growth 
regulator (Abeles, 1974). Cell shape and size can be 
changed by the dual regulation of auxin and ethylene 
(Osborne , 1976) . For example an excess of ethylene can 
cause immature cells to expand laterally instead of the usual 
longitudinal extension. This effect had been observed as 
swelling of the trunk of young Hevea tree at the site of 
ethephon treatment (P'ng unpublished data). Other effects 
of ethephon treatment on Hevea are 1) it increases nutrient 
drainage (P'ng, 1974) and 2) it reduces feeder root 
distribution (Haridas et al., 1975). It had also been 
reported that it affe cted pH at cellular level which in 
turn enhanced invertase activity and carbohydrate breakdown 
(Tupy 1973a, 1976; Low, 1979). Besides this, it was also 
observed that the sucrose concentration at the site of 
auxin application was four times higher than in the adjacent 
untreated area (Tupy, 1976). 
Stimulation with ethephon affected an increase in 
sucrose concentratien of the latex at the start but this 
was temporary and in subsequent tappings the sucrose content 
was less than that of the control (Low , 1979). From the 
oldest ethephon trial with RRIM 612, 605 and GT 1 it was 
found that there were more starch and total sugars in the 
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virgin bark at 2m height than at the tapping cut (second 
renewal bark (RRIM Annual Report, 1978) indicating that 
while stimulation enlarges the drainage area the high 
panel above the tapping cut was less affected. This 
finding fitted well with the earlier recommendation 
(Abraham et al., 1975) that stimulation should commence 
on trees which are 15 years or older and are in tapping 
on Panel A3. In fact the above recommendation is safe 
to adopt because 1) the low panels second renewal bark 
is not expected to be retapped and 2) later high yields 
can be expected from the high panel virgin bark. 
Clonal Effect 
The second important factor influencing response 
to stimulation is the type of clone. There were considerable 
clonal variations in response to stimulation with 2,4,5-T 
(Ho and Paardekooper, 1965; Ng et al., 1968 and 
Levandoskey, 1958). Recently a similar pattern had been 
noticed with ethephon (Abraham, 1969; Ho et al., 1973; 
Ho, 1975 and Abraham et al., 1975). Basing on the first 
five years responses the cultivars reported in this chapter 
can be classified into the following order : 
Good Hesponders 
Moderate/Poor 
Hesponders 
PB 86, PR 107, RRIM 612, 605, 
623 and PBIG/GGl seedling 
GT 1, Tjir 1, RRIM 600 {Al + B2) 
and RRIM 623 (Al) 
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All the clones tested gave an initia! high 
response to ethephon treatment but this effect was not 
sustained over the years of stimulation. Another 
feature observed in all cases was the resurgence in the 
response pattern when the tapping cut was changed to a 
new panel. In the Panel B2 experiments with clones 
RRIM 612, GT 1, RRIM 605 and RRIM 623 (Figures 4-7) 
the tapping cut on Panel A3 was intentionally opened at 
25 cm above the previous height of opening and as such 
the poor yield of the control treatment could be due to 
'bark island' effect. With stimulation the latter effect 
was less severe hence the inflated response to stimulation. 
The progressive decrease in absolute yield of 
the stimulated treatment after the panel change, while 
the control yield showed marginal changes,resulted in 
severe dip in the response to stimulation in clones 
RRIM 605 and RRIM 623. 
The high response in the first year of tapping 
on Panel B4 in clones PR 107, Tjir 1 and PB 86 was largely 
attributed to the poor yield of the non stimulated 
control treatment. The marked decline in yield of clones 
PR 107 and Tjir 1 in the seventh year could be due to the 
position of the cut which was close to the union. Besides 
the effect of a smaller drainage area, it was also noted 
that the tapper had to reduce the rate of bark consumption 
as there was limited bark left for the year. On the other 
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hand the negative response for the same year in PB 86 was 
due to the high incidence of dryness - 14% of the stimulated 
treatment !S d/2 + 10% ethephon (Table 16). 
The behaviour of different clones to stimulation 
has been attributed to the difference in their plugging 
indices (Milford et al., 1968). Since it has been 
established that the stimulant delay: plugging of the latex 
vessel at the cut surface it is quite logica! that clones 
with high plugging indices are good responders and vice 
versa. However, a point to note is that the num9er of 
latex vessel rings and plugging index are important 
determinants of yield and together they only account for 
40% of the variation in the yield between clones (Ho, 1975). 
Another important factor which receives little 
attention is the photosynthetic efficiency of the clone. 
This is particularly important in Hevea because of its 
long economie life. It should perhaps be emphasised that 
it took several years for the tree to build up its 
reserves before tapping commences. As such the effect of 
any system should be assessed from its current yield 
performance as well as that of the renewal bark. 
If present high yield is obtained at the expense 
of future production then careful consideration should be 
given before early implementation of stimulation. On the 
other hand, a clone with high photosynthetic efficiency 
will be in a better position to cope with the present 
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demand for high yield and have sufficient reserves for 
future exploitation. A good example to illustrate this 
point is in the series of Panel B2 experiments. Among 
the clones tested - RRIM 605 , 612 and 623 performed well 
initially. However, only one clone - RRIM 612 gave 
sustained high yield and response over a period of eight 
years while the other two clones gave negative response 
in later years of tapping on renewed bark. Another 
evidence is in the series of crown budding trials - trunk 
clones crown budded with RRIM 612 girthed better than the 
·COntrol clone (RRIM Annual Report, 1978). This is probably 
due to the high photosynthetic efficiency of this clone. 
From the foregoing it appears logical to examine 
crown budding of responsive trunks with photosynthetically 
efficient crown with the view of obtaining sustained high 
yield and response to stimulation. 
Effect of Age of Material 
Within a clone differences in response to 
stimulation of different ages of material had been observed . 
The differences could be due to a number of factors. For 
example, in clone PR 107, the non stimulated yield was low 
on PanelsA3 and B4, whereas the yield increase with 
stimulation was relatively high thus giving rise to inflated 
response (Table 2). Similarly the high response on Panels 
B2/A3 tapping of RRIM 623 compared to Panel Al was due to 
the lower control yield of the older trees. In contrast 
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RRIM 600,a precoc ious yielder,showed the reverse trend 
which~s poorer response on Panel B2 than Panel Al. In 
this case the non stimulated control yield showed marked 
increase from Panel Al to B2, hence the drop in the 
response. 
Generally, the response to stimulation improves 
with the age of material. This reaction could be 
attributed to two factors which are: 
1. older trees have more latex vessel rings 
2. growth rate is reduced in older trees suggesting 
that more assimilate is partitioned towards yield 
On the other hand stimulation of young trees 
tapping on Panel Al creates severe competition of 
assimilates for growth and erop production. These are 
shown by the serious girth depression and the poorer dry 
rubber content observed in young trees with stimulation. 
In actdition to these is the increasing incidence of dryness 
with repeated stimulation and the lack of information with 
regard to the quality of the renewal bark on Panel A3 in 
relation to starch reserves and hence yiéld. Thus cautious 
approach has to be taken because in the series of Panel B2 
experiments negative response to stimulation w.as later 
observed on Panel B4 first renewal bark which was found 
to be low in starch reserves. Apart from stimulant effect 
it could also be attributed to the fact that the generally 
_1 
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high rate of bark consumption in this estate resulted in 
a shorter period of bark renewal (8-9 years) before 
retapping . 
With older trees this setback is a less serious 
problem as the trees have completed more than 15 years of 
tapping and are due for change to high panel exploitation. 
Results from the Panel A3 trials show that intensive use 
of ethephon on the lower panels over a period of seven 
years has no effect on the reserves of the high panel. 
In fact, very high yield has been obtained over two years 
of upward tapping with quarter spiral cut (Table 9). Apart 
from a higher number of latex vessels in the older high 
panel virgin bark, recent investigation shows high starch 
reserves in this region of the bark. However, stimulation 
of young trees tapping on Panel Al should not be done as 
a routine estate practice until more information is available 
on the yield of the first renewal bark. 
Effect of Tapping System 
An important practical factor influencing the 
response to stimulation is the tapping system used. In 
Hevea, temporary high yields could be obtained with intensive 
tapping systems i.e. a combination of long cuts (lS or 2!S) 
with more frequent tappings i.e. d/2 or d/3. Generally, 
the initial yi e ld is h igh while the percentage dry rubber 
content is low. Continued intensive tapping leads to an 
increasing number of partially dry and dry trees accompanied 
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by decline in yield. The stress imposed especially on 
young t rees is shown by the severe retardation of trunk 
growt h which may have actverse effect on future production 
(Ng et al. , 1970). Besides poor growth the complete 
ringing effect of the trunk of a full spiral (lS) cut 
interferes with translocation of photosynthate down the 
trunk. For the same reason the yield from the renewal 
bark after full spiral tapping is generally poor. 
The widely used intensity factor in relation 
to tapping system is an arbitary value. It is a product 
of the reciprocal of the length of cut and frequency of 
tapping and a constant factor viz. 400. It is computed 
as shown in the following examples: 
!S d/2 
lS d/4 
!S d/4 
!S d/2 
! x ! x 400 
1 x ! x 400 
! x ! x 400 
! x ! x 400 
Intensity Factor 
100% 
100% 
50% 
50% 
This over simplified factor can be very 
misleading from the physiological view point. It is 
best illustrated with reference to two systems - !S d/2 
100% and lS d/4 100%. Although they have the same 
intensity - 100%, it is a well established fact that the 
physiological stress on the tree tapped a full spiral (lS) 
is more severe than that of a half spiral cut (!S). The 
evidences are shown in : 
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o the poor growth 
o low drc values 
of the IS system compared to the !S system. This is 
probably due to the ringing effect discussed earlier. 
Furthermore it has been reported that the yield remained 
poor for a period of 2-3 years on conversion of IS to 
!S cut after 4-5 years tapping on IS cut (P'ng, 1974). 
On the other hand a change from low intensity 
system viz. : !S d/4 to standard 100% system !S d/2 showed 
that the high yield per tapper and high drc remain 
unchanged for a period of 2-3 years after the conversion 
from low to standard intensity. 
The initial difference in yield between !S and 
IS cut or 2~S is attributed to their differences in the 
following factors: 
i Plugging index 
ii Drainage area 
It has been shown that the plugging index 
varies with the lengthof the cut i.e. the longer the 
cut the lower the plugging index and vice versa. The 
larger cuplump or higher percentage lower grade rubber 
in association with the long cut (IS or !S) system suggests 
a longer flow period with long cut due to low plugging 
index. An advantage of the 2!S system is that the drainage 
areas of the two cuts are separated frorn each other . With 
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either a long cut tapping system or daily tapping system 
(!S d/1) the increased yield is brought about by a longer 
duration of flow of more diluted latex. Where withdrawal 
exceeds the capacity of the tree for sustained production, 
decline in yield is likely to set in. 
The use of ethephon latex yield stimulant is 
similar to intensive tapping in so far as the pattern of 
yield production and drc are concerned. That is yield 
increment is temporary, lasting for a short period 
following stimulant application. However, the first 
reapplication of stimulant causes production to rise 
again to a new peak foliowed by a drop in yield. In 
subsequent applications the peak values becomes less, and 
the decline intensifies. Generally, this stage is 
accompanied by a high incidence of partially dry trees. 
Further it has been observed in the field that the latex 
yield is mainly derived from the latex vessel rings 
close to the cambium. In these respects the physiological 
repercussions of a long cut system and stimulation . are 
similar. The major difference is the recurring peak 
yields following each stimulant application, whereas 
with long cut tapping the production curve is a linear 
decline. 
In the absence of stimulation, low to medium 
intensities tapping systems (!S d/6; !S d/4 and !S d/3) 
result in higher yield of dry rubber per tree per tapping 
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than !S d/2 tapping (Ng, P'ng and Lee, 1970). The high 
yield per tapping is mainly due to the longer flow 
period that accompanies less frequent tapping. 
Physiologically, Pakianathan et al., 1974 explained the 
better yield per tapping as a result of a built up of 
turgor pressure with less frequent tapping. With stimulation 
the mean yield of dry rubber in grams per tree per tapping 
is much higher than that from !S d/2 tapping (P'ng, 1974). 
With the exception of PB 86 it had been observed that as 
a result of the increase in yield per tapping the annual 
production achieved by low frequency systems with ethephon 
are comparable or marginally higher than that of !S d/2 
nil stimulation over a period of 7-9 years tapping. That 
the tree is able to cope with this demand is perhaps 
attributed to the longer interval between tappings which 
allows the tree more time for the biosynthesis of rubber. 
The lower incidence of partially dry and dry trees of the 
low intensity systems (Table 16) lent support to this 
argument. 
Low intensity tapping systems can also be derived 
by reducing the length of cut while the frequency of 
tapping remains unchanged e . g. !S d/2 (2x2d/4) and !S d/2. 
The former system on two monthly stimulation to scraped 
bark with 10% ethephon gave comparable response to !S d/2 
similarly treated over a wide range of cultivars excepting 
clone GT 1. The short cut panel changing system enables a 
more efficient use of latex yield stimulant in view of 
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the higher plugging index with shorter cut system. 
The results from cernparing the low intensity 
tapping systems generally show that the short cut system -
l/3S d/2 gave poorer response to ethephon than the half 
spiral systems - iS d/3 of similar intensity treated 
likewise. However, there were indication ' that the short 
cut would do better in later years as the trees would 
still be tapped on virgin bark compared to renewal bark 
on the half spiral system. 
Low intensity tapping systems with ethephon 
generally gave lower initial response and larger decline 
in yield (kgjha/m) with subsequent tappings than iS d/2 
+ ethephon (P'ng, 1974). A plausible explanation for this 
lies in the method of stimulant application. Each tree 
received 2 gram of stimulant per application. This was spread 
over a band of 2. 5 cm of bark of an !S cut.. Owing to the 
low rate of bark consumption of the lower frequency tapping 
systems 1.3 cm per month for !S d/4 and 0.9 cm per month 
for iS d/6 compared to 2.5 cm per month on iS d/2 each 
subsequent stimulant reapplication invariably overlapped 
a narrow strip of bark which had been treated previously 
but had not been tapped away. Following bark scraping, 
a hard layer of thin renewed bark was formed and this 
layer became even thicker and harder after stimulant 
treatment. Thus reapplication over this region could be 
less effective. 
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From the pattern of response in yield, TSC and 
drc obtained with low intensity systems and in view of the 
fewer tappings per month it appears that more frequent 
applications of low concentration ethephon formulation 
might overcome the marked yield depression following the 
peak yield. In this respect the new lacejgroove method 
provides the scope for more frequent use of low concentration 
ethephon at lower rate with medium to low intensity systems. 
Economie Analysis 
From the large volume of data accumulated an 
economie analysis was done to determine the optimum 
combination of clones and tapping systems (Pee et al., 1978). 
The relative roerits of different exploitation systems and 
clones were compared on the basis of their net present 
values and ranked. In the computation the interest rate 
of 12% was used and for rubber prices ranging from 
120-220 cents per kilogramrne. The rankings in deseending 
order of magnitude by tapping systems for all clones are: 
~s d/2 + E 
!S d/4 + E 
lS d/2 (2x2d/4) + E 
!S d/6 + E 
!S d/6 + E 
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Insofar as commercial estates are concerned 
more frequent tapping on conventional task size means 
a larger labour force and hence higher cost of production . 
A better campromise would be the half spiral cut tapped 
third daily - !S d/3 with monthly stimulation (Sm/12) by 
the lace groove method. On the other hand the short cut 
(S/4 or S/8) tapped daily with ethephon would be more 
suitable for conditions in rubber smallholdings (this 
topic will be discussed later). Under condition where 
skillful tappers are scarce the low frequency tapping 
system !S d/6 + E should be used. 
The advantages of the low i~tensity systems are: 
1. Lower tapping cost 
2. Bark conservation through less frequent 
tapping or short cut system 
3. Lower % dryness 
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3 A DAILY TAPPING SYSTEM FOR THE SMALLHOLDINGS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Daily tapping of the rubber trees was first 
attempted in the early 19th century. But it has never 
become a popular system in the commercial estates 
because of its several disadvantages viz. : 
o high incidence of dryness resulting in poorer 
yield 
o higher rate of bark consumption and hence 
shortening the economie life of the tree 
o higher cost of production 
However owing to the peculiar nature of the rubber 
smallholdings viz.: 
o small acreage 
o· main souree of family income 
o family labour usage 
daily tapping remains the traditional practice. Since 
daily tapping of long cut (viz. lS or iS) results in 
higher incidence of dryness the popular practice is to 
tap a half spiral cut daily with occasional rest on raining 
days and during local festivals. Recently it was reported 
(Abraham et al., 1978) that when ethephon latex yield 
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stimulant was used the length of cut could be reduced to 
a quarter spiral tapped 2 days out of 3. The use of 
short cut would be an advantage to the smallholders but 
the maintenance of the tapping frequency 2d/3 could impose 
difficulties. Hence the present study examines a system 
which could possibly accommodate the requirements of the 
smallholders. 
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHOOS 
3.2.1 Panel B2 Experiment (Small Scale) 
An ad hoc investigation was initiated on trees 
of RRIM 600 1963 replanting, tapping on Panel B2. The 
experiment was of single tree plot design with 6 trees 
per treatment. Altogether there were 3 treatments. The 
treatments invalving !S cut panel changing system with 
10% ethephon applied to the groove tapped d/2 and d/1 and 
the control !S d/2. 
Randomisation was based on pretreatment yield 
on !S d/2 tapping over a period of one month. 
3.2.2 Panel Al Experiment 
The trees used are of clone RRIM 600 planted in 
1965 in Kata Tinggi Station (BE 715.9). At cammencement 
of the experiment the trees were in the last year of 
tapping on Panel Al. A randomised block design was used 
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in this experiment cernparing 4 treatments of various lengths 
of cut. Altogether there were 8 plots of 120 trees each . 
The treatments were randomised basing on pretreatment yieid 
on !S d/2 tapping for one month . Yield recording, brown 
bast observation and drc determination were done as 
described previously. 
Stimulant. The stimulant used was 5.0% ethephon by the 
lacefgroove method at monthly intervals excepting for four 
months coinciding with the 'wintering' period from January 
to April. 
3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 Effects of Short Cut Daily Tapping Panel Changing 
System 
The results for nine months tapping of the ad hoc 
trial was most eneauraging with !S d/1 (4xld/4) + 5% 
ethephon yielding over 2000 kg/ha or 167% better than the 
control !S d/2. Similar system tapped alternate daily yielded 
1350 kg/ha which was 48% in excess of the control. 
The large scale trial has completed more than 
two years recordings with the first six months tapping on 
Panel Al. The results showed that !S d/2(4xld/4) + E 
yielded as well as !S d/2 + E (Table 20). 
TABLE 20 EFFECT OF SHORT CUT PANEL CHANGING SYSTEM ON YIELD, DRC, INCIDENCE OF DRYNESS 
AND BARK CONSUMPTION ON RRIM 600, PANEL A BE 715.9 
lst yr. 2nd y r . DRC* Bark Treatments kg/ha % kg/ha % % N PD TD cons. cmjyr 
!S d/2 nil stim. 2308 100 2596 100 33.2 239 2 - 35.2 
I 
! S d/2 + 5% E LfGU(8m/12) 3178 138 2941 / 113 31.5 234 19 - 34.9 
I 
!S d/2(2xlm/2)+5% E L/GM(8m/12) 1954 85 2098 81 35.4 239 - - 18.9 f-' 
0 
i S d/1(4xld/4)+5% E L/GM(8m/12) 3032 131 3075 118 33.4 228 11 - 18.4 (}1 
Panel A - first 6 months from 23/6 - 26/12/1976 
* Mean of second year 
Number of tappings d/1 d/2 
Second year 457 228 
L/GM = Lace jgroove method 
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3 . 4 SECONDARY EFFECTS 
The drc values were above 30% in all treatments 
with the !S panel changing system registering higher drc 
than !S d/2 + E. On tree dryness the incidence of 
partially dry trees was 11% with the short cut panel 
changing system compared to 19% on !S system both with 
stimulation at the end of the second year of tapping. 
Another distinct advantage of the !S panel 
changing system is the low rate of bark consumption eg. 
18 . 5 cm per year on d/1 tapping as opposed to 35 cm 
per year d/2 system (Table 20). 
3.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Daily tapping in the smallholdings have created 
several problems which are: 
o poor yield 
o high incidence of dryness 
o high rate of bark consumption 
o shorter economie life of the trees 
These probieros can be overcome by the correct 
choice of tapping system and stimulation practices . 
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Preliminary findings from the experiments 
indicate that the smal! farmer could remain in business 
and yet perform as well as its counterpart in the estate 
by adopting the correct choice of exploitation system. 
For example the short cut panel changing system viz. !S d/1 
(4xld/4) + 5.0% ethephon by lacejgroove application enables 
optimum use of latex yield stimulant on daily tapping with 
no sacrifice in erop production compared to !S d/2 + 5.0% 
ethephon. Though the experiment has completed two years 
and nine months tapping todate, the low rate of bark 
consumption and the moderate incidence of dryness are 
encouraging signs for the future especially on holdings 
which have been replanted with modern clones. However, 
more investigation need to be done on smallholdings 
planted with the newer clones before it could be recommended 
for large scale application. 
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4 TAPPING SYSTEMS FOR PREVIOUSLY DRY TREES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Loss of erop due to tree dryness is an old 
problem which continues to receive much attention. 
Several causa! factors had been suggested viz. Schweizer 
(1936) and more recently Pushpadas et al. 1975 related 
tree dryness to nutrient status ; Chua (1969) found that 
the tree succumb to dryness when the supply of 
photosyntate is curtailed by panel isolation. Others 
observed that the incidence of dryness increased during 
the wintering period (Vollema, 1949 ; and Compagnon et al. 
1953). Lately, Sealing and Chua, 1972 linked tree dryness 
to a reduction in permeability of the wall of the latex 
vessel as a result of 'wound response' ; while Paranjothy 
et al., 1975 reported that tree dryness was a disorder of 
the latex vessels originating in and spreading along the 
vessels. 
From the large series of stimulation trials 
Abraham ~et al . , 1975 (see Chapter 2) observed high 
incidence of partially dry trees in conneetion with the 
use of ethephon latex yield stimulant . This study is aimed 
at finding a s uitable low intensity tapping system for 
previously dry trees with emphasis on sustained production. 
No attempt has been made to identify the causa! factor or to 
separate the trees into groups according to state of dryness 
etc. 
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4 . 2 MATERIALS AND METHOOS 
4.2.1 Pa n e l Al Experiment 
The trees used were of clone RRIM 600, planted 
in 1959 (BE 689.5). Altogether, two hundred trees in 
which tapping had been stopped because there was no 
yield were selected for this study. These trees were 
spread over an area of 7 hectares. There was no record 
of the period of rest prior to commencement of experiment 
of the selected trees. Four tapping systems involving 
3 lengths of cut - ~S , !S and !S tapped downwardon low 
panel every third day and a !S tapped upward on high 
panel at the same frequency were compared. The latter 
treatment was confined to a group of 50 trees with 
disoriented growth of woody burrs and nodules, and severe 
bark crack which rendered it not possible to tap the low 
panel. 
Recording. Yield recording was by cuplump coagulation 
of field latex at 11.00 a.m. The cuplump was strung 
onto a wire the following day. This was repeated for 
a month when the cuplumps were collected, allowed to 
dry for three weeks and the dry weight determined. 
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4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Effects of Different Lengths of Cut 
The results over three years of tapping are 
summarised in Table 21. During this period the highest 
yield was obtained from !S d/3 which consistently yielded 
better than !S d/3 and the latter in turn better than 
!S d/3. The high yield recorded in the first year of 
tapping was not sustained but showed marked decline in 
the second year which dropped further though of a lesser 
degree in the third year. This trend was also noted on 
the lowest tapping intensity system viz. !S d/3. It is 
interesting to note that the relative yields of the three 
systems were consistent in each of the three years of 
tapping with !S d/3 yielding one third and !S d/3 half 
of !S d/3. Upward tapping C!S t d/3) of trees with 
abnormal growth on the low panel did not performed as 
well as similar system tapped downwards. Likewise marked 
decline in yield was observed in the second and third 
year of tapping. 
4.4 SECONDARY EFFECTS 
All treatments recorded high drc values in the 
first year which improved in the second and third year. 
TABLE 21 EFFECT OF LOW INTENSITY TAPPING SYSTEMS ON YIELD AND DRC ON PREVIOUSLY DRY TREES OF CLONE 
RRIM 600 - BE 689.5 
Mean g/t/t kg/ha/year Mean % DRC 
Treatment Year of tapping Year of tapping Tota1 Year of tapping 19.8.76 25.5.77 15.7.78 
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 yrs 1 2 3 PS PD TD PS PD TD PS PD TD 
!S -1- d/3 98.1 54.8 50.1 2095 1136 1050 4281 39.1 43.1 44.3 49 8 11 49 5 11 49 2 12 
(100) (100) (100) (100) 
!S -1- d/3 64.7 46.3 37.5 1424 959 776 3159 43.1 47.3 47.7 50 10 5 50 5 5 50 1 9 
( 68) ( 84) ( 7 4) ( 7 5) 
à-S -1- d/3 30 . 1 18.0 17.6 662 374 364 1400 45.4 46.8 46.6 50 6 5 50 7 4 50 3 10 
32) ( 33) ( 35) ( 33) 
js t d/3 59.5 24.1 23.3 1288 499 484 2291 41.8 46.1 45.4 49 12 7 49 6 17 49 - 20 ...... 
( 61) ( 44) ( 46) ( 54) ...... 
...... 
PS - Present stand, PO - Partia11y dry, TD - Totally dry 
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The incidence of dry trees increased with the length of 
cut and over the years of tapping. In the first two 
years of tapping the short cut systems (tS d/3 and 
!S d/3) had 5 dry trees each which increased to 10 trees 
in the third year whereas there were 11 dry trees on 
iS d/3 tapping in the first two years and 12 dry trees 
in the third year. 
4 . 5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The dry trees selected for this study had been 
classified into two distinct ereups viz : 
o trees with smooth trunk and minor bark cracking 
on the low panel 
0 trees with irregular growth of woody burrs and 
nodules on the low panel 
In both cases no attempt was made to isolate the disease 
panel (Paranjothy, 1978) before the commencement of the 
experiment. There was also no record on the period of 
rest prior to commencement of the experiment. However, 
the advantage of 'rest' was evidenced in the high yield 
per hectare obtained in the first year of tapping . 
Although distinct higher yield was noted with increasing 
length of cut, all treatments (even !S d/3) recorded a 
marked decline in yield in the second and third year of 
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tapping . This observation is in agreement with the work 
of Bealing and Chua, 1972 who reported that tree dryness 
was not related to exhaustion of substrates in the tree. 
The increase in percentage drc in later years could be 
related to a reduction in latex vessel permeability as 
suggested by the same authors in their work reported. 
Among the three systems there was no advantage 
in short cut (!S d/3) system compared to !S d/3. In spite 
of the low output over 3 years (1400 kg/ha) compared to 
4280 kg/ha on iS d/3 high incidence of recurrence of 
dryness was noted in both systems. It appears that 
!S d/3 is a suitable system for previously dry trees. 
The high percentage of dryness in the upward tapping 
treatment suggests that for such trees where the 
diseased part of the tree is visible isolation of the 
low panel from the high panel may prolong the productive 
life of the tree. 
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5 COMPARISON OF TWO DIRECTIONS OF TAPPING - DOWNWARD AND 
UPWARD AND THEIR RESPONSES TO STIMULATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Upward tapping of old rubber trees had been 
shown to give very high yields (P'ng et al., 1976; 
Kanchit Tansiro et al., 1978). One of the plausible 
reasons for the good performance could be due to the 
fact that the drainage area was inverted as opposed to 
downward tapping and that there was no interruption 
between the drainage areas and the crown. With this in 
mind an experiment was initiated to study the effects 
of upward and downward tapping with and without 
stimulation on young rubber from opening for tapping. 
5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.2.1 Panel Al Experiment 
The trees were of clone RRIM 600, planted in 
1965 and first opened for tapping at the cammencement 
of the experiment (BE 715.1) in November 1972. 
The experiment was laid out in a randomised 
block design with thirty trees per plot and two plots 
per treatment. Randomisation wasbasedon girth. 
FIGURE 22 
!S d/2 
Trt. (1 & 2) 
iS d/2(2x2d/4) 
Trt. (13 & 14) 
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ILLUSTRATION OF SELECTED TAPPING SYSTEMS IN EXPERIMENT 
BE 715.1, RRIM 600, PANEL Al 
!S d/2 
(3 & 4) 
iS d/2(2x2d/4) 
(15 & 16) 
iS d/2 
(5 & 6) 
iS d/2(2x2d/4) 
(19 & 20) 
iS d/2 
(11 & 12) 
iS d/2(2x2d/4) 
(23 & 24) 
FIGURE 22 
2!S d/2 
Trt. (25 & 26) 
Con td. 
2!S d/2 
(29 & 30) 
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!S d/2(2x2d/4) 
(31 & 32) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) 
(35 & 36) 
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A total of thirty-six treatments incorporating single cut 
tS and !S, panel changing systems on adjacent and opposite 
panels, double tS cuts at various heights of opening, 
tapping downward and upward on one frequency of tapping -
alternate daily were compared. However, a selected 
number of treatments are considered in this chapter 
(Figure 22). Initially the slope of the cut was 30° for 
both upward and downward cuts. After the second year of 
tapping the slope of the upward cut was altered to 45° 
to minimise loss of latex through spillage. The 
stimulant used was 5.0% ethephon in ACD formulation 
x 
applied at the rate of 1.5 gm per tree at three monthly 
intervals. The width of band treated varied with the 
tapping systems as shown below: 
Ta22ing s~stem Width of Band ~cm) 
!S d/2 3.8 
tS d/2 (2x2d/4) 3.8 
2tS d/2 3.8 
!S d/2 (2x2d/4) 1.9 
tS d/2 3.8 below cut 
3.8 above cut 
Stimulation was by bark application method as described 
earlier. 
Method of recording. Bulk yield recording of latex of 
individual plots was carri e d out as described in pages 16-21. 
~ Applied Chimistry Division , RRIM 
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Dry rubber content. Latex sampling for drc determination 
was done three times per month. At each sampling 45 ml. 
of latex was taken for each treatment. To prevent the 
latex from coagulating 5 ml. of preservative was added 
to each latex sample in the field. DRC was determined 
by the standard laboratory method . 
5.3 RESULTS 
5.3.1 Effects of Direction of Cut 
The experiment camparing various systems of 
upward and downward tapping at different heights of 
opening from the stock/scion union had completed more 
than six years of tapping. During the period of six 
years the tapping cut of several systems had been changed 
over to new panel either because the cut had approached 
the stock/scion union or it was beyond reach without the 
aid of a ladder. The first change was made two and a half 
years after cammencement of experiment on treatments 
opened at 76.2 cm (30") from the stock/scion union. These 
tagether with other treatments in which panel change was 
introduced at later dates are illustrated in Figure 23. 
The difference in yield between upward and downward 
tapping of young trees from opening of a single cut 
C!S or iS) with and without stimulation was marginal 
(Fi gure 24). The table below showed that over four years 
FIGURE 23 COMPARISON OF UPWARD AND DOWNWARD TAPPING OF VARIOUS LENGTBS OF 
CUT WITH AND WITHOUT STIMULATION (BE 715.1 - RRIM 600, PANEL Al) 
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upward tapping differed from downward tapping of a half 
spiral cut by - 96 kg/ha and + 130 kg/ha with and without 
stimulation respectively. With a quarter spiral cut 
their differences were respectively - 23 kg/ha and 
+ 121 kg/ha. However, when the yield over six years 
recording was considered upward tapping of a lS was 
better than downward tapping by 487 kg/ha and 257 kg/ha 
with and without stimulation respectively. 
COMPARISON OF UPWARD AND DOWNWARD TAPPING AFTER 4 AND 6 
YEARS TAPPING 
Non Stim. 5% ethephon Treatment kg/ha-l- kg/hat kg/ha-l- kg/hat 
*iS d/2 6292 6422 8457 8361 
*!S d/2 3439 3560 5908 5885 
**lS d/2 5978 6235 9669 10156 
* Total 4 years ** Total 6 years 
Generally the performance of upward tapping with 
stimulation in the first year was poorer than downward 
tapping. This was mainly attributed to the difficulties 
in upward tapping when the cut was at low level and the 
lower drc of the latex with stimulation. In fact the 
modified gouge for upward tapping was not available at 
this stage and the ordinary jebong knife had to be used. 
The effect was the groove of the tapping cut had an obtuse 
angle which gave rise to severe latex spillage over the 
panel. An ad hoc investigation conducted over a period 
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of three months revealed that the loss was as high as 
30% of total erop production. However, this was corrected 
by increasing the slope of cut and later the use of proper 
upward tapping knife. 
In another treatment (t~ 2!S d/2 + 5% ethephon) 
where the two quarter cuts were opened at 76.2 cm from 
the union,there was no marked advantage in yield in 
upward tapping of !S compared to downward tapping of a 
similar length of cut (Figure 23). 
5.3.2 EffectsofDrainage Area 
The results over 4 years of tapping (Table 22) 
showed the influence of different drainage areas on erop 
production. For instanee by changing the area drained 
at each tapping of a half spiral cut ('S d/2 (2x2d/4)) 
a six percent yield increase was recorded compared to 
continuous tapping (!S d/2) on the same panel. However, 
the latter system in association with the application of 
5.0% ethephon to scraped bark every three months did better 
than the panel changing system similarly treated. 
A variation of the half spiral cut is to tap two 
quarter spirals in opposite panels. An impravement in 
yield was noted as the large drainage area of a half spiral 
cut was separated into two smaller areas. The yield was 
even better when the drainage areas of the two quarter 
spirals were kept apart by tapping one quarter spiral 
TABLE 22 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF VARIOUS TAPPING SYSTEMS ON UPWARD AND DOWNWARD TAPPING AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS 
OF OPENING ON CLONE RRIM 600 BE 715.1 
Height Nil Stimu1ation Si. Ethephon 
Direction at 6th Tota1 6th Tota1 
Treatments of cut opening year i. a 6 yrs i. a year i. a 6 yrs i. a 
(cm) kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha 
Is d/2 + 152.4 1813 100 10319 100 1777 98 13009 126 
(100) (100) ( 98) (126) 
! s d/2* t 19.1 2089 100 6422 100 2837 100 8361 130 
(110) (100) (149) (136) 
!S d/2 + 152.4 1131 100 5938 100 1489 132 9669 163 
( 62) ( 58) ( 82) ( 94) 
!S d/2 t 19.1 1307 100 6235 100 1926 147 10156 163 
( 72) ( 64) (I 06) ( 98) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) sp. + 152.4 1615 100 7284 100 2220 136 11214 150 
( 89) ( 71) (121) (109) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) sp. t 19.1 1492 100 7907 100 2226 149 11441 145 
( 82) ( 77) ( 123) (I I I) 
-
!S d/2(2x2d/4) op. + 152.4 1400 100 7284 100 2395 171 11926 164 N w 
( 77) ( 71) ( 132) (116) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) op. t 19. I 1587 100 9500 100 1976 125 11707 123 
( 88) ( 92) (109) ( 113) 
2!S d/2 op. H 76.2 1643 100 11284 100 1815 110 15189 135 
( 91) (109) (I 00) (147) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) + 152.4 1685 100 10382 100 1542 92 10708 103 
( 93) (I OI) ( 85) (I 04) 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) t 19.1 1959 100 11702 100 2254 115 11856 125 
(108) (113) (124) (115) 
2!S d/2 op. + 152.4 2045 100 11658 100 1718 84 12974 111 
(113) (113) ( 95) (126) 
* 4 years a Yie1d as i. of respective control 
sp. - Same panel op. - opposite panel 
Re1ative yield expressedas percentage of !S + d/2 are given in brackets. 
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upward and the other downward in opposite panels at a 
height of 76.2 cm from the stock/union. In this 
system the tapping panels were changed after every two and 
a half years when the cut of the low panel would have 
reached the union. The first modification involved 
changing of direction of tapping by converting the other 
half of the quarter panel from downward tapping to 
upward tapping and vice versa. When the two quarter 
panels had been tapped out over 5 years, the sequence of 
tapping was repeated for the remaining opposite quarters 
of virgin bark. It is interesting to note that by this 
sequence of tapping of the quarter panels high yield and 
response were sustained over a period of five years. But 
in the sixth year a sharp drop in yield and response to 
that of the control value was observed. The downward 
trend continued into the first half of the seventh year 
to yield only 66% of !S d/2 control. 
In another set of treatments invalving a quarter 
spiral tapping each time a slightly different pattern of 
reaction was noticed. Firstly the panel changing system 
(tS d/2 (2x2d/4))performed better than continuous tapping 
of a quarter spiral (tS d/2). The fermer differed from 
half spiral panel changing system in that the yield was 
even better with stimulation. Further impravement in 
yield was not ed when the two quarter panels were located 
opposite instead of adjacent to each other. Better 
response was recorded with alternating upward and downward 
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tapping of a quarter spiral (lS d/2 (2x2d/4))in opposite 
panels at 76.2 cm from the union. However, the yield was 
inferior to that of 2t S d/2 + 5% ethephon. 
5.4 SECONDARY EFFECTS 
5.4.1 Dry Rubber Content (drc) 
High drc values were observed in all treatments. 
The drc values were generally higher in upward than in 
downward tapping (Table 23). 
5.4 . 2 Incidence of Dryness 
At the end of the sixth year of tapping most 
treatments recorded less than 10% dryness excepting ~S d/2 
(2x2d/4) + E and 2lS d/2 of which recorded 10.7% dryness. 
Downward tapping systems recorded marginally higher 
percentage of dryness than similar system tapped upward. 
The difference became more pronounced with increasing 
length of cut and with stimulation {Table 23). 
5.4.3 Girth Iocrement 
Better girthing was obtained from the short cut 
system than the half spiral systems. Between downward 
and upward tapping the former recorded better girthing 
especially with stimulation {Table 23). 
Bibliotheek 
Fac. l.c:ndo, 
Univ. GENT 
TABLE 23 EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS OF TAPPING ON PERCENTAGE DRY RUBBER CONTENT INCIDENCE OF DRYNESS 
AND GIRTHING IN CLONE RRIM 600, PANEL A BE 715.1 
---
% DRC Incidence of dryness Total girth 
Height increment over Stim. 5% 6 years (cm) 
Tapping system Direction at Nil Stim. 5% Nil stim. ethephon 
of cut opening Nil Stim. 5% 
(cm) stim. ethephon PS % PS % stim. ethephon dryness dryness 
!S d/2 .j. 152.4 36.6 34.1 59 10.6 60 19.0 18.0 14.1 
!S d/2 t 19.1 - - - - - - 16.7b 12.2 
!S d/2 .j. 152.4 39.0 37.7 60 1.4 60 7.0 19.8 17.1 
!S d/2 t 19.1 38.0 38.2 60 - 59 - 14.lb 14.0 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) sp. .j. 152.4 39.0 38.2 0.8 57 20.1 16.0 f-' 59 - tv 
O'l 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) sp. t 19. 1 41.3 40.3 59 0.3 58 - 20.6 15.5 
js d/2(2x2d/4) op. .j. 152.4 37.8 37.1 60 0.3 60 3.2 17.8 16.6 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) op. t 19.1 41.0 36.7 59 1.7 59 1.3 19.3 12.4 
!S d/2(2x2d/4) + 152.4 31.3 30.9 60 1.6 58 9.9 14.4 13.3 
iS d/2(2x2d/4) t 19. I 35.9 32.7 60 - 59 2.2 11.2 8.6 
2!S d/2 op. H 76.2 37.0 34.0 59 3.5 60 5.4 14.2 11.3 
2js d/2 op. H 152.4 36.0 32.0 60 4.4 60 9.3 19.0 11.7 
a - Treatment modified in 6th year b - Increment over 5 years 
PS - Present stand sp. - same panel op. - opposite panel 
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5.5 DISCUSSION 
The response to stimulation of young mature 
trees of clone RRIM 600 varied from poor to moderate. 
The yields of half spiral low frequency tapping viz. 
d/3 and d/4 with stimulation were generally lower than 
the control iS d/2. However, by changing two factors 
viz.: 
o the plugging index 
o the drainage area 
through 2tS t+ d/2 + E consistently high yield and response 
(150% of control) had been achieved for a period of five 
years. In this system the drainage area was modified 
through -
o subdivision of one into two smaller areas 
o separating the two areas by tapping upward 
in one panel and downw.ard in the opposite panel 
The response was poorer when the two quarter cuts were 
tapped downward from 152 cm in opposite panels. This 
could be attributed to over lapping of the drainage areas. 
However, a serious setback was encountered in the treatment 
(2tS ++ d/2 + E) in the sixth year when the tapping cuts 
were confined to the last two quarter strips of virgin bark. 
At this stage the drainage was enclosed by adjacent strips 
of recently renewing bark whereas the downward tapping was 
close to separation from the high panel excepting for the 
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thin layer of renewing bark immediately above the cut. 
The poor performance in the sixth year was not related 
to the incidence of dryness which was in the region of 
10% but to a reduction in the flow rate and duration of 
flow arising from panel isolation. 
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6 CONTROLLED UPWARD TAPPING 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Upward tapping of Hevea has a long history 
dating back to the early nineteenth century (Wright, 1912) . 
Since then a number of reports on its several uses has been 
published. It was suitable as a 'war time' tapping system 
because immediate large increases in yield were obtained 
from bi-directional tappings (Ashplant, 1942). It could 
also be used on pre-brown bast trees (Sharp, 1945) and in 
Vietnam and Cambodia, it was used on trees whi ch had 
poor renewal bark on the low panel (Campaignolle and 
Bouthillon, 1955). 
However, upward tapping of Hevea has never been 
adopted as a popular system in Malaysia for the following 
reasons: 
o The absence of a proper knife 
o The lack of a proper technique 
o Incorrect posture of the tapper in the 
upward tapping 
o Wrong tapping system 
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The tapping knives used are normally the gouge , 
jebong or kanoor (a modified jebong) which are not 
satisfactory (RRIM, 1956). This leads topoor standard 
of upward tapping viz. severe woundings,profused panel 
spillage, high rate of bark consumption, variabie angles 
of slope and lengths of cut among trees within a task. 
The second important factor is the lack of a proper 
technique for upward tapping. This , and the wrong 
posture of the tapper cause body-ache and muscle fatique 
resulting in tappers resistance to upward tapping. The 
use of a half spiral upward cut which is generally longer 
than a similar cut tapped downward and the high rate of 
bark consumption have further discouraged the use of 
upward tapping. 
Besides the practical problems in association 
with upward tapping previous work shows that the yields 
from upward tapping of the first high panel is not 
sustairred throughout the whole panel. It is therefore 
only recommended for use in the final years of exploitation 
of the second high panel (RRIM, 1970). 
In view of the above effect the first high 
panel is tapped downwarcts with the aid of a ladder . This 
results in a smaller task size (220-250 trees per 
tapper), a nd hence an increase in cost of tapping. 
Although the initial yield is high it declines as the cut 
approaches the renewing bark of the low panel due to 
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'bark island' effect. Moreover where two cuts are used, 
it is necessary for them to be at least 112 cm apart to 
avoid overlapping of drainage areas which results in poor 
yield (De Jonge, 1961). 
Recent work with ethephon stimulation (Abraham 
et al., 1975) shows that large increase in yield could 
be obtained with a single !S cut or !S cut panel changing 
system, viz. !S d/2 (2x2d/4). Stimulation increases the 
drainage area which in the past had to be done by 
increasing the number and/or length of cuts. Controlled 
upward tapping, as another tapping system, provides 
entirely separate drainage areas for exploitation, thus 
solving the problem of overlapping drainage areas. 
This chapter introduces a specially modified 
gouge for upward tapping that would minimise spillage, 
enable better angle of tapping slope and minimise 
excessive bark consumption: Th~ successful development 
of a proper tapping technique with particular emphasis 
on tapper's movements, has resulted in upward tapping 
not being more difficul t than tlre conventional downward 
tapping and the task size not considerably reduced. In 
actdition results from numerous field scale experiments 
which had been in progress for 1-2 years are also discussed. 
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6.2 DEVELOPMENTS OF A KNIFE FOR UPWARD TAPPING 
The ordinary gouge (Figure 25) was at one time 
used for upward tapping. When the tapping cut reached 
a higher level, many tappers preferred to use the Jebong 
knife (Figure 25) . Th~s led to the development of the 
double-bladed Jebong knife (Kanoor) especially made for 
'V' cut upward tapping (Figure 25) . However, all these 
knives have been found to be unsatisfactory. A special 
upward tapping knife (Figure 25) used from ground level 
has been developed. 
FIGURE 25 DIFFERENT TYPES OF TAPPING KNIFE 
a b c d 
a. Ordinary gouge 
b. Jebong 
c. Kanoor 
d. Upward tapping knife 
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6.2.1 Comparison of the Gouge and Upward Tapping Knife 
Shape of blade. The ordinary gouge (Figure 26) is U 
shaped and tapping results in an inverted groove with 
the obtuse angle (Figure 27). Acthesion of latex to the 
groove is poor often resulting in profuse spillage 
(Figure 27). 
The improved upward tapping knife is V shaped. 
Tapping produces an inverted groove with an acute angle 
(Figure 27). This results in better acthesion of latex 
along the groove, thus minimising spillage (Figure 27). 
The best angle of the V blade is about 60°. With more 
acute angle, there is difficulty in sharpening the knife . 
Further, bark shavings are retained in the 'wedge' of the 
knife, thus slowing down the tapping operation. 
FIGURE 26 SHAPES OF CUTTING BLADE 
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(a) 'U' shaped blade (b) 'U' shaped groove 
(c) 'V' shaped blade (d) Inverted groove with acute 
angle 
FIGURE 27 SHAPES OF BLADES AND GROOVES 
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Angle of attachment of knife. The ordinary gouge when 
mounted in line (Figure 28a and b) with the wooden handle 
has several disadvantages which are : 
o The tapper has to stand further away from the 
tree in order to minimise the rise in the 
inclination of the slope 
o At this point the tapper has a weak control of 
the tapping knife which results in severe 
wounding 
o Tendency for high bark consumption at distal 
end of the cut 
o Steeper angle of slope as the cut progresses in 
height 
To minimise the latter defect, the tapper raises 
his hands above shoulder level to control ~he steepness 
of the slope. Nevertheless this is only effective within 
a certain height and at the expense of severe body strain 
which eventually results in bad tapping. The improved 
upward tapping knife is made with the gouge bent 30° away 
from the wooden handle (Figure 28c and d). With this 
modification: 
o The tapper need not have to stand at a distance 
from the tree or raise his hands above shoulder 
level when tapping at higher levels 
(a) Gouge fixed in line with 
handle 
(c) Gouge inclined at 30° to 
handle 
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(b) Straight knife 
(d) Tapping with inclined gouge 
FIGURE 28 ANGLE OF ATTACHMENT OF KNIFE 
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o Less strain is imposed on the arms and body 
during tapping 
o Better control is achieved in upward tapping 
with more uniform rate of bark consumption 
and good control of the slope of cut 
End of blade. In the earlier work, the end of the blade 
was at right angle to the keel of the gouge (Figure 29a). 
This was found to cut into the back guideline, thereby 
extending the lengthof cut (Figure 29b). 
An impravement is obtained when the end of 
the blade is inclined at 60° to the keel of the gouge 
(Figure 29c). Tapping does not extend beyond the back 
guideline hence consistent length of cut is maintained 
(Figure 29d). This knife is easier to tap as less force 
is required. An angle of 45° is also tried, but the 
feedback during tapping is weak and severe wounding is 
encountered. 
6.2.2 Sharpening of Knife 
A well sharpened knife makes tapping easier 
and faster. This is more so with the gouge for upward 
tapping. The knife is sharpened in two ways: 
o From the inner face out (cutting edge of blade 
sloping cut). This should be adopted for sharpening 
the cutting blade up to the base of the V. 
/ 
(a) End of blade is vertical 
to the keel 
(c) Modified gouge: end of 
blade is at 60° to the keel 
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(b) Tapping cut extending 
beyond back guideline 
(d) Back guideline not arrectea 
in tapping 
FIGURE 29 ANGLES OF ENDS OF BLADE AND RESULTING BACK GUIDELINES 
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o From the outer face in (cutting edge of blade 
sloping in). This is used for the guiding 
blade 
The direction of sharpening results in the 
cut edge being in less direct contact with the renewed 
bark, minimising wounding and spillage. 
6 . 2.3 Weight of Knife 
The weight of the knife may be modified by either 
extending or reducing the metal handle. The cutting and 
the guiding blades cannot be modified to any great extent. 
The light knife has the following features: 
o Requires more force in tapping but generates 
greater feedback 
o Generally bark consumption is less 
o Particularly suitable for beginners in 
upward tapping 
o Suitable for thin virgin bark 
The heavy knife has the following features: 
o Requires less force in tapping but generates 
less feedback 
o Generally bark consumption is heavier and 
there is a greater tendency to wounding 
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o Suitable for experienced tappers as this 
requires less effort 
o Suitable for older trees with thicker bark 
Early experience has shown that the lighter knife should 
weigh about 100 g the heavier knife about 200 g. These 
are compared with the weight of the original Jebong, 
which varies from 84 g to 510 g (FEROL, 1965). 
6 . 3 TAPPING TECHNIQUE 
6.3.1 Opening of Trees for Upward Tapping 
Upward tapping of the high panel should commence 
from the previous height of opening of the low panel. 
Preferably, the high panel should be opened on the side 
opposite to the oldest renewal bark of the low panel. 
From the lower end of the previous cut, a vertical cut 
is extended upwards (front guideline) . Fora tS cut a 
similar line (back guideline) should be made at the 
mid-point of the previous !S cut. 
The tapping cut between these guideline sloping 
at 45° from the horiz·ontal (Figure 30a) is marked out. 
The first few tappings should be downwarcts with the 
guiding blade until a space equivalent to the width of 
the blade (1.5 cm) is formed (Figure 30b). Subsequent 
tappings should be upwards with the cutting blade of the 
{a) Marking an !S c·ut 
(c) Upward tapping with gouge 
inverted 
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(b) Tapping downwards with knife in 
conventional position until the 
'gap' is equivalent to the width 
of the blade 
(d) Gradual increase in depth 
of upward tapping 
FIGURE 30 OPENING OF TREE FOR UPWARD TAPPING 
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knife (Figure 30c). As in conventional tapping, the depth 
of tapping should be increased gradually until it is 
approximately 1.0-1.5 mm from the cambium (Figure 30d). 
6.3.2 Positioning of Tapping Knife 
During tapping the guiding blade should be 
tilted slightly away from the renewing bark (Figure 3la). 
With this position, cutting of the panel portion is 
confined to a narrow strip at the base of the V-blade 
during tapping. In addition, the surface of renewing 
bark is smoother (Figure 3lb). If the guiding blade 
completely rests on the panel, a broad strip of recently 
renewed bark will be pared and tapping may be deep 
(Figure 3lc). Latex will spread quickly over the recently 
tapped wet surface resulting in profuse spillage. On the 
ether hand, if the blade is tilted too much, subsequent 
tappings tend to give rise to a serrated surface of the 
renewed bark. This can also cause panel spillage (Figure 
3ld). The serrated surface indicates wrong positioning 
of the tapping knife during tapping. 
6.3.3 - Direction and Slope of Cut 
The direction of tapping is reverse to that of 
conventional downward tapping viz. low left to high right. 
In downward tapping a slope of 30° from the horizontal is 
sufficient for the latex to flow along the groeve without 
any serieus spillage over the panel. In upward tapping 
such a slope of cut results in severe spillage over the 
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(a) Guiding blade slightly tilted (b) Smooth renewing bark and 
mininturn spillage 
(c) Guiding 'blade cut' into recently (d) Serrated surface of renewed bark 
renewed bark, severe spillage 
over freshly tapped surface 
FIGURE 31 POSITIONING OF TAPPING KNIFE 
.___ ____________ ___ _ 
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panel. It was reported earlier in an experiment on upward 
tapping of young trees, 30% of erop loss recorded was 
through panel spillage (P'ng unpublished data). 
Spillage decreases as the inclination of slope 
increases . However, any change in the slope influences 
both the length and height of the cut . 
L and H H1 Tan 
Tan 300 
Where L is the length of cut at inclination 
L1 is the length of cut at 30° inclination 
H is the height of cut at inclination 
H1 is the height of cut at 30° inclination 
Wh ere L H 
L H 
This shows that an increase in the slope from 
30° to 45° results in 22% increase in actual length of 
cut and 74% in the height of cut; while increases of 
74% and 200% respectively have been calculated when the 
slope changes from 30° to 60°. These effects are 
illustrated in Figure 32a. Other disadvantages in 
conneetion with too steep a slope (e.g. 60°) are: 
o Excessive waste of untapped virgin bark below 
the ope ning cut 
o Higher rate of bark consumption (RRIM, 1959). 
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(a) Effects of inclination on length 
(b) Controlled bark consumption (six-
monthly bark consumption shown by 
the marks above the cut) 
FIGURE 32 DIRECTION AND SLOPE OF CUT 
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o The steeper slope results effectively in longer 
tapping cuts. Responses to stimulation of long 
cut systems are generally poorer and incidence 
of dryness higher than with short cut systems 
o Poorer yield on second high panel if the renewed 
bark of the first high panel is young (De Jonge, 
1963). 
Our current knowledge shows that a slope of 45° 
from the horizontal may be the most practical slope 
because of the following reasons : 
o Minimum spillage of latex down the panel 
o Better control of bark consumption 
o Minimum wastage of untapped bark 
o More conducive for beginners to learn and 
adopt the techniques of upward tapping 
There is a tendency for the angle to increase 
with height of tapping. One metbod to minimise this is 
by drawing guidelines above the tapping cut (Figure 32b). 
6.3.4 Length of Cut 
Increasing the length of cut and/or number of 
cuts have often been adopted to increase the yield (per · 
tapper/per hectare). In the absence of an effective 
yield stimulant , this was the only practical solution. 
However, this approach now obsolete has several disadvantages : 
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o Initia! yields are high but are not sustained 
(De Jonge, 1961) 
o Need re-tasking into smaller task sizes 
o In view of the rising cost of labour this may 
not become an economical practice in the near 
future 
o Difficulty in introducing panel changing system 
when declining yield trend occurs 
However, with the availability of an effective 
yield stimulant - ethephon or Ethad, there is no need to 
resort to long or multiple cut systems. 
One good combination is short cut (!S t d/2) 
upward tapping with stimulation. Responses to stimulation 
are high since the plugging index (Southorn and Gomez, 
1970) is higher with short cut than with long cut systems ; 
the effect o f stimulant is to delay plugging. Furthermore, 
higher yields than the low panel renewal bark (Panel B4) 
can be expected as the vi rgin bark is much older and has 
many more latex vessel rings at this stage. 
In contrast with the long cut and multiple cut 
systems, the short cut system ( ! S t d/2) with ethephon has 
several merits: 
o Attractive yields per tapper and per hectare 
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o Studies have shown that the time taken for 
upward tapping is similar to that for conventional 
downward tapping. There is little reduction in 
task size; a task size of 450-500 trees per tapper 
has been used in the trials . 
o Much easier to introduce periodic panel changing 
system in the presence of declining yield trend . 
o The problem of poor yield on the second high 
panel due to young renewing bark on the opposite 
side, does not arise. 
6.3.5 Depth of Tapping 
A good tapping standard should always be stressed 
in controlled upward tapping. As far as possible, the 
tapper should try to avoid wounding the trees, which could 
cause spillage of latex down the panel (Figure 33a and b). 
However, since the virgin bark of the high panel at this 
age (fifteen to twenty years) is thick with more latex 
vessels deeper tapping than normal should be practised, 
but without wounding. As with conventional tapping, a 
suitable depth is one within the range of 1 . 0-1.5 mm away 
from the cambium. Although higher yields could be obtained 
with deep tapping, they cannot be realised if spillage is 
extensive. 
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(b) Panel spillage 
FIGURE 33 WOUNDING AND lTS EFFECT 
(arrow indicates site of wounding) 
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6.3.6 Bark Consumption 
In conventional downward tapping, a higher rate 
of bark consumption (more than 1.9 cm per month) has not 
given higher yields. In upward tapping the rate of bark 
consumption is variable depending on the height of the 
cut and the age of the bark. 
The cut surface of the inverted upward cut tends 
to dry faster than a similar cut tapped downward hence 
there is a tendency for the tapper to utilise more bark 
in upward than in downward tapping. 
At the commencement of upward tapping of a twenty 
years old tree, the first high panel is within reach from 
the ground level and the tree lace can be removed before 
tapping, the rate of bark consumption should be about 
2.5 cm per month. Any rate higher than that should be 
checked. At higher levels, tapping has to be done without 
removing the tree lace. Since greater initia! force is 
needed to cut through the tree lace, one may expect a 
slightly higher rate of bark consumption per month . 
Sometimes, with trees of over twenty-five years old, the 
virgin bark of the second high panel is thicker (more than 
15 mm) and harder. A much higher rate of bark consumption, 
3.7-5.0 cm per month is not unusual. One method of checking 
on the rate of bark consumption is to mark on every tree 
the amount of bark to be consumed for a fixed period 
(Figure 32b). 
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6.4 COLLECTION OF LATEX 
At the cammencement of upward tapping, the 
guiding of latex into the cup may be done in the usual 
way with the finger or the knife. This operation 
becomes difficult and time consuming as the cut moves 
higher up. The use of a guide string (Selby, 1970) 
could simplify the work. A variation of the guide string 
is to use two spouts joined at the tip by a tree lace. 
One spout is fixed at the high level near the cut end 
and the other at the lower level just above the cup 
(Figure 34). This metbod has been tested on a small 
scale in a commercial estate in North Peninsular Malaysia. 
6.5 TAPPER'S MOVEMENTS 
One of the major difficulties of introducing 
upward tapping is resistance from tappers. This sterns 
partly from the ~atural human reaction to changes. However, 
the more important reason is the difficulty associated 
with upward tapping. Tappers have complained of various 
discomforts and these are the major points to overcome. 
This paper therefore, pays considerable attention to 
develop a system of tapping that will give rise to maximum 
economy of muscular movements and minimum stress to the 
tappers concerned. The results reported here are based 
on observations over a short period, but are enough to show 
the sourees of difficulty and discomfort. 
FIGURE 34 
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COLLECTION OF LATEX WITH THE AID 
OF A GUlDE STRING WITH TWO SPOUTS 
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6.5.1 Starting Position 
Back and side views of a tapper's movements 
are illustrated in Figure 35. The legs are abducted so 
that the heels are two footlengths apart (Figures 35a and b). 
The body weight is equally distributed between the two 
feet. Both shoulders are at shoulder level. The left 
upper arm may be in a relaxed position or abducted to 10°. 
The left hand holds the pole gently. The left forearm is 
supinated. The left hand position is at or just below 
shoulder level with the elbow flexed at 70°. The thumb 
may press gently on to the pole to maintain gentle contact 
of the tapping knife with the trunk. Alternatively, the 
thumb may curl around the pole, in w~ich case, the ge ntle 
pressure is by the palm. The right upper arm is extended 
30°- 40° and abducted 15°- 20° . The right forearm is 
pronated with elbow extended to between 120° and 160°. 
The right hand grips the pole firmly. 
6.5.2 Arm and Shoulder Movemehts 
Figure 35c and d show the movements involved in 
the tapping operation. The movements by the upper limbs 
are similar and repetitive throughout the operation. The 
initia! force in tapping is generated by extending the 
right arm to 30°- 40° and then flexing to 15°. In 
subsequent tapping movements the upper arm extends 15° 
and flexes to 15°. In addition, part of the force for 
tapping is contributed by flexing the right elbow from 
160°- 90°. These continue till the end of the cut. 
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Side v iew 
~... " 
. .... ,..... - , . 
,. -~. 
Back view 
FIGURE 35 GENERAL TAPPER'S MOVEMENTS IN UPWARD TAPPING 
( 
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During all these right movements, the left hand guides 
the cutting blade along the tapping channel. The left 
hand is always below the shoulder level. With these 
forces the bark is pared off from the lower front channel 
to the higher back channel. For a neat finish a smart 
'flip' should be made by flexing the left forearm to 20° -
30° and adducting the left shoulder when the cutting blade 
approaches the back guideline. 
6.5.3 Leg Movements 
Figures 35c and d show that the body weight is 
transferred to the left leg by flexing the left knee. 
The right leg does not support any weight and is just 
lifted off the ground. Figures 35e and f show body 
weight resting entirely on the left leg. The left knee 
is flexed. The right leg is lifted off the ground and 
start to glide behind the left leg. Figures 35g and h 
show the right leg behind the left and the right knee 
straightened. Figures 35i and j show that the right leg 
is straightened and the right foot is now resting firmly 
on the ground supporting the whole body weight. The left 
leg is lifted off the ground and ready to glide back to 
the side of the right leg. Figures 35k and 1 show that 
the whole body weight is on the right leg and left leg 
is gliding to the new position. Figures 35m and n show 
that the legs are now back in the original starting 
/ 
position with the body weight equally distributed between 
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Side view Back view 
FIGURE 35 GENERAL TAPPER'S MOVEMENTS IN UPWARD TAPPING 
(Continued) 
FIGURE 35 
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Side view Back view 
GENERAL TAPPER'S MOVEMENTS IN UPWARD TAPPING 
(continued) 
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Side view Back view 
FIGURE 35 GENERAL TAPPER'S MOVEMENTS IN UPWARD TAPPING 
(Continued) 
- ------------- ---
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both legs in a relaxed position. When necessary (as with 
longer tapping cuts), the above sequence is repeated with 
the start of the transfer of the body weight to the left 
leg and the flexing of the left knees (Figures 35o and p). 
In all the above, note that while the tapping 
knife is moving up with the tapping cut, the left hand 
is not moved up and is always at or slightly below 
shoulder level. This is achieved by smooth progressive 
gliding of the left hand foliowed by the right hand down 
the handle of the tapping knife as tapping moves higher. 
This technique minimises muscular strain and has been 
satisfactorily adopted by our own tappers. The movements 
of the upper body seems optima!. 
6.5.4 Wrong Movements 
One of the frequent mistakes in upward tapping 
is raising the arms above the shoulder level. Figure 36 
compares correct and wrong arm movements. Figures 36a and b 
show respectively the back view of a tapper in the correct 
starting and finishing positions of tapping of an tS cut. 
Figure 36c shows the starting position of a tapper holding 
the handle rigidly with the hand above the shoulder, while 
Figure 36d shows the finishing position. By just iifting 
the left hand, much discomfort is caused by unnecessary 
muscular involvement. In the starting position (Figure 36c) 
the shoulder muscles are already used to lift the hand, 
while at the finishing position muscular strain of the 
shoulders, neck and both lumbar side benders are obvious. 
In addition, the spine is twisted out of position. 
FIGURE 36 
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wrong 1:ecnn1que 
EFFECT OF CORRECT AND WRONG TECHNIQUES ON 
MUSCULAR MOVEMENTS IN UPPER LIMBS 
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Some common faults in upward tapping are 
illustrated in Figure 37. At the cernmencement of tapping 
(Figure 37a) the neck is titled back causing pain. The 
left arm is lifted above the shoulder and the shoulder 
and scapula muscles have to work unnecessarily for this. 
All the muscles centrolling the scapula are involved thus 
causing upper thoracic pain. The pole is held too far 
away from the body; lev erage is poor and more force is 
required to do the tapping. This force is much more 
difficult to control and often results in severe wounding 
of the tree. By standing too far aw.ay from the tree the 
uppe r b ody tends to bend towards thé tree while the lower 
part hunches back to rnaintaio stabili t y . Thi s strains 
the back muscles resulting in lumbar ache. S i nce the s e at 
is not straight the muscles ache and we aken. The t ilting 
of the ne ck is also apparent just before tapping is 
completed (Figure 37b). The right shoulder has to prov ide 
the power to t a p and to rnaintaio the position of the arm. 
This results in e xhaustion of arm and shoulder muscles 
which are constantly overworked. When the feet are placed 
too far apart, morestrain is placed on the front and back 
thigh muscles. In contrast, Figure 37c shows a different 
tapper with feet together during tapping. The head is in 
hyperest position and the body arched backward. In this 
uncomfortable posture the strain is on the right neck and 
left lumbar side benders while the right lumbar side bender 
and the left shoulder muscles are overworked. Further, a 
lot of scapula movements are also involved. Figure 37d 
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FIGURE 37 WRONG TECHNIQUE IN UPWARD TAPPING 
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shows upward tapping at a low level of the high panel. 
The shoulder is hunched and rounded causipg cramping of 
the chest wall which results in poor respiratory movements. 
The muscles between the scapula are constantly stretched 
and may result in high thoracic pain. Further lumbar ache 
may result from slight flexing of the waist. The feet are 
also too far apart thus straining the thigh musc~es, 
while the hip joints are strained as they are constantly 
flexed. 
6.6 RESULTS 
6 . 6.1 Upward Tapping of a Quarter Spiral Cut 
The history and experimental details of the 
various fields are given in Table 24. In experiment 
BE 690.11 the high panel was tapped upwarcts on a half 
spiral cut while a similar cut was tapped downwarcts on 
Panel B4 on the same day. Two frequencies of tapping 
- d/3 and d/4 were compared. The first years' results 
summarised in Table 25 showed significant difference 
(at P < 0.5) in yield between upward and downward 
tapping with and without stimulation in all cultivars 
tested. This experiment was terminated after one year as 
the field was scheduled for replanting. 
The secend series of task size experiments 
(BE 688.11-15) involving 5 clones (RRIM 605, 501, 513, 
526 and 615) have completed two years of upward tapping 
with stimulation. For the first twenty months the trees 
TABLE 24 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF LARGE SCALE TRIALS ON UPWARD TAPPING WITH STIMULATION 
Expt. Year of Current Date No. of trees/ Task 
BE No. Cult i var Location Budding/ Panel Commenced task/ Si ze Planting treatment 
690.1 RRIM 501 
RRIM 600 I Kedah 1952 B4 Dec. 1974 40 RRIM 605 ' 
RRIM 612 
688.11 RRIM 605 Kedah 1954 B4 Nov. 1975 1 450 
688 . 12 RRIM 501 Kedah 1954 B4 Nov. 1975 12 450 
688.13 RRIM 513 Kedah 1954 B4 Nov. 1975 3 450 
688.14 RRIM 526 Kedah 1954 B4 Nov. 1975 1 450 
688.15 RRIM 615 Kedah 1955 B4 Nov . 1975 6 450 
689.9 RRIM 603 Kedah 1958 A3 April 1976 4 
.... 689.10 RRIM 614 Kedah 1958 A3 April 1976 4 O'l 
689.11 LCB 1320 Kedah 1958 A3 April 1976 4 ..,. 
688.10 RRIM 501 Kedah 1967 B4 March 1976 · 80 
692.59 GT 1 Selangor 1958 B4 June 1976 60 
696.9 PB 86 Selangor 1956 B4 July 1976 60 
696.10 RRIM 501 Selangor 1958 B4 July 1976 58 
715.8 PB 5/51 
688.4 RRIM 605 Kedah 1960 A3 April 1975 1 450 
688.5 RRIM 623 Kedah 1960 A3 April 1975 1 450 
688.7 RRIM 501 Kedah 1956 B4 Nov. 1975 1 450 
688.8 RRIM 605 ) 
LCB 1320 ) Kedah 1957 B4 Dec. 1975 265/clone 
Gl 1 
719.1 RRIM 623 Selangor 
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TABLE 25 COMPARISON OF YIELDS IN DOUBLE-CUT SYSTEMS 
WITH HIGH CUT TAPPING UPWARDS AND LOW CUT 
DOWNWARDS ON PANEL B4 (TRIAL BE 690.11) 
Yield (kgjhajyear) 
Treatment RRIM RRIM RRIM RRIM Mean 501 600 605 612 
2'S d/4 Control 
High cut 1662 1875 1377 732 1112 
Low cut 946 804 388 762 650 
Tot al 2308 2679 1765 1494 2062 
2'S d/4 + 10% ethephon 
to alternate panel 
High cut 1890 1672 1248 813 1406 
Low cut 533 650 942 1169 824 
Tot al 2423 2322 2190 1982 2230 
2!8 d/3 + 10% ethephon 
to alternate panel 
High cut 2254 3025 2221 1681 2295 
Low cut 877 336 1196 1120 882 
Tot al 3131 3361 3417 2801 3177 
2!8 d/ 4 + 10% ethephon 
to both panels 
High cut 1755 2014 1405 1362 1634 
Low cut 412 535 1105 834 722 
Tot al 2167 2549 2510 2196 2356 
SE of treatment means total 201.61 
LSD (P= 0.05) 644 . 9 
SE of height means within systems 242.56 
LSD ( P= 0.05) 456.0 
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were tapped i S t d/2 + 5% ethephon 1/GM (8m/l2) and 
subsequently c hanged to iS t d/3 + 5% ethephon. No 
stimulant was applied for four months from January to 
April each year. The two years results are given in 
Table 26 . Clonal variations in response to upward tapping 
had been noted with RRIM 501 maintaining the highest yield 
and RRIM 526 at the other extreme in the first two years 
of tapping. The sharp decline in yield in the second year 
in all clones was partly attributed to the change in 
tapping frequency from d/2 to d/3 in the last 4 months of 
the second year. 
Another series of three experiments (BE 689 . 9-
RRIM 603, BE 689.10-RRIM 614 and BE 689.11-LCB 1320) have 
completed two and a half years tapping. The iS cut was 
changed to the adjacent panel for half the task of each 
replicate after the first years' tapping. The results 
during this period are summarised in Table 27. Two c lones 
RRIM 603 and LCB 1320 performed better on !S d/2 + 5% 
ethephon, tapping on low panel first renewal bark (Panel A3) 
than upward tapping - iS t d/2 + 5% ethephon on high panel 
virgin bark. A reverse trend was noticed in the case of 
RRIM 614. An analysis of the yearly performance showe d 
that in the first year conventional downward tapping 
(!S d/2) with a nd without stimulation performed better than 
the respective treatments in upward tapping (iS t d/2). 
Both tapping systems with stimulation did extremely we ll 
with yields exceeding 3000 kg/ha. In the second year of 
tapping all stimulated treatments recorded decline in yield. 
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TABLE 26 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) IN UPWARD TAPPING 
(tS t d/2) OF VARIOUS CLONES 
!S d/2 tS t d/2 +E 
Experiment Pretreatment yield Year of 
Clone Mean over 3 months tapping 
BE No. 
688.11 RRIM 605 
688.12 RRIM 501 
688. 13 RRIM 513 
688.14 RRIM 526 
688.15 RRIM 615 
Assumed stand per ha 
Task size (tS t) 
(July, Aug. & Sept.) 
kg/ha/mth 
78 
112 
112 
112 
103 
296 trees 
450 trees 
1 
kg/ha 
1866 
2664 
2107 
1387 
1708 
Stimulant was not applied from January to April 
Stimulation - monthly lacejgroove application of 10% 
ethephon for the lst two months and 
subsequently 5% ethephon was used. 
* The tapping system was changed to tS t d/3 after 8 
months tapping 
2* 
kg/ha 
1398 
1558 
1683 
956 
1003 
TABLE 27 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF QUARTER SPIRAL UPWARD TAPPING (!S t d/2) OF HIGH PANEL WITH CONVENTIONAL 
DOWNWARD TAPPING (!S + d/2) ON PANEL A3 
BE 689.9 - RRIM 603 BE 689.10- RRIM 614 BE 689.11- LCB 1320 
Treatment Year of tapping Total Year of tapping Tot al Year of tapping Tot al 
1 2 2 years 1 2 2 years 1 2 2 years 
kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. kg/ha 7. 
' ~s + d/2 2298 I 00 2012 100 4310 I 00 2130 100 1475 I 00 3605 100 2712 I 00 2506 100 5218 100 
nil stim. (I 00) (100) ( 100) (100) (I 00) (I 00) (I 00) (I 00) ( 100) 
!S + d/2 3487 I 52 2559 127 6046 140 3427 161 1908 129 5335 148 3770 139 2801 112 6571 125 
+ 57. E (I 52) (127) (140) ( 161) ( 129) (148) (139) (I I 2) ( 125) 
!S t d/2 1926 84 2117 I OS 4043 94 1134 53 1562 106 2696 75 2034 75 2036 81 4070 78 a-
co 
nil stim. (100) (I 00) (100) (I 00) (I 00) ( 100) (I 00) ( 100) (I 00) 
!S t d/2 3343 145 2381 118 5724 133 3262 153 2398 163 5660 157 3128 115 2512 100 5640 108 
+ 57. E (1) (174) (112) (288) (154) (210) (154) (123) (I 39) 
! s t d/2 - 3097 I 54 - - 2739 186 - - 3036 121 
+ 57. E (2) ( 146) (175) (149) 
E = Ethephon No. of tappings Pretreatment Records 
Stimulation by lace/groove method (Bm/12) (d/2 frequency) 1 2 Yield Dryness 
(1) First quarter of the high panel year years kg/ha/:tr 7. 
(2) Second (adjacent) quarter of the RRIM 603 127 129 1456 20 
high panel RRIM 614 131 133 1263 15 
Relative yields over respective control LCB 1320 128 128 1027 20 
are given in brackets 
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In contrast excepting !S t d/2 + nil stimulation which 
recorded higher yield than the previous year in clones 
RRIM 603 and 614 while in LCB 1320 marginal change was 
observed. Upward tapping with stimulation of the adjacent 
(second) quarter panel (Figure 38 - Trt. 5) gave high yields 
and responses which were comparable though in all cases less 
than those for the same period of tapping on the first 
quarter panel. 
The rate of bark consumption was higher with 
upward tapping than the conventional tapping (Table 28). 
The increase varies from 25% to 109%. The higher rate in 
the second year could be due to the higher position of 
the cut and that tapping had to be done without prior 
remaval of the tree lace. 
6.6.2 Upward Tapping with Various Length~ of Cut 
Five experiments ~E 688.10-RRIM 501, BE 692.59-
GT 1, BE 696.9-PB 86, BE 696.10-RRIM 501 and BE 715.8-
PB 5/51), camparing upward tapping of various lengths of 
cut have completed 20-24 months (Table 29). A noticeable 
feature among the trials is the clonal variations to 
different lengths of cut. For instanee with clone GT 1 all 
treatments on upward tapping with stimulation yielded more 
than ~S t d/2 nil stimulation. A positive relation between 
length of cuts and yield was noted with the langer cut 
doing better than the shorter cut. All treatments have 
FIGURE 38 
A3 
iS + d/2 
(Trts 1+2) 
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SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF TAPPING 
PANELS. NUMBERS INDICATE SEQUENCE 
OF TAPPING 
83 
A3 
iS t d/2 
(Trts 3+4) 
83 
A3 
iS t d/2 
(Trt 5) 
TABLE 28 BARK CONSUMPTION OF UPWARD AND DOWNWARD 
TAPPING IN CM 
BE 689.9 - RRIM 603 BE 689.10 - RRIM 614 BE 689 . 11- LCB 1320 
Treatment 1st year 2nd year 1st year 2nd year 1st year 2nd year 
..... 
cm cm cm cm cm cm -...] 
..... 
!S + d/2 ni1 stim. 25.0 21.0 30.1 24 . 5 28.0 26.0 
!S + d/2 + 5% E 24.6 21.1 31.5 25.2 28.9 25 . 3 
!S t d/2 ni1 stim. 33.7 35.8 37.6 42.2 34.9 47.4 
!S t d/2 + 5% E (1) 36.1 40 . 3 38.4 46.1 36.2 51.6 
!S t d/2 + 5% E (2) - 43 . 8 - 48.6 - 50.0 
TABLE 29 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF UPWARD TAPPING WITH VARIOUS LENGTHS OF CUT ON THE HIGH PANEL 
BE 688.10 BE 696.9 BE 696.10 BE 692.S9 BE 71S.8 
RRIM SOl/l9S7 PB 86/l9S6 RRIM SOl/l9S8 GT l/l9S6 PB S/SI/ 
Treatment Year of Total Year of Total Year of Total Year of Total Year of Total 
tapping 24 tapping a 22 · tapping 22 tapping 24 tapping 24 
l 2 mths. l 2 mths. l 2a mths . l 2 mths. l 2 mths. 
!S + d/2 1189 f08 1997 1696 1244 2940 218S 114S 3330 2S2l 2339 4860 lS8l 1109 2690 
(JJO) (100) (100) (lOO) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 
!S + d/2+E - 2219 164S 3864 2326 1264 3S90 3476 296.9 644S 
(131) (132) (131) (107) (110) (108) (138) (127) (133) 
! s t d/2 2769 1697 1300 2997 2724 1763 4487 3620 3471 7091 3041 2401 S442 
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (lOO) (lOO) 
!S t d/2+E 2769 1693 4462 22Sl 1846 4097 2734 1664 4398 S912 4832 10744 3930 2684 6614 ...... 
(233) (210) (133) (142) (137) (100) ( 94) ( 98) (163) (139) ( ISI) (129) (112) (121) ...:j 1:\J 
l/3S t d/2+E 2872 2124 4996 1964 lS9S 3SS9 29S3 l6SS 4608 4804 41SS 89S9 
(242) (263) (116) (123) (119) (108) ( 94) (103) (133) (120) (126) 
!S t d/2+E 24S6 1877 4333 l72S 1338 3063 2713 lS63 4276 386S 3478 7343 3102 2638 S740 
(207) (232) (102) (103) (102) (100) (100) ( 9S) (107) (100) (104) (102) (IlO) (102) 
1\-S t d/2+E 1660 IS47 3207 136S 1174 2SS9 2330 1498 3828 2740 2974 S714 2174 1993 4167 
(190) (192) ( 81 ) ( 90) ( 8S) ( 86) ( 8S) ( 8S) ( 7 6) ( 86) ( 81 ) ( 71) ( 93) ( 78) 
2!S #d/4+E - 2610 20SO 4660 2864 1443 4307 
(lS4) (lS8) (lSS) (104) ( 82) ( 96) 
Number of tappings (d/2) 134 114 248 137 lOS 242 137 134 271 132 124 2S6 
Number of tappings (d/4) 68 60 128 71 ss 126 
E = S% ethephon a = 10 months 
Stimulant was applied by lace/groove methad at monthly intervals for 8m/l2 
~ 
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recorded some decline in yield in the second year, with 
the exception of ~S t d/2 + 5% E which yielded marginally 
higher than in the previous year. However, the pattern 
of response to the different lengths of cut remain the 
same. It should be noted that the yield on ~s t d/2 + 5% E 
was 18% higher than that of !S + d/2 + nil stimulation. 
Generally the poor response to stimulation in the first 
year had deteriorated further in the second year. 
Negative response to stimulation had been observed in the 
10 months of second year in experiment BE 696.10. Unlike 
the above two clones PB 86 on the whole did not perfarm 
well in upward tapping. During the two years the best 
yield was obtained from 2!8 d/4 + 5% L/GM (8m/12). Clone 
PB 5/51 yielded well on upward tapping with the langer 
!S cut doing better than the shorter tS cut. Like RRIM 501 
this clone did not respond well to upward tapping of ~S 
cut with stimulation when compared to !S t d/2 nil 
stimulation. 
6.6.3 Effects of Vertical Panel Changing Systems 
An experiment (BE 719.1-RRIM 623) camparing 
various periods of upward and downward tapping with and 
without stimulation had completed the first years' 
tapping. Among the non stimulated control treatments the 
highest yield was obtained from the combination of 8 months 
upward tapping (!S t d/3) foliowed by 4 months downward 
tapping (!S + d/2) during the wintering period from January 
to April. 
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Comparable yield was obtained from the combination 
of a quarter spiral upward tapping (!S t d/2) followed by 
!S + d/2 for the same periods of tapping. 
Eneauraging yields had been recorded by all 
treatments with stimulation . On a half spiral cut a 
distinct pattern showing increasing yields with longer 
periods of upward tapping was noticed - 6m/6m , 8m/4m, 
10m/2m. The combination of a quarter spiral upward 
tapping (!S t d/2 + E) and half spiral downward tapping 
(!S + d/2) for periods of 8 and 4 months respectively 
yielded marginally less than the half spiral combination 
for the same periods of upward and downward tapping (Table 
30). 
6.7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The standard of upward tapping in the past had 
been very poor because of tappers' resistance to upward 
tapping. Recent study revealed that the negative attitude 
to be due to the followin'g factors: 
o Unsuitable tapping knife 
o In-correct technique 
o Faulty tappers' movements 
o Poor choice of tapping system 
/ 
TABLE 30 
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COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA/YR) OF VERTICAL 
PANEL CHANGING SYSTEMS INVOLVING UPWARD 
AND DOWNWARD TAPPING 
BE 719.1- RRIM 623 
Treatment 
Control 
Kgjhajyr 
10% ethephon 
Kg/hajyr 
!S t d/3 6m 1212 2790 
!S .j- d/2 6m (100) (230) 
!S t d/3 Sm 1451 3290 
!S .j- d/2 4m ( 100) (227) 
!S t d/3 lOm 1166 3330 
!S + d/2 2m (100) (2S6) 
!S t d/2 Sm 1443 3071 
!S + d/2 4m (100) (213) 
45 treesjtreatment were used as unstimulated control 
Assumed stand per hectare 296 trees 
Stimulation by lacejgroove method for Sm/12 
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By modifying the shape of the gouge and the 
cutting blade it is now easier to cut into the bark thus 
minimising wounding. However, it still does not provide 
effective control over the high rate of bark consumption. 
Although the inclination at 30° of the knife to the pole 
has some control in bark consumption it is only effective 
at the upper end of the cut when it is at higher level. 
In this respect it serves to rnaintaio the inclination of 
the cut and hence the length of the cut especially at 
higher level of tapping. 
Loss of erop through panel spillage can be a 
serious problem in upward tapping. To minimise this loss 
the slope of the cut should be steeper i.e . 45° as opposed 
to 30° in conventional downwa rd tapping. Any slope 
steeper than 45° increases further the length and height 
of cut besides wasting a larger area of untapped bark 
below the cut. 
The above changes alone do not ensure a good 
standard of upward tapping. It has also been observ e d 
that wron g positioning of the arms and legs and body 
movements cause muscle fatigue, neck and backache which 
give r i se to tappers' resistance to upward tapping. On 
the other hand by maintaining the correct body position 
1 and movement s a s illustrated in (Figures 35a - p) less 
musc les are involved hence less strain in upward tapping. 
The reduction in the length of cut from !S to !S will 
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further reduce the strain in upward tapping. With suitable 
tool, correct technique and body movements and training, 
a high standard of upward tapping can be achieved. 
Therefore, controlled upward tapping can be considered 
as another tapping system supplementary to the conventional 
iS d/2 tapping. 
Most of the clones tested have responded well 
to upward tapping in the first two years of tapping. An 
interesting case is clone RRIM 501 which gave poor response 
to stimulation iS + d/2 tapping of the low panel but 
performed extremely well to short cut upward tapping of 
the high panel. Although higher yields had bee n recorded 
with longer cut viz. l/3S and iS in other c lone - GT 1 
and PB 5/51 it is preferabie to begin upward tapping with 
shorter cut viz; !S or !S. This helps to ove rcome the 
psychological harrier that upward tapping is difficult 
and that it is not possible to maintain a high standard of 
upward tapping. 
In v iew of the initia! high yield coupled with 
the high rate of bark consumption in upward tapping a 
moderate approach is the vertical panel changing system e.g ~ 
!S t d/2 + E (Sm/12) and iS + d/2 (4m/12). The four months 
tapping during the wintering period from January to April 
helps to conserve the highly productive bark of the high 
panel. At any rate the y ield is generally poor during the 
wintering months and the difference in yield be tween 
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upward tapping (!S t d/2) without stimulation and !S + d/2 
on Panel B4 may not be large enough to create marked effect 
on total production for the year. 
A note of caution is that there is no yield 
advantage in early implementation of upward tapping of 
high panel (see Chapter 5). Structurally there are fewer 
vessels (15 to 20) at the time of opening of young trees as 
against 40-50 in the high panel virgin bark of trees after 
15 to 20 years tapping. Further, early tapping of the 
high panel is likely to create interterenee in the flow 
of photosynthate to the low panel, which may affect the 
growth of the renewal bark. Hence upward tapping should 
only be considered when the yield of the low panel is poor 
due to panel disease, poor condition of renewal bark or 
when the first low panel renewal bark has been tapped away. 
In summary the advantages of controlled upward 
tapping are as follows: 
o Reduction in cost of production because : 
a) the task size is almost the same as for 
conventional downward tapping of low panel 
b) higher yields due to more LVR in the older 
high panel virgin bark 
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o Better long term sustained yields because of : 
a) vertical panel changing system which enables 
each tapping panel to be rested for several 
months each year. 
b) distinct separate drainage areas are exploited. 
c) poor yields due to bark island effects do not 
arise in this case. 
d) less incidence of dryness because of periodic 
panel rest. 
o Conservation of bark: 
Although the rate of bark consumption is higher 
than in conventional tapping, the fact that only 
a short cut - iS or !S is involved and the four 
months downward tapping provide a longer period 
of exploitation of the high panel virgin bark. 
o Minimum interference with downward transport of 
photosynthate. 
o Better bark quality. 
Provides longer time for the renewal bark of the 
low panel. 
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7 STIMULATION PRACTICES 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The use of latex yield stimulant to enhance 
erop production is expected to play an increasingly 
important role in the rubber industry as it provides a 
practical metbod of enhancing the elasticity of supply 
in the short run. In actdition stimulation introduces a 
meao of ensuring that Hevea would realise its full genetic 
potential . Different methods of application and 
various concentrations of stimulant are currently being 
used and these are described as follows: 
7.2 METHOOS OF STIMULANT APPLICATION 
7.2.1 Bark Application Metbod 
Baptiste (1939), Compagnon (1950) and De Jonge 
(1955) in their experiments employed three methods of 
stimulation - bark application, panel application and bore 
hole technique. These have been described in Abraham and 
Tayler (1967) and P'ng (1974). Only one of the three 
methods - b ark application metbod - bas found wide 
commerc i a l use. The basic requirement of this metbod is 
to demarcate a narrow strip of bark parallel to and just 
below the tapping cut, scrape off the outer corky tissue 
and then apply a thin layer of stimulant mixture over the 
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scraped bark. Generally for application at two or three 
monthly intervals a 3.8 cm width of band is sufficient 
whereas for six-monthly application a broader band- 7.5 cm 
is used. In all c ases the treated bark should be tapped 
away befere reapplication. A variatien of bark application 
(Gener and Du Plessix, 1975) is to treat a vertical band 
50 cm long below the tapping cut. However, this method .is 
not recommended for commercial use because of the high cost 
of treatment. 
Three concentrations- 6.7%, 10.0% and 13.3% 
ai ethephon (133, 200, 266 mg ethephon respectively) 
applied bimonthly to scraped bark on !S d/2 tapping were 
compared in the first series of trials (Abraham et al. , 
1973). Three years results showed that the re was no 
consistency in the reponse with regard to the different 
concentrations used. The best response was obtained with 
10% ai ethephon in clone RRIM 612, GT 1, PR 107 and PB 86 ; 
whereas 6.7% ai e the phon gave the highest response in 
RRIM 605, and RRIM 623 while 13.3% ethephon performed 
best in Tjir 1. However, the differences in response among 
the three concentrations were generally small. To ensure 
sufficient stimulant is being applied in commercial practice 
10.0% ethephon has been recommended for use on scraped 
bark at bimonthly intervals except for four months 
coinciding with the 'wintering' period. About this time 
work elsewhere showed that the optimum concentratien was 
175 mg per application, at bimonthly intervals to #S d/2 
(2x2d/4) tapping (Tan and Menen, 1973). Tjasadihardja (1976) 
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noted yield increase with increasing concentration of 
ethephon on low intensity system - !S d/4. More recent 
work on low intensity systems of tapping of young trees 
with 2.5% and 5.0% ethephon did not show any distinct 
pattern between the two levels over a period of five years 
(Abraham et al., 1975). 
If stimulant is to be used on young trees (Panel 
Al) a lower concentration - 2.5% ethephon may be optimal. 
Meanwhile basing on the early results from RRIM experiments 
other workers experimented and found the lower concentration 
- 2.5% and 5.0% ethephon more favourable for long term 
application (IRCA, 1977; Anekachai et al . , 1975). 
Stimulation by bark application method produces 
a marked yield response which sometimes reaches a peak 
of 100% increase within a week after treatment. However, 
generally this is followed by a rapid decline to the normal 
yield level within a month or two. Where yield stimulants 
have been used for a longer period the responses are often 
less with yield decline to below the control level before 
the end of each two monthly period. The high initial 
response could be attributed to the high dosage of stimulant 
(1.5 - 2.0 gmjtreejapplication) used. Attempts to obtain 
a more consistent production by more frequent applications 
of smaller amounts of stimulant to a narrower band of 
scraped bark raised the cost of application with little or 
no added yield advantage. 
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7.2.2 Panel Application 
A simple metbod is to apply the chemical over a 
strip of recently renewing bark above the tapping cut -
this is termed Panel application. Chapman (1951) tested 
this method using 2,4-D and found no yield advantage with 
this method of application. Contrary to his experience, 
Baptiste and De Jonge (1955), De Jonge (1957), Puddy and 
Warrior (1961) obtained large increases with 2,4-D and 
2,4,5-T similarly treated. Good yield response was 
reported with ethephon applied to the panel (Abraham et al., 
1972). The advantage in panel application is the lower 
cost of treatment, mainly through saving in cost of bark 
seraping and to some extent a lower r~te - 1.0-1.2 gmjtree/ 
application of stimulant used. P'ng et al., (1973) showed 
that when the site of treatment was raised 1.5 cm above the 
present tapping cut only moderate response was obtained 
indicating the inner region of the cut surface is the 
sensitive area. 
Panel application is not suitable with the 
growth substances 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T because of extensive 
cell proliferation on the treated region (De Jonge, 1957; 
Puddy and Warrior, 1961 and Gomez, 1964). The additional 
growth consisted mainly of parenchymatous tissue while 
there was hardly any effect on the number or size of 
latex vessels. In addition the rough and irregular bark 
surface makes retapping of the treated bark a problem. 
. -
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Although the effect with ethephon is only mild thickening 
of the bark its use has been discouraged because the treated 
bark remains indefinitely on the tree, while the long term 
effects of ethephon are not fully understood. However, panel 
application may be considered for trees on which the 
renewal bark is not expected to be re-exploited (Abraham 
et al. , 1975). 
7.2.3 Groove Application 
Another very simple and cheap method is by 
groove application (P'ng,et al., 1973). In this metbod 
the stimulant is applied directly onto the groove of the 
tapping cut after the removal of the tree lace. This is 
a cheap method as no bark seraping is required and only a 
small quantity of stimulant is used per application (0.5 
gmjtree). 
However, field experience indicated that this 
method has one major disadvantage - i.e. difficulty in 
removing the tree lace prior to application. With some 
clones the tree lace is thin and snaps easily while in 
others which have thick tree lace its removal is often 
accompanied by latex oozing out from the cut thus delaying 
the process of application . 
In v iew of the important role of stimulation of 
yield in Hevea to the industry and in the absence of sufficient 
information on the long term effects of repeated stimulation 
the search for a safer, cheap and practical method continues. 
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This work led to the development of the new lacejgroove 
method of stimulation. 
7.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
7.3.1 Panel B4 Experiments 
Trees and designs. The first experiment (BE 696.3) was 
initiated on trees of clone PB 86 planted in 1949 and 
currently tapping on Panel B4 first renewal bark. The 
experiment was of randomised block design consisting of 
two replicates of 9 plots each and a plot size of 25 trees. 
Pretreatment yield was recorded over a period of one 
month. 
Treatment. Three methods of stimulation viz. bark, groove 
and lace groove were compared using 10% ethephon in ACD 
formulation at different frequencies of application. 
Stimulation methods. 
Bark application. The stimulant was applied to 3.8 cm 
( 1!") of scraped bark below the tapping cut. Bark 
seraping was done until the reddish layer became 
visible but with no 'bleeding'. Stimulation was done 
once every 2 months. An average of 1.5 gm of stimulant 
was used per tree per application. 
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Groove application. The tree lace on the surface 
of the tapping cut was removed and the stimulant 
painted over the exposed groove. The amount of 
stimulant used per tree varied from 0.5 - 0.75 gram per 
application depending on the size of the tree. The 
stimulant was applied once a month. 
Lace/groove application. The stimulant was brushed 
over the groove without removing the tree lace at 
the rate of 0.5 gm per tree per application (Figure 39). 
The treatment was carried out at monthly intervals. 
7.3.2 Panel A3 Experiments 
Trees and Designs. Another three experiments were initiated 
using trees of clone PB 5/51, RRIM 623 and RRIM 605, all of 
which were planted in 1960 and recently opened for tapping 
on Panel A3 first renewal bark. A completely randomised 
block design was adopted in these trials. Each experiment 
consisted of 2 replicates of 12 plots each and plot size 
of 32 trees. Pretreatment yield was recorded over a period 
of 15 days on !S d/2 tapping on Panel A3. 
Treatment. Three methods of stimulation viz. bark, groove 
and lacejgroove were compared using three concentrations 
2.5, 5.0 and 10.0% of ethephon in two formulations - palm 
oil and water. 
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FIGURE 39 LACE/GROOVE METHOD 
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Formulation. The readily available 10% ethephon in Amchem 
formulation was used. For lower concentrations viz. 2.5% 
and 5.0% the 10% formulation was diluted in the ratios 1:3 
and 1:1 respectively with palm oil. Similar dilution was 
adopted for the water formulation. 
7.4 RESULTS 
7.4.1 Effects of Different Methods of Stimulation 
Results for 20 months tapping are given in 
Table 31 and the yield trend illustrated in Figure 40. At 
the initia! period of treatments the groove methad and 
bark application methad performed better than the lacejgroove 
method. In the second two monthly application bark methad record-
ed an increase in response in the first month but declined 
sharply in the second month after treatment. On the other 
hand monthly application by groove and lace/groove methad 
showed more consistent yield trends. From the fourth month 
onwards the lace/groove methad outyielded groove and bark 
application methods. Although a declining trend was noted in 
later months the effect from the lacejgroove treatment was 
less severe than the other two methods. The overall 
performance over 20 months showed that the lacejgroove 
methad with 184% response was best,followed by bark application 
(170%), and groove application (161%). 
TABLE 31 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF VARIOUS METHODS OF STIMULATION WITH 
10% ETHEPHON IN ACD FORMULATION BE 699.3 -PB 86 PANEL B4 
1st year 2nd year Treatment 8 months 
kg/ha % kg/ha % 
!S d/2 nil stim. 1810 100 1313 100 
iS d/2 + ethephon LGF 3255 100 1577 120 
iS d/2 + ethephon LGM 3707 205 2041 155 
iS d/2 + ethephon GM 3384 187 1659 126 
iS d/2 + ethephon B b m 3576 198 1732 132 
iS d/2 + Ethad IGF 3700 204 1995 152 
iS d/2 + Ethad LGM 3065 169 1815 138 
!S d/2 + Ethad GM 2899 160 1585 121 
iS d/2 + Ethad B b m 2845 157 1607 122 
Assumed stand pe r hec tare = 272 
B b m 
LGF 
LGM 
Bark application, bimonthly 
Lacejgroove, fortnightly 
Lace jgroove, monthly 
Tota1 
20 months 
kg/ha % 
3123 100 
4832 155 
5748 184 
5043 161 
5308 170 
5695 182 
4880 156 
4484 144 
4452 143 
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FIGURE 40 YIELD TRENDS OF VARIOUS METHOOS OF STIMULATION IN CLONE 
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7.4.2 Effects of Different Methods of Stimulation with 
Various Concentrations of Ethephon 
The results for the first experimental year of 
tapping are summarised in Table 32 and Figure 41. 
7.4.2.1 Stimulation with 10% ethephon 
There was no distinct pattern in the 
response to various methods of stimulation with 10% 
ethephon among the clones tested. For example, in the 
first year's recording bark application method was 
superior to groove and lace/groove methods in PB 5/51, 
with significant difference established between bark 
and lacejgroove methods of application. The trend 
was vice versa with clone RRIM 623. The good 
performance of the lacejgroove method was also observed 
in clone RRIM 605. However, the difference was not 
significantly established. 
7.4.2.2 Stimulation with 5% ethephon 
In all the three clones (PB 5/51, RRIM 623 
and RRIM 605) stimulation with 5% ethephon in palm 
oil by groove method gave higher response than by the 
lacejgroove method. However, the difference in the 
response between the two methods was significant in 
clone RRIM 623. With 5% ethephon in water formulation the 
lace/groove method was comparable to groove application 
in RRIM 605 and RRIM 623 whereas in PB 5/51 groove 
application was significantly better than lacejgroove 
TABLE 32 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (GTT) OF VARIOUS METHOOS OF STIMULATION IN THREE EXPERIMENTS 
BE 689.13-PB 5/51, 689.14-RRIM 623 and 689 . 15-RRIM 605 
Mean of first year's tapping 
Expt. Stimulation Frequency 10.0% 5.0% ethephon 2.5% ethephon L S D of ethephon No. r.e thod (P =0. 0 1) stimulation AELS Palm oil Water Palm oil Water 
gtt gtt gtt gtt gtt 
BE Bark Bimonthly 98.3 
689.13 ( 188) 
PB 5/51 Groove Monthly 8m/12 86.1 83 .6 84.5 78.1 75 . 0 12 . 9 
(165) ( 160) ( 162) (149) ( 143) 
Lacejgroove Monthly 8m/12 80.1 76 . 4 67.6 75.3 66.2 
(153) (146) (129) (144) ( 127) 
BE Bark Bimonthly 80.3 
689 . 14 (132) 
RRIM 623 Groove Monthly 8m/l2 95.9 102 .1 90.7 79.9 80.9 11.3 
...... ( 157) (167) (149) (131) (133) (0 
Lacejgroove Monthly 8m/12 95.8 86.4 92.3 73.1 68.1 1:\J 
(157) (142) (151) (120) ( 112) 
BE Bark Bimonthly 97.2 
689.15 (155) 
RRIM 605 Groove Monthly 8m/12 116.6 100.7 108.2 90 . 1 92.7 31.3 
(185) ( 160) (172) (143) (147) 
Lacejgroove Monthly 8m/l2 125.9 97.6 108.0 88.1 88.9 
(200) (155) (172) (140) (141) 
!S d/3 nil stim . gtt First year 
PB 5/51 52.3 Clone No . of tapping (d/3) 
RRIM 623 61.0 PB 5/51 89 RRIM 605 62.9 RRIM 623 83 
RRIM 605 85 
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FIGURE 41 COMPARISON OF VARIOUS METHODS OF STIMULATION 
WITH DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS OF ETHEPHON IN 
CLONES PB 5/51 (BE 689.13), RRIM 623 (BE 689.14) 
AND RRIM 605 (BE 689.15) 
10.0% 5.0% ethephon 2.5% ethephon 
ethephon P . O. Water P.O. Water 
200 PB 5/51 (BE 689.13) 
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B G LG [l][]GQG]d 
!S d/2 nil stim. 
PB 5/51 
RRIM 623 
RRIM 605 
Mean of 1 year 
groftree/tapping 
52.3 
61.0 
62.9 
B - bimonthly application to scraped bark 
G - monthly groove application 
LG - monthly lace/groove application 
P . O - Palm Oil 
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application. With the exception of lace/groove method 
of stimulation in PB 5/51 the other treatments have 
given good response (40% and above). 
7.4.2.3 Stimulation with 2.5% ethephon 
Generally ~he groove method of stimulation 
gave better response than the lace/groove method with 
2.5% ethephon in palm oil . . 
7.5 ETHEPHON FORMULATION 
7.5.1 Ethephon in Water Formulation 
Ethephon in water formulation did better at 
higher concentration of 5.0% than 2.5%. The performance 
of ethephon in water was better than ethephon in palm oil 
by groove and lace/groove application in RRIM 605. There 
was no clear pattern in RRIM 623 and PB 5/51. 
7.5.2 Ethephon in Palm Oil Formulation 
The higher concentration i.e. 10% ethephon, 
gave marginally higher yields than 5.0% ethephon and the 
latter better than 2.5% ethephon in palm oil. An exception 
is RRIM 623 in which 5.0% ethephon performed better than 
10% ethephon. 
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7.6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The response to the lacefgroove method of 
stimulation of four cultivars (PB 86, RRIM 605, 623 
and PB 5/51) tested have been favourable and are comparable 
to those obtained from the conventional method of applying 
ethephon to scraped bark below the cut. An important 
feature of the improved lacefgroove method of stimulation 
is that it is a simple and practical method. 
Further, it requires 0.5-0.75 gram of stimulant 
mixture per tree per application or a total of 4.0-6.0 gram 
per tree in 8 applications per year. In contrast 1.5-2.0 
gram per tree per application would b~ needed for bark method, 
making a total of 6.0-8.0 gram per tree in four applications 
per year. It is pertinent to mention at this stage that 
ethephon can be translocated to various tissues which can 
metabolise the compound. So far we do not know whether 
the acidic compounds formed have any physiological activity 
or are inert end products (Audley et al., 1975). Under 
this circumstance it is safer to use a smaller dosage and 
the lacefgroove method has this to offer without any serious 
loss in yield compared to bark application method. In 
actdition the treated bark is tapped away within 12-24 hours 
after treatment. 
P'ng et al., (1973) had shown that panel application 
gave a comparable response to bark application but when the 
stimulant was applied 1.5 cm above the tapping cut the 
response was poorer. They had also found that relatively 
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better response was obtained when ethephon was applied to 
the inner section of the groove than to the outer bark. 
The inward slope of the tapping cut (groove) enables the 
stimulant applied on the lacejgroove to accumulate at the 
inner section of the bark resulting in better and faster 
absorption and translocation of the stimulant. 
In clone PB 86 the ~ercentage decline in response 
to 10% ethephon in ACD formulation in the second year 
among the 3 methods of application was in the following 
order :bark, groove and lacejgroove metbod of stimulation. 
The decline was more serious by bark application and less 
so by lace/groove application. One of the plausible 
reasons for this pattern of reaction appears to be related 
to the high dose of ethephon used. With the bark method the 
higher rate of stimulant used is shown by the initia! 
high response which collapses before the end of the second 
month. Similarly with groove method, since the stimulant 
is applied over a large area of healthy tissue more stimulant 
is absorbed as supported by the marginally better response 
than lacejgroove method in the first 3 months of treatment 
(Figure 40). However, these two methods have lost out to 
the lacefgroove method after the fourth and subsequent 
months. The better response of the lacejgroove method 
compared tobark method of stimulation with 10% ethephon 
in RRIM 605 and RRIM 623 is in agreement with the above 
observation. The good response with 5% ethephon applied 
to the groove and the marginally lower response to lace/ 
groove application are clear indications that for better 
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long term sustained response a lower concentration of 
ethephon should be used. Where moderately good response 
is desired the concentration of ethephon could be reduced 
to 2.5%. 
From the foregoing , the lacefgroove method of 
stimulation is a cheaper method than bark application 
method. This is better illustrated in the following table 
which shows the comparative breakdown costs of the two 
methods of stimulation. 
xCOST OF STIMULATING 500 TREES PER YEAR 
Operation/ 
Chemica! 
Bark seraping 
10% ethephon 
Application 
Tot al 
Lace/Groove Method 
8 applications 
(monthly) 
M$37.00 
M$24.00 
M$61. 00 
Bark Method 
4 applications 
(Bimonthly) 
M$25.00 
M$55.00 
M$12.00 
M$92.00 
Saving of M$31.00 per task (500 trees) per year 
Assumptions 
Method Rate of Application Cost of 10% ethephon = M$84 per gal. 
L/GM 
BM 
0.75 gmftree 
1. 50 gmftree 
lt Calculated by the author . 
Seraping cost 1.25 cents/tree 
Application cost 0.6 cents/tree 
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The intrinsic feature of the lacejgroove method 
of stimulation is that it is now possible to put into 
practice the concept 'a little but often' in latex yield 
stimulation of Hevea . A more uniform yield production can 
be expected by more frequent stimulant applications and 
yet at cheaper cost than with bark application method The 
cost factor could be further reduced by using a lower 
concentration i.e . 5.0% ethephon and where possible water 
formulation rather than oil palm formulation as with 
RRIM 605 and RRIM 623. Other cultivars need to be tested 
with water formulation before they can be recommended for 
large scale application . 
In summary the improved lacejgroove method of 
stimulation has the following advantages : 
o A simple and practical method 
o It is a cheap method as it requires less chemica! 
and there is no need to scrape the bark before 
treatment 
o It can be used on trees with thin bark 
o A more uniform and consistent yield response can 
be obtained with monthly application 
o It is a safer method as only a small quantity of 
s timulant is used per application and the treated 
bark is tappe d away 12-24 hours after application 
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o It provides the scope for combining a regular light 
stimulation with a medium intensity tapping system 
to obtain an optimum production i.e. stimulate a 
little but often by the lace/groove method . 
o It is applicable to upward tapping 
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8 MICROTAPPING OF HEVEA 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Microtapping, sametimes referred to as puncture 
tapping is basically an incision methad of tapping. It 
was first reported in 1906 (Wright, 1906) but due to the 
actverse effect on the bark it had lost its importance 
and was superseded by the excision methad of tapping 
which is still used today. 
This subject has been revived recently primarily 
due to the availability of a new latex yield stimulant -
ethephon, which is effective on most cultivars and tapping 
systems, even on mini cut viz . 16 mm d/2 (Abraham et al., 
1975). The next logical step therefore is to reduce the 
mini-cut to microtapping with stimulant. This, in fact 
has been demonstrated by the French workers who found 
eneauraging results with 10 punctures along a stimulated 
vertical strip 1 to 2 cm wide by 100 cm in length (Tupy, 
1973). The eneauraging findine has attracted a great deal 
of interest among members of the rubber producing countries 
as evidenced by the numerous reports in the subsequent 
years (Basuk i ~ al., 1976; Kanchit et al., 1976; Leong 
and Tan , 1977 and IRCA, 1976). The initial emphasis has 
been on yield, sucrose content and growth. However, in 
this chapter some factors influencing the yield of 
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microtapping viz . instrument, technique and the effects on 
the bark are discussed. In addition, several microtapping 
systems are compared. 
8.2 DEVELOPMENT OF MICROTAPPING INSTRUMENT 
Microtapping as the name implies has to be done 
with a small instrument - in this case a needle. Unlike 
the conventional excision method of tapping the element 
of skill is of no importance in microtapping. However, 
for optimum yield production and minimum bark damage the 
choice of needle is of utmost importance. In this respect 
the two important factors are: 
1. Size 
2 . Shape 
8.2.1 Size 
The size of the needle refers to the diameter of 
the needle. A needle with bigger diameter requires greater 
initial force in order for the needle to penetrate into 
the bark. Hence the larger the needle the more difficult 
is the operatien of micro-tapping. Another important 
consideration is the fact that the wound reaction is more 
serieus with increasing size of the needle. On the other 
hand a small needle requires less initial force which makes 
the operatien of microtapping easier and faster. But a very 
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fine needle may break easily. Further because of the weak 
feedback with a fine needle, more often than not the 
needle could have penetrated through the cambium, into 
the wood before the resistance is felt. This gives rise 
to bark protuberances and hence uneven bark surface. 
Another disadvantage of a very fine needle is that the 
bored passage bepomes easily clogged up resulting in early 
cessation of flow and hence poor yield. A suitable size 
needle is one with a diameter of 1.0 mm. 
8.2.2 Shape 
Two forms of needle are referred here: 
o Sharp needle 
o Blunt needle 
In puncture tapping a sharp needle will enable 
much easier penetration into the bark. As the needle is 
driven into the bark the tissues are merely pushed aside. 
Hence less resistance is encountered in microtapping with 
a sharp needle. The main disadvantage with this type of 
needle is that when resistance to penetration is felt the 
needle would have gone through the cambium into the wood 
region. The result is the development of bark protuberances. 
In contrast a blunt needle requires greater initia! force 
in order for the needle to penetrate into the bark tissue. 
However, since the needle is fine the additional force is 
not a practical problem. As the needle moves towards the 
wood region the tip of the needle is protected by the 
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compressed bark tissue. Hence when resistance to penetration 
is felt the tip of the needle is still some distance away 
from the cambium layer. Additional force would be needed 
in order for the needle to penetrate into the wood because 
of the blunt tip of the needle. In practice, microtapping 
should stop at the time the resistance is felt. At this 
juncture the tip of the needle is buffered by the compressed 
bark tissue thereby preventing damage to the cambium as 
evidenced by the smooth bark surface. 
Therefore with a needle of suitable shape and 
size there is no need to have any device attached to the 
needle to control the depth of penetration. Nor is it 
necessary to have a needle with a fixed depth of 
penetration. The latter practice bas one drawback in that 
the bark thickness varies between trees and at different 
heights within a tree . 
8.3 NOTATIONS FOR MICROTAPPING SYSTEM 
A number of microtapping systems have been tested 
in the experiments described. To avoid confusion, while 
at the same time enable easy and quick comparison of the 
various systems the following symbols have been used: 
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Symbol 
P symbol to represent microfpuncture tapping 
The number of punctures per tapping is indicated 
by a number place before the letter P. 
e.g. 3P 3 punctures 
6P 6 punctures 
The punctures can be arranged along a vertical strip or 
in other formations. The symbols to denote the various 
patterns are described below . 
s a spiral 
!S a half spiral 
H herring bone 
I vertical strip 
21 2 vertical strips at the same height 
2L 2 vertical strips at different he ights 
c full circumfere nce 
G groove 
The symbol to represent the fr e quencies of tapping remains 
unchanged . Some examples of microtapping systems are as 
follows: 
6PI (100 cm) d/2 6 punctures on a vertical strip 100 cm 
long on alternate day 
6PS (lS/ 1 ) d/2 6 p u nctures on a full spiral strip 
on alternate day 
6PS (2!S/2) d/2 
6PH (2!8/4) d/2 
6PH (2!S/2) d/2 
8.4 
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6 punctures on 2 half spiral strips 
on . alternate day. 
6 punctures on herring bone pattern, 
with two !S strips on alternate day. 
6 punctures on herring bone pattern, 
with two !S strips on alternate day. 
SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENTS 
8.4.1 Materials and Methods 
The history of the field and experimental details 
are given in Table 33. 
Design. A randomized single-tree-plot design was used 
in the four experiments with 10 trees per tre atment. 
Stimulation Practice. The stimulant used was 10% e thephon . 
It was applied onto a shallow groove made with an ordinary 
tapping knife. Stimulation was carried out once a month 
at the rate of approximately 1.0 gram per tree per 
application. The lengths of the groove varied according 
to treatments, but a total length of 100 cm was maintained 
per tree. The location of the sites of application in 
subsequent months for treatments are illustrated in 
Figures 42-45. 
TABLE 33 DETAILS OF MICROTAPPING EXPERIMENTS IN RRIM EXPERIMENT STATION 
Year of Date of Tapping Current panel Current Pre. trt. Experimenta1 No.of Date of Expt. No. Clone planting/ first + date of tapping recording tree/ 
budding tapping system opening system (weeks) design ht. cammencement 
BE 692.56a RRIM 600 1966/67 1971 ~s d/2 Panel B2 1976 ~s d/2 2 Tree plot 2 7. 7.1976 
I:\) 
BE 692.56b RRIM 600 1966/67 1971 ~s d/2 Panel B2 1976 !S d/2 4 Tree plot 10 18.10.1976 0 en 
BE 692.56c RRIM 600 1966/67 1971 iS d/2 Panel B2 1976 iS d/2 2 Tree plot 3 19. 3.1977 
BE 692.63 GT 1 1957/58 1963 lS d/4 Panel A3 1972 iS d/2 2 Tree plot 10 19.10.1976 
9m/12 
BE 692.67 PR 107 1957/58 1964 iS d/2 Panel A3 1972 iS d/2 2 R. D. B. 40 14. 4.1977 
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FIGURE 42 STIMJLATION PRACTICI! AND SI!QUENCE OF MICROTAPPING 
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FIGURE 42 
STIMULATION PRACTICE AND SEQUENCE OF MICROTAPPING (Contd.) 
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5TIMULATION PRACTICE AND SEQUENCE OF MICROTAPPING 
Experiment BE 692.56b - RRIM 600/1967 
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FIGURE 43 
STIMULATION PRACTICE AND SEQUENCE OF MICROTAPPING (Contd.) 
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FIGURE 43 
STUIJLATION PRACTICE AHD SEQUEt«:E OP MICROTAPPING (Contd,) 
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FIGURE 45 
STIMULATION PRACTICE AND SEQUENCE OF MICROTAPPING EXPERIMENT BE 692.63 
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Sequence of microtapping. A systematic sequence of 
microtapping has been adhered to in all experiments For 
example in treatment 2 - (Figure 42) the stimulated 
strip was divided into three sections. Three punctures 
distributedone per section were made on a tapping day. 
The numbers used in the diagrams indicate tapping days 
and location of punctures for that day. On the first 
day of tapping the three punctures were labelled one, on 
the second day - 2 and so on. A complete sequence of 
numbering within a section is shown for each treatment. 
Yield recording. Tapping commenced at 6 . 30 a.m. each 
day. Individual tree latex yield was recorded by 
volume with a measuring cylinder. On normal days , 
recording cammeneed at 11.00 a . m. while on late tapping 
day, a 2 hour flow period was observed before cammencement 
of collection. Late drip was collected as cuplump the 
following day. 
D.R.C . A sample of latex was taken from individual 
treatment aftereach days' recording for d.r.c . 
determination. The Rapid Metbod (Hsia, 1967) was 
adopted in all cases. 
Analysis of Data. The dry weight of rubber was computed 
by multiplication of volume and the d.r.c. Mean yields 
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were calculated in terms of grams of dry rubber per 
tree per tapping and kilogram per hectare per annum. 
In the latter computation the actual number of tappings 
were used while a stand of 247 trees per hectare was 
assumed in all cases. 
8.5 RESULTS 
8.5.1 Ad Hoc Experiments 
Four ad hoc experiments (BE 692.56a - RRIM 600, 
BE 692.56b - RRIM 600, BE 692.56c - RRIM 600 and BE 692.63 
- GT 1) had completed 6-12 months tapping. The results 
over 12 months tapping of the first experiment comparing 
different numbers of punctures per tapping are summarised 
in Table 34. All microtapping treatments have yielded in 
excess of !S d/2 control. The yield was higher with an 
increasing number of punctures per tapping from 3 to 5 . 
Beyond the latter viz. 10 and 15 punctures per tapping 
gave lower yields. The results suggest that the distance 
between punctures is an important factor in microtapping. 
This then led to the second experiment BE 692.56b 
- RRIM 600 comparing three punctures at different distances 
apart. In addition a number of microtapping systems were 
included. The first years' yields are given in Table 35. 
TABLE 34 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (G/T/T) OF MICROTAPPING WITH VARIOUS 
NUMBER OF PUNCTURES PER TAPPING IN CLONE RRIM 600 
PANEL B2 BE 692.56a 
Mean over 12 months 
Treatment g/t/t % 
iS d/2 Control 48.0 100 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 + 10% E (33 cm apart) 49.3 103 
5PI (100 cm) d/2 + 10% E (20cm apart) 64.6 135 
lOPI (100 cm) d/2 + 10% E (10 cm apart) 58.0 121 
15PI (100 cm) d/2 + 10% E ' (6.7) cm apart) 59.7 124 
10% E 10% ethephon 
Stimulation at monthly intervals to vertical groove of 100 cm 
long 
g/t/t gram/tree/tapping 
t-.:1 
1-' 
<0 
• 
TABLE 35 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS 
OF MICROTAPPING WITH CONVENTIONAL TAPPING 
SYSTEM IN CLONE RRIM 600, PANEL 82 BE 692 . 56b 
First year 
Treatment kg/ha % 
!S d/2 Control 1665 100 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 + 10% E (5 cm apart) 1021 61 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 + 10% E (10 c m apart) 1260 76 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 + 10% E (33 cm apart) 1620 97 
2P2I (50 cm) d/2 + 10% E (lP/strip) 1388 83 
3P2I (50 cm) d/2 (2x 2d/4) + 10 E 1542 93 
3P3I (33 cm) d/2 + 10% E (lP/strip) 1888 113 
3P3I (33 cm) d/2 (3x2d/6) + 10% E 1460 88 
5P3I (33 cm) d/2 (3x2d/6) + 10% E 1479 89 
10% E 10% e t hephon Assumed tappable stand per hectare=247 
Stimulation at monthly i n tervals to vertical groove of 
100 cm long 
No . of tappi ngs d/2 
lst year 142 
"" 
"" 0 
------------------------ ------
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Although the tapping system (3PI (100 cm) d/2) comparing 
three distances viz. 33, 20 and 5 cm apart between 
punctures had yielded less than 'S d/2 control, their 
diffferences were distinct with responses of 97, 76 and 
61% respectively. However, the best treatment was 3P3I 
(3 x 33 cm) d/2 + 10% ethephon i.e. 3 punctures, one on 
each strip of treated bark on d/2 frequency of tapping. 
The yield exceeded that of 'S d/2 control by 13%. 
In a third experiment (BE 692.56c - RRIM 600) 
the effects of various horizontal distances between 
punctures on yield were examined. The results over 
6 months of microtapping showed that the mean yield (g/t/t) 
increased with increasing horizontal distances between 
punctures viz. 14, 19, 28 and 33 gram per tree per tapping 
for punctures spaeed at 1, 2, 5 and 10 cm apart respectively. 
Detailed study of the yields from individual points indicated 
various degrees of overlapping of drainage areas among 
treatments. In all cases the lowest yield was obtained from 
the middle of the three punctures. Further among the 4 
distances studied the effect was most severe with punctures 
spaeed at 1 cm apart and least so at the other extreme i.e. 
10 cm apart (Table 36). 
In the fourth experiment (BE 692.63 - GT 1) 
microtapping was carried out on the high panel virgin bark 
while the control 'S d/2 tapping was on Panel A3 first 
renewal bark. Results for the first two years of tapping 
TABLE 36 EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT HORIZONTAL DISTANCES OF MICROTAPPING ON YIELD 
FROM INDIVIDUAL PUNCTURE IN CLONE RRIM 600, PANEL B2 BE 692.56C 
Treatment 
3PC d/2 + 10% E (3P at 1 cm apart) 
3PC d/2 + 10% E (3P at 2 cm apart) 
3PC d/2 + 10% E (3P at 5 cm apart) 
3PC d/2 + 10% E (3P at 10 cm apart) 
10% = 10% ethephon 
81 and 82 punctures at sides 
M puncture at centre 
Mean yie1d in gm/ ' 
puncturejtapping 
81 M 82 
6.2 3.0 4.60 
(44.9) (21.7) (33.3) 
7.9 4.1 7.0 
( 41.6) (21.6) (36.8) 
10.5 7.5 10.2 
(37.2) {26.6) (36.2) 
11.5 9.4 12.1 
(34.9) (28.5) (36.7) 
Figures in brackets are percentages of total yie1d 
Mean over 6 months 
(gmftreeftapping) 
13.8 
(100 ). 
19.0 
(100) 
28.2 
( 100) 
33.0 
(100) t\) t\) 
t\) 
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are summarised in Table 37. In the first year the two 
microtapping systems performed better than the conventional 
system (!S + d/2). There was a general improvement in 
yield in the second year with the microtapping systems 
doing better than conventional tapping. During the two 
year period the highest yield and response (154% of !S 
d/2 control) were obtained from 3P3L (3 x 33 cm) d/2 
+ 10% ethephon. Moderate response (133%) was recorded 
from microtapping along a shallow full spiral groove viz. 
3PS (lS) d/2 + 10% ethephon. However, a major problem 
with the latter treatment is in the guiding of latex 
along the shallow groove. 
8.5.2 Large Scale Trial 
The study so far has been on the comparison 
of microtapping system with stimulation and the conventional 
tapping system without stimulation. An experiment was 
therefore initiated with clone PR 107 (Table 33) 
cernparing microtapping systems with stimulation and upward 
tapping of a quarter spiral similarly treated. 
Materials and methods. Stimulation practices: For all 
microtapping systems the stimulant was applied to a shallow 
groove, with a total length of 100 c~., whereas in the 
upward tapping treatment viz. tS t d/2 the stimulant was 
applied by the lacejgroove method. The average length of 
the lS cut was 36 cm. Stimulation was scheduled at 
monthly intervals using 5.0% ethephon in palm oil, 
TABLE 37 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF MICROTAPPING WITH 
CONVENTIONAL TAPPING IN CLONE GT 1 (BE 692.63) 
Treatment lst year 2nd year 2 years kg/ha % kg/ha % kg/ha % 
!S d/2 Control 1575 100 1971 100 3496 100 rv rv 
~ 
3P3L (33 cm) d/2 + 10% E (lP/strip) 2182 139 3270 166 5452 154 
3PS (!S) d/2 + 10% E 1954 124 2707 137 4661 133 
10% E ; 10% ethephon 
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Seguence of microtapping . The sequence of microtapping 
for the various treatments are illustrated in Figure 46. 
Yield recording. The yield of each treatment was 
determined by bulking the latex of 10 trees and measuring 
the total volume. Latex sample for d.r.c. determination 
was taken once a week. 
Results. Preliminary results for the first year of 
tapping showed that all the three microtapping systems 
yielded less than upward tapping of a quarter spiral 
(iS t d/2 + 5% ethephon) (Table 38). Among the microtapping 
systems tbe best treatment was obtained from- four -punctures 
._-
along a full spiral groove - 4PS (lS) d/2 + 5% ethephon. 
Tbe yield was 9% less than that of tbe upward tapping 
system. 
Effects of microtapping on bark. An important observation 
from these trials is the effect of microtapping on the 
bark. Witb microtapping the pattern of bark renewal is 
somewhat different from conventional tapping. Firstly 
bark regeneration becomes localised around tbe punctures. 
Secondly, because the numerous punctures on the bark are 
made at different times the rate of regeneration is not 
uniform. Tbus within a small area of bark may be found 
new and old puncture wounds as well as renewal bark of 
different ages. In conventional tapping where the same 
cut is being tapped at a defined frequency, bark renewal 
has a uniform pattern - the older bark being thicker and 
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FIGURE 46 
STIKJLATION PRACTICE AND SEQUENCE OF MICROTAPPING 
Bxperiaent BE 692.67 - PR 107/1958 
RI RI 
a) Stiau1ation to aha11ow 
4 S/4 arooves 
RI RB 
b) !-dmu1ation t.; :1.~: ;...,., 
S/1 ;~roo-.. 
2 
Treat. (2) 
4PH(4S/4)d/2+5\ ethephon 
11 12 
à'nat. (3) 
4PS(S/1)d/2+5\ ethephon 
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FIGURE 46 
STIMULATION PRACTICE AND SEQUENCE OF MICROTAPPING (Contd,) 
~f 1 
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Trt,(4) 4PI(100 ca)d/2+5\ ethephon 
Bihlfotheek 
Fac. Landb, 
Univ. GENT 
TABLE 38 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF 
VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF MICROTAPPING 
WITH UPWARD TAPPING IN CLONE 
PR 107, 1958 REPLANT BE 692.67 
Treatment First year 
kgf ha % 
tlS d/2 + 5% ethephon 1670 100 
4PH (2lS) d/2 + 5% E 1164 
4PS (lS) d/2 + 5% E 1523 
4PI (100 cm) d/2 + 5% E 1122 
The length of strips for all microtapping 
treatment • 100 cm 
5% E • 5% ethephon in palm oil 
No. of tapping d/2 
First year 125 
70 
91 
67 
~ 
~ 
00 -
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and having more latex vessel rings than the thinner and 
more recent renewal bark. 
Apart from these three forms of bark changes 
have been observed in conneetion with microtapping viz : 
o irregular bark surface (bark protuberances 
arising from damage to the cambium) 
o even, but pitted bark surface (localised 
dead tissue surrounding each punctured hole -
note the cambium layer is not affected) 
o bark burst 
The first form of bark damage is distinct and 
cao be identified easily in the field. Fortunately, this 
damage can be avoided with the use of a suitable needle. 
The second form which is concealed under the layer of 
treated bark is a disturbing factor in microtapping. 
Irrespective of the size of the needle when it is driven 
into the bark, the cells surrounding the puncture become 
compressed by radial force. Eventually, these and the 
neighbouring cells would become dead· From 
the surface the dead tissue measures around 0.5 - 1.0 mm 
in diameter (Figure 47). Tbis spreads inwards tapering 
towards the cambium region (Figure 48) . Sometimes the 
conical shaped 'plug' of dead tissue can be removed leaving 
bebind a little depression (Figure 49). In older trees 
with thicker bark ' the dead tissue is deep seated and hence 
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FIGURE 47 EVEN BUT PITTED .BARK SURFACE 
FIGURE 49 
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FIGURE 48 DEAD BARK TISSUE 
..... 
UNEVEN BARK SURFACE AFTER REMOVAL OF 
DEAD TISSUE 
; .... 
··' 
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more difficult to dislodge. In young trees the dead 
tissue becomes dislodged as the bark becomes thicker 
with age. Although the wound appears to have healed, 
accumulation of stone cells around the punctured hole 
bas been noted (Wrigbt, 1906; Setburaj ~al., 1975). 
Tbe interruption of tbe latex vessel system, the rate 
of bark regeneration and the recontinuity of tbe latex 
vessel system can only be solved with time. Then of 
course the vital question - its long term effects on 
yield need to be appraised . 
A tbird form of reaction to microtapping 
termed 'bark burst' bas been observed in s~veral trials. 
The injury is characterised by continuous internal 
bleeding of latex which eventually coagulate to form a 
pad of coagulum sandwicbed between tbe bark and tbe wood. 
With increasing internal pressure bark cracks witb latex 
oozing out from the wounds. Wounds of 5-10 cm in diameter 
could result from this phenomenon and one or more such 
wounds may occur in a tree. Pathological examination of 
the tissue conducted by the RRIM indicated that no 
pathogens were associated with tbe injury. Two clones 
which are sensitive to this type of reaction are PR 255 
and PR 107. Such wounds interfere with conventional 
tapping and in practice a new cut bas to be opened at a 
lower level (RRIM, 1979). 
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8.6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUBION 
Several factors have been observed to have an 
effect on the yield of microtapping e.g. size of needle, 
number of punctures per tapping, distances between punctures 
and microtapping systems. It has been shown in the first 
experiment that increasing the number of punctures up to 
5 punctures per tapping results in increasing yield beyond 
which lower yields have been realised. This could be 
attributed to the fact that with an increasing number of 
punctures per tapping the distance between punctures are 
closer and hence the more serious is the competition among 
different drainage areas thereby resulting in lower yields. 
Evidence in support of this is seen clearly in Experiment 
BE 692.56b which compares three vertical distances between 
punctures . As the spacing between punctures gets smaller 
the overlapping of drainage areas becomes .more serious 
resulting in poorer yield per puncture and hence per tree 
per tapping.A similar trend bas been observed with various 
horizontal distances apart (Experiment BE 692.56c). From 
these two experiments the results indicate that the effect 
with 10 cm apart horizontally is comparable to that at 
33 cm apart vertically. This is probably attributed to 
the fact that vertical translocation is more rapid than 
lateral translocation. 
Insofar as yield is concerned inconsistent trends 
have been recorded from the various trials with microtapping 
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systems. This cou l d be attributed to the differences in 
the quality of bar k e .g . microtapping on ,virgin bark and 
conventional tapping on renewed bark . Therefore there 
is need to re-examine microtapping and conventional 
tapping with different rounds of stimulation on bark of 
the same quality. 
Among the microtapping systems tested the most 
practical is puncturing along a vertical strip (6PI (lOOcm) 
d/2). Although better yields could be obtained with shorter 
. , 
but more strips (3P3I (33 cm) d/2 + E ), practical problems 
hinder its development. Similarly microtapping along a 
full spiral strip (6PS .(lS) d/2) though eneauraging has 
to be discarded because of spillage problem. · The herring 
bone system of microtapping has less practical problems 
but preliminary yields are not attractive and more work 
need to be done in this area. The latter has· one ·advantage 
in that microtapping can be done for a langer period 
compared to microtapping along a vertical strip which 
requires 3-4 years to complete one round the circumference 
of the tree. In this respect microtapping is not likely 
to be able to replace conventional tapping. However, when 
its advantage in yield is established then microtapping 
could be used in complement with conventional tapping. 
Therefore the advantage that unskilled workers can be uséd 
in microtapping has a limited scope of application . 
Generally, punct ure tapped bark appears dry,coarse , and 
is brownish in colour whereas non puncture tapped bark is 
moist and is pale yellowish in colour. Besides these 
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several forms of bark ëhanges have been observed. 
Although conventional tapping of puncture tapped bark 
gives encouraging early yield this is attributed to the 
residual effect of ethephon and that more time is needed 
before the true effects of the punctured bark can be 
assessed. 
Microtapping bas attracted a great deal of 
attention because of its simplicity and that it does not 
require skill. However, further studies need to be done 
on various cultivars and its long term effects on the 
bark and hence yield before it can be recommended for 
commercial application. 
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9 THE NEW MICRO-X-METHOD OF EXPLOITING HEVEA 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The excision metbod of tapping rubber trees was 
first discovered by Ridley in 1889 (RRIM, 1956). During 
bis time excisions were made with a mallet and chisel or 
a guarded knife which he designed. The cut was progressively 
widened at every tapping by removing a thin sliver of bark 
from the lower edge (panel). Since tapping was made close 
to the cambium layer a thin layer of bark remained on tbe 
panel after each tapping. This provided greater precision 
in subsequent depth of tapping thus reducing the incidence 
of wounding. The low rate of bark consumption and the 
retappability of the renewal bark in later years lengthened 
the economie life of the tree. In this respect tbe discovery 
of the excision metbod of tapping was a boost to tbe 
industry. The current system of tapping Hevea trees 
utilises one or two cuts tapped· al ternate, third or fourtb 
daily. Further, two basic types of knives are used in tbe 
conventional metbod of tapping - pulling type (Jebong) and 
the pushing type (Gouge) (Far East Research Organisation 
Ltd., 1965). Tapping is done by either pulling or by 
pushing the respective knives over a previously cut surface 
made in the bark of the tree. To obtain maximum latex yield, 
the tapping cut must be made as close as possible (0.5 to 
1.0 mm) to the cambium layer of the bark. Any accidental 
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wounding of the cambium results in undesirable knotty 
renewal of the bark thereby rendering future tapping more 
difficult. Shallow tapping on the other hand is also 
undesirable because it results in poor yield. From the 
above condition it can be deduced that the excision 
metbod demands a high degree of skill as well as time in 
tapping. Recently the incision technique now popularly 
referred to as microtapping or puncture tapping has been 
re-examined (Tupy, 1973; Basuki et al., 1976; Leong et al., 
1977; Kanchit Tonistro et al., 1977) using a small needle 
with diameter bore of 0.7 to 1.0 mm along a vertical strip 
of scraped bark 80-100 cm or a vertical groove of similar 
length. To ensure the required level of latex yield, a 
latex yield stimulant - ethephon is first applied on to 
the scraped bark or vertical groove. This metbod of 
tapping the rubber trees requires no skill but it leaves 
bebind numerous puncture wounds on the bark which could 
be detrimental to future yield. 
Anotber weakness of puncture tapping is that it 
requires frequent use and at a high rate (of 2.0 gram 
per tree per application) of latex yield stimulant without 
wbich the yield is poor. lts application to scraped bark 
bas an added disadvantage in that the stimulated bark 
remains indefinitely on the tree. Furthermore puncture 
tapping can only be used for a period of 3-4 years when 
the puncture tapping would have completely gone round the 
trunk and excision tapping bas to be reintroduced. 
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Experience in the use of stimulant in conjunction with 
conventional tapping systems showed severe yield decline 
to below the control value after .five to six years of such 
treatment. 
In view of these problems more effort has been 
channelled into finding other approaches . The search for 
a tapping metbod to meet future requirements eventually 
led to the development of tbe new Micro-X metbod of 
exploiting Hevea. 
9 . 2 MICRO-X METHOD 
The micro-X tapping metbod is a combination of 
the incision metbod of micro-tapping ' and the excision 
metbod of tapping (P' ng et at. ; 1978). In 'practice i t 
involves the following procedure: 
i) puncturing one or more holes in the grooved 
surface of an existin'g excision tapping cut 
ii) repeat microtapping for a number of days 
e.g . 9 tapping days as described in tbe 
experiment (BE 692.56b) 
iii) subsequently remov i ng the punctured tissue 
by three excision tappings · to expose a fresh 
tapping surface 
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To complete the above sequence of tappings would 
require a month . At the end ·of which the freshly cut 
surface is treated with ethephon without removing the tree 
lace. The micro-X-method also requires frequent use of 
latex yield stimulant but it differs from other microtapping 
methpd in that a smaller quantity of stimulant (0.5 gram 
per tree) is used each time and the treated bark is 
tapped away before reapplication. 
9.3 DEVELOPMENT OF AN INSTRUMENT FOR MICRO-X TAPPING 
For better yield microtapping has to be done 
obliquely rather than vertical puncturing. The angle at 
which the needle strikes the cut surface varies from 40 to 
60° to the horizontal. This can be done consistently by 
the use of a special instrument - the micro-X tapping 
tool which has been patented (P'ng et al., 1979). It is 
a simple gadget with four component parts viz: 
i) a tapping (puncturing) needle 
ii) a needle holder attached to a handle 
iii) a coil spring 
iv) a V shaped nozzle casing 
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These component parts are assembled with the needle 
set inside a retractable casing which is operatèd by a 
coil spring. The needle casing of the tapping tool has a 
conformation at its nozzle, which is substantially 
complementary to that of an excision tapping cut. Tbis 
conformation enables the operator to situate the tool on · 
the bark of the tree where puncture tapping is to be carried 
out. This arrangement enables the hole to be made to the 
desired depth and angle to the horizontal. Pressure on 
the handle of the tapping tool causes the needle to 
puncture the bark while the spring is tensioned. When the 
pressure is removed the tension in the spring causes the 
needle to withdraw and return to its normal position inside 
the casing. A photogra~h of the tool is shown in Figure 50. 
The design and measurements of the component parts are 
given in Figure 51. Figure 52 shows a view of the tapping 
tool in use and seated on the surface of a tapping cut. 
The metbod and the special tool make it possible 
for unskilled labour to perform the cruelal tapping 
operation, i.e. the puncturing operation. The experienced 
tapper akilled in the conventional excision metbod is 
therefore required to tap a particular tree at periodic 
intervals. Furthermore he can concentrate bis skill on the . 
removal of the punctured disfigured tissue without wounding 
the cambium. In this way the skilled tapper can effectively 
tap more trees and hence cover a larger area. 
\ 
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FIGURE 50 MICRO-X INSTRUMENT 
FIGURE 51 
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FIGURE 52 MICRO-X TECHNIQUE OF TAPPING 
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9.4 NOTATIONS FOR MICRO-X TAPPING 
A wide range of micro-X systems can be derived 
by varying the number of days of microtapping, conventional 
tappings, the number of punctures per tapping and the 
frequencies of tapping. To enable easy and quick comparison 
of these systems the following symbols have been used. 
Symbol 
P represents puncture/micro tapping 
t !S t 
G 
x 
The number of punctures per tapping is indicated 
by a number place before the letter P. 
e.g. 3P - three punctures 
a half spiral tapped downward 
a quarter spiral tapped upward 
Groove of tapping cut 
Excision tapping 
The symbol (d) representing the frequency of 
tapping remains unchanged 
d/2 alternate day tapping 
d/3 third daily tapping 
d/4 fourth daily tapping 
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Examples of complete formulae of selected micro-X 
systems are shown below: 
3PG (!S ~) : X. (9d/2:3d/2) 
3PG (!S ~) x. 3(3d/2:ld/2) 
3PG (!S ~) x. (5d/1:4d/5) 
3 PG (lS t) x. (9d/2:3d/2) 
3 punctures on the groove 
of a downward tapping half 
spiral cut for 9 tappings 
foliowed by 3 excision 
tappings on alternate day 
frequency of tapping. 
3 punctures on the groove 
of a downward tapping half 
spiral cut for 3 tappings 
foliowed by one excision 
tapping on alternate day 
tapping. The sequence of 
tapping is repeated twice. 
3 punctures on the groove 
of a downward tapping half 
spiral cut for 5 daily 
tappings foliowed by 4 
conventional tappings çn 
every fifth day. 
3 punctures on the groove 
of a quarter spiral upward 
tapping cut for 9 tappings 
foliowed by 3 excision 
upward tappings on alternate 
day frequency of tapping. 
4PG OS t) x. (4d/1 : 4d/6) 
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4 punctures on the groove 
of a quarter spiral upward 
tapping cut for 4 daily 
tappings followe d by 4 
excision tappings every 
sixth day. 
9.5 SMALL SCALE TRIALS 
9.5.1 Materials and Methods 
The history and experimental details of the 
fields are given in Table 39. 
Stimulation practices. Stimulation was by the lacejgroove 
method i.e. the ethephon was applied along the cut without 
removing the tree lace at monthly intervals. Stimulant was 
applied at the rate of 0.5 gram per tree per application 
on a half spiral cut and proportionally less for shorter 
cut. 
Sequence of tapping. The tapping cut was divided into 
three equal sections . . •On -each tapping day one puncture was 
made per section (Figure 53). Subsequent punctures were 
located at least 1.0 cm away from the previous punctured 
hole. 
TABLE 39 DETAILS OF MICRO X EXPERIMENTS IN RRIM EXPERIMENTAL STATION 
Year of Current Pre-treat Pre-treat Expt. Experiment Year of Tapping panel Date of 
code Clone planting/ opening system Date of tapping recording design COtmll. burlding 
opening system (weeks) (trees/ trt) 
BE 692.56 RRIM 600 1966/67 1971 !S d/2 Panel B2 !S d/2 4 Single tree 18.10.76 
(1976) plot (10) 
BE 692.63 GT 1 1957/58 1963 lS d/4 Panel A3 !S d/2 2 Single tree 19.10.76 N (1972) plot (10) .... 
" 
BE 692.76 GT 1 1957/58 1963 lS d/4 Panel A3 !S d/2 4 Randomised 19.12.77 
9m/12 (1972) block 
design (10) 
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FIGURE 53 STIMULATION PRACI'ICE AND SEQUENCE OF MICROTAPPING 
VI VB 
VI 
Stimulation to • S/2 cut 
Trt (2) 3PG (J S/2)X d/2 (9:3) + lOl ethephon 
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Yield recording. Individual tree yields were recorded by 
determining the volume of latex obtained at each tapping 
with a measuring cylinder. The latex from trees of the 
same treatment was poured into a container and a sample 
taken for d.r.c. determination. 
9.6 RESULTS 
The micro-X experiment (BE 692.56b - RRIM 600) 
comparing various microtapping systems has completed the 
second year of tapping. The results (Table 40) showed 
that the micro-X system gave comparable yields to the 
control !S d/2 in the first two years of tapping. 
A closer examinatien of the erop production of 
the micro-X system during the first year of tapping showed 
that 63% of the total erop production was ·derived from 
microtapping while the three conventional tappings 
contributed the balance - 37%. Further a detailed analysis 
of the individual days tapping showed that the yield from 
microtapping reached the peak level (13% of total production) 
in the second tapping and then there was a gradual decline 
from 8.7% in the third tapping to 4.0% in the ninth tapping. 
But when the conventional tapping was reintroduced 
there was an upsurge in yield to 10.0% of total production 
in the first tapping foliowed by progressive increase to 
16.0% in the third tapping (Figure 54). An important feature 
TABLE 40 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HAJ OF VARIOUS SYSTEM OF MICROTAPPING WITH CONVENTIONAL 
TAPPING SYSTEM IN RRIM 600 PANEL Al BE 692.56b 
Tota1 Bark 
Treatment 1st year 2nd year 2 years consumption 
kg/ha % kg/ha ! kg/ha % averagejmth cm 
!S d/2 1665 100 2649 100 4317 100 2.7 
3PG OS) : X. (9d/2:3d/2) 1716 103 2699 102 4415 102 1.3 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 + E (5 cm apart) 1021 61 1362 51 2383 55 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 + E (10 cm apart) 1260 76 1482 56 2742 64 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 + E (33 cm apart) 1620 97 1783 67 3403 79 
tv 
2P2I (2 x 50 cm) d/2 E 1388 83 1562 59 2949 68 01 0 
3P2I (2 x 50 cm) d/2 (2x2d/4) + E 1542 93 1673 63 3215 75 
3P3I (3 x 33 cm) d/2 + E 1888 113 1753 66 3641 84 
3P3I (3 x 33 cm) d/2 (3x2d/6) + E 1460 88 1612 61 3071 71 
5P3I (3 x 33 cm) d/2 (3x2d/6) + E 1479 89 1675 61 3104 72 
E = 10% ethephon was used at the .-rate of 0.5 gm for micro-X system and 1.0 gmjtree 
per app1ication for others 
!S d/2 = Panel changed B2 to A3 after 18th month 
Assumed starid per hectare = 247 trees 
No. of tappings d/2 
2nd year 147 
2 years 289 
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of the micro-X system is that the rate of bark consumption 
was half of the normal rate on continuous !S d/2 tapping. 
In the second experiment (BE 692.63 - GT 1) 
camparing conventional tapping on the low panel (Panel A3) 
and microtapping on the high panel had cornpleted two years 
of recording. During the first year all microtapping and 
micro-X systerns gave higher yields than the control(!S d/2). 
The performance in the second year was even better. However, 
the trends among the various treatrnents remained unchanged. 
To-date the highest yield and response (154% of control) 
were obtained from 3P3L (3 x 33 cm) d/2 + 10% ethephon. 
This was foliowed by the micro-X system- 3PG (tS t) : X. 
(9d/2:3d/2) + 10% ethephon with a response of 147% over 
the two years (Table 41). A breakdown yield of the micro-X 
system showed that 60% of the first years' output was 
derived from microtapping while the remaining 40% was frorn 
conventional tapping. 
The rate of bark consumption was less in the 
micro-X system than the conventional tapping. In this 
experiment the relatively high rate of consumption was 
due to upward tapping in the micro-X system as opposed 
to downward tapping of the control system. 
In view of the eneauraging yield and the low rate 
of bark consumption of the micro-X system an experiment 
(BE 692.76- GT 1) was initiated with the purpose of 
testing a daily tapping micro-X system. The results of 
the first years' tapping are given in Table 42. During 
TABLE 41 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA) OF MICRO-X SYSTEM WITH MICROTAPPING SYSTEMS IN GT 1 
BE 692.63 
Treatment lst year 
kg/ha % 
iS d/2 Control 
3PG (iS t) X. (9d/2:3d/2) + 10$ E 
3P3L (3x33 cm) d/2 + 10% (lP/strip) 
3PS (1S) d/2 + 10% E 
Assumed stand per hectare 
10% E = 10$ ethephon 
No. of tappings ; d/2 
2nd year 132 
Tota1 2 years 294 
1575 100 
2060 131 
2182 139 
1954 124 
247 trees 
2nd year Total Bark 2 ye~ns consumption 
kg/ha % kg/ha % cm/month 
1971 100 3496 100 2.3 
3170 161 5230 150 1.9 
3270 166 5452 154 
2707 137 4661 133 
!).) 
U1 
w 
TABLE 42 COMPARATIVE YIELDS (KG/HA/YR) OF VARIOUS MICRO-X TAPPING SYSTEMS WITH 
UPWARD TAPPING IN GT 1, PANEL A3 BE 692.76 
Treatment lst year gft/t 
iS t d/2 Control 44.5 
tS t d/2 + 5% E LfGM 103.6 
3PG (tS t) X. (9df2:3d/2) + 5% E L/GM 64.3 
3PG (tS t) X ~ 3(3d/2:ld/2) + 5% E L/GM 59.9 
3PG (iS t) X. 6(3d/l:ld/l) + 5% E LfGM 49.3 
Assumed stand per hectare 
5% E = 5% ethephon 
kgfhafyr 
1417 
3326 
2054 
1931 
2994 
247 trees 
L/GM = Lacefgroove, monthly application 
No. of tapping 
1st year 
d/1 
258 
d/2 
136 
Bark 
d.r.c. consumption % per year 
cm 
100 43.6 5.2 
235 36.0 5.3 
145 41.8 2.3 
136 41.2 2.4 
211 38.8 3.8 
t\:1 
(}1 
"'" 
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this period the best yie1d and response (235% of lS t d/2) 
were obtained from a quarter sp.ira1 upward tapping viz: 
lS t d/2 + 5.0% ethephon app1ied by the 1acejgroove method 
(1 gram) at month1y interva1s. Dai1y tapping micro-X 
system - 3PG (lS . +) : X. 3(3d/1:d/1) + 5.0% ethephon 1 gram 
was the next best treatment with 211% response. Two other 
micro~X systems witb (9:3) and (3:1) combinations of 
microtappings and excision tappings gave moderate response 
with the former yie1ding better. The rate of bark consumption 
of a1ternate day upward tapping was high (5.2 cm per month) 
whereas the micro-X system of the same frequency of t 'apping 
recorded 2.3-2.4 cm ~f bark consumption per month. A1though 
the rate of bark consumption of dai1y tapping micro-X system 
was higher (3.8 cm per month) it remained within the 
acceptab1e va1ue for a dai1y tapping system 
9.7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Pre1iminary work on vertica1 incision into the 
groove of the tapping cut with a barkometer gave negative 
response. Simi1ar1y when the barkometer was rep1aced with 
a hypodermie need1e the yie1d remained poor. It had been 
reported that -in the excision method deep tapping gave 
higher yie1d and 1ower d.r.c. whi1e the converse was true 
with sha11ow tapping (De Jonge, 1969). A vertica1 incision 
or punctures on the groove is 1ike sha1lo~' tapping and 
hence the poor yie1d. When the technique was modified to 
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punctures made at an oblique angle to the surface of tbe 
tapping cut a large increase in yield was obtained thus 
confirming the effects of ctepth of tapping. 
To ensure consistency in the technique of 
microtapping with different operators a special tool -
the micro-X tool bas been developed. In fact witb tbis 
tool it can be considered ,. that exploitation of~ bas 
entered into a new era of sophistication as it introduces 
semi-automation in exploitation of Hevea. This simple 
spring loaded instrument can be made to within the means 
of the ordinary man in the kampong. 
To-date the experiment conducted bas shown that 
the yield from micro-X system - 3PG (iS ~) : X. (9d/2:3d/2) 
+ 10.0% ethephon is comparable to that of the excision tapping 
- lS d/2 (BE 692.56) at half the rate of bark consumption 
of the latter system. A modified version of the micro-X 
tapping is the combination of microtapping and upward 
tapping. Very eneauraging yields have been obtained over 
tbe two years of tapping with micro-X system (BE 692.63). 
The yield per hectare was even better on daily tapping 
micro-X system. In both these trials the micro-X systems 
showed a distinct feature - a low rate of bark consumption 
Anotber feature of the micro-X system is tbat 
tbe daily yield curve showed two peaks - one immediately 
after stimulation and the secend when excision tapping was 
reintroduced (Figure 54). In other words the micro-X 
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metbod of exploitation ensures high yield tbrough two 
process: 
i) efficient use of latex yield stimulant in 
conjunction with microtapping 
ii) sustained high yield through excision tapping 
A special feature of the micro-X metbod is tbat 
it is as 'elastic' as the property of rubber. It can be 
tailored to meet the requirements of the smallholders 
as well as the estate sector. For instanee it is an 
established fact that the smallholders tap their trees 
almost everyday. With the excision metbod of tapping the 
rate of bark consumption would be in the region of 4 - 5.0 cm 
per month whereas on alternate day tapping it would be half 
the rate . This means that the bark reserves of the low 
panels can be tapped over a period of 7 - 8 years on d/1 
frequency and 10 - 11 years on d/2 frequency . Further 
if the low panel is retapped immediately, the renewal bark 
would be 6 - 7 years old instead of 10 - 11 years as d/2 
tapping. The younger and thinner renewal bark would result 
in very poor yield, higher rate of bark consumption and 
severe wounding. These problems can be solved by daily 
micro-X tapping where high yield can be obtained with no 
sacrifice in bark consumption. 
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The problems in so far as the large plantations are 
concerned differed markedly from those of the smallholdings 
It is anticipated that the problems in the future are: 
i) Lack of skilled tappers 
ii) High cost of labour 
The micro-X metbod of · tapping can be tailored 
to meet the challenges of the future, Instead of having· 
one hundred percent skilled tappers under the present 
system of tapping this figure can be reduced to fifty 
percent or less with the micro-X metbod of tappiiig. Another 
possible approach is to increase the frequency of tapping 
to daily microtapping for four to five days after stimulation 
followed by low frequency excision tapping. On the cost 
factor there is a possibility of increasing the task size 
in microtapping by 15 - 20% since in micro-X tapping the 
time for tapping and guiding of latex flow into the cup 
is minimised. However, it should also be pointed out that 
there ar'e several disadvantages of having a vary large task 
size viz : 
i) high proportion of lower grade rubber 
ii) assisted collection is . essential 
iii) erop loss (15% less) of trees tapped 
later in the day 
Since no skill is required in microtapping it would be 
more practical to have a task size large enough for one 
man to tap and collect the erop by himself. 
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Under the present system of exploitation the last 
10 years of tapping would require the aid of a ladder in 
order ·to tap the high panel. Ladder tapping is expensive 
because of the smaller task size 220 instead of 550 trees 
per tapper. It will be more expensive in the years to 
come. But with the micro-X metbod of tapping the low 
panel can be tapped for a langer period because of the low 
rate of bark consumption. Similarly the high panel can be 
tapped for a few more years without the use of a ladder 
If the micro-X metbod is found to be suitable for use 
future trees need to have 7 feet of clear trunk instead 
of 10 feet. In other words the trees could be induced to 
branch at lower level which would be beneficia! for early 
growth and possibly shorter period of immaturity. The 
incidence of wind damage could be reduced by virtue of the 
fact that the trees are shorter. Higher yield could be 
expected because of lower incidence of tree loss through 
wind damage. 
In conclusion the micro-X metbod of exploitation 
has potential commercial application because of the 
following advantages. 
1 unskilled workers can be employed to do 
microtapping 
2 fewer skilled tappers are needed 
3 highly flexible and can be tailored to meet 
the requirements of the smallholders and 
the estate sector 
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4 provides for more efficient use of latex 
yield stimulant 
5 lower rate of bark consumption and hence 
the possibility of extending the economie 
life of the tree without having to resort 
to ladder tapping 
6 stimulation can be done at lower cost by the 
lacejgroove metbod which requires less 
stimulant per application and does not entail 
bark seraping 
7 damage bark tissue following microtapping 
is no longer a problem as the bark is tapped 
away at the end of each month 
8 guiding of latex flow along the groove is 
no longer a problem particularly when 
exploiting the low panel 
But before it can be translated into field application 
more work need to be done to determine tbe best micro-X 
systems for different cultivars and age of material for 
smallholders and tbe estate sector. 
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10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
10.1 EFFECT OF STIMULANT 
Two compounds - etbephon and 2,4,5-T have one 
common role i.e. to enhance the yield of~ brasiliensis 
through ethylene effect. Ethephon is more effective 
than 2,4,5-T owing to the fact that in the former 
ethylene is released by a simple process of hydralysis 
(Cooke and Randal, 1968) whereas with 2,4,5-T ethylene is 
evolved through enzymatical reaction which is more specific 
in nature (Liberman, et al., 1964). It is plausible that 
the initial high response to stimulation is related to the 
concentratien of ethylene which affects .the duration of flow 
Likewise, the later decline in r€sponse to stimulation 
observed in all cases (Figures 5-11) could be attributed 
to the same factor since more serious decline in response 
was noted with ethephon than 2,4,5-T (Figures 2 and 3). 
However, its exact role in enhancing yield is not fully 
understood. Apart from increasing the serum sucrose 
content it also caused a reduction in the starch content 
of the bark of stimulated trees (PSD 2nd Quarterly Report 
April - June 1979). Further, several ultra structural 
changes were detected in the cell walls, and other 
organelles (Samsidar and Gomez, 1979). Therefore 
indiscriminate use of ethephon latex yield stimulant 
should be avoided. 
I 
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10.2 CLONAL EFFECT 
Most cultivars tested have responded to ethephon 
treatment (Tables 3.:.. 9). · From the vast amount of 
experimental evidences it is clear that clonal differences 
in response to stimulation could be ascribed to two 
factors: 
o differences tn plugging indices 
o differences in photosynthetic efficiencies 
Apart from the past tapping histories the initia! response 
to ethephon treatment is related to the differences in 
plugging indices of different clones. For example clones 
which are known to have low plugging -indices - PB 5/63, 
PB 5/51, GT 1, PB 28/59, RRIM 501 and RRIM 600 give lower 
order of response than those with high plugging indices -
RRIM 612, 605, 623, PB 86, PR 107. However, the plugging 
index of a clone could be altered py changing the tapping 
system e.g. reduction in the ~ength of cut. Over a 
short term period the plugging index is a sensitive factor 
in the screening of responsi_ve clones. Since Hevea is _a 
perennial erop and has _a long economie life an equal_ly 
important factor is the nee_d to have a high photosyntheti·c 
efficiency in order to maintain a high respqnse. The 
initia! high production with stimulation h~s been made 
possible on account of the reserves accumulated over the 
past years. These have to be replenisbed if the tree is 
expected to maintain a high rate of production otherwise 
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different rates of decline with different clones would 
occur as observed in the large scale trials. 
10.3 AGE OF MATERIAL 
Generally, the response to stimulation impraves 
with the age of tbe tree (Table 2). This could be due to 
an increase in number of latex vessel rings or a reduction 
in the gtowth rate with better partitioning of assimilates 
towards latex production in older trees. 
Stimulation of trees on Panel Al tapping results 
in more serious growth retardation than older trees of 
similar clones. This occurred in some cases (e.g. RRIM 600) 
where there was even no increase in yield (P'ng, 1974). 
Moreover, there is also the possibility that stimulation 
at this age may cause a reduction in the starch reserves 
of the renewing bark Panel A3. However, todate no 
information is available on tbe performance of trees on 
Panel B2 and A3 after stimulation of Panel Al. Until this 
issue is sorted out stimulation of young trees (Panel Al) 
should only be practised under special conditions e.g. 
renewed bark is not expected to be retapped. 
In the case of Panel B2 experiments, poor to 
negative response bas been reported at a later stage of 
Panel A3. But with the change of the tapping cut to Panel B4 
there is a temporary upsurge in response which subsequently 
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drops to 50% below the control value in RRIM 605 and 
RRIM 623. On the other hand in the Panel A3 experiments 
positive response is recorded on Panel A3 and B4 
excepting the last years of tapping at which time the trees 
are due for high panel tapping. Results from the Panel A3 
trials show that in spite of the intensive use of ethephon 
on the low panels over the past seven years high yield bas 
been recorded over two years of upward tapping - !S t d/2 
+ 10% ethephon. A recent study shows high starch reserves 
in the high panel virgin bark compared to the low panel 
renewal bark (PSD, 2nd Quarterly Report, April - June 1979). 
10.4 TAPPING SYSTEM 
10.4.1 Low Intensity System 
Response to stimulation varies with the tapping 
system and age of the tree as discussed earlier. Low 
int en si ty systems can be der i ved by ei ther a reduction 
in the length of cut or frequency of tapping. For example 
the low intensity systems - iS d/3 and iS d/4 with 
ethephon gave marginally lower to moderate response to 
stimulation in young trees tapping on Panel Al (RRIM 600, 
RRIM 623, PBIG/GG 1 and PR 255). Similar systems on mature 
and old trees (RRIM 605, RRIM 623 and PR 107) and (PB 86, 
PR 107 and Tjir 1) respectively recorded moderate to good 
response, while iS d/6 with ethephon yielded as well as 
!S d/2 control. Likewise, the short cut systems with and 
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without panel change viz. iS d/2 and iS d/2 (2x2d/4) 
performed better on mature and old trees than on young 
trees. Apart from yield the low frequency tapping systems 
with ethephon have several advantages over iS d/2 control: 
o lower cost of production (comparable yield 
with less tapping) 
o low incidence of dryness 
o longer time for bark renewal 
Although the yield of the low intensity systems 
with ethephon was less than that of iS d/2 + 10% ethephon 
applied to scraped bark every two months they showed a 
similar declining trend with repeated stimulation. In 
this respect the short cut low intensity systems- iS d/2 
and l/3S d/3 have an advantage over the half spiral 
systems in that better sustained yield can be obtained 
since there are more panels to change to in times of poor 
yield. 
In the case with smallholdings in which daily 
tapping is the norm an attractive system is iS d/1 
(4xld/4) + 5% ethephon by lace/groove method. Encouraging 
yields with low rate of bark consumption and moderate 
incidence of dryness augurs well for this system. 
10.4.2 Long Cut System 
Long cut systems have lower plugging indices 
and are generally less responsive to stimulation than the 
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short cut systems.Declines in response are more rapid 
because of the ringing effect of long cut systems. In 
addition a number of serious consequences have been 
observed in conneetion with the use of long cut systems e.g. 
o no opportunity for panel change when the 
yield is low 
o forced into early implementation of upward 
tapping which is likely to shorten the 
economie life of the tree 
o yield on renewal bark is generally poor 
o tendency to have a higher percentage of 
dryness 
o more severe reduction in growth of young 
trees 
Half spiral panel changing system has similar effects as 
long cut systems though of a lesser degree. 
10.4.3 Upward Tapping System 
Upward tapping of' the high panel showed no 
advantage in yield compared to downward tapping of the 
low panel (Figures 23 and 24 and Table 27) of young trees. 
However, upward tapping of old trees which have completed 
more than 15 years of tapping on the low panel gave very 
high yields (Table 29). 
Although upward tapping of a quarter spiral cut 
yielded less than upward tapping of a half spiral cut the 
former has several advantages over the half spiral cut viz. 
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1 attractive to tappers 
2 easier to manage 
3 more effective use of stimulant with short 
cut 
4 conserves bark because of shorter cut 
5 better sustained yield as there are more 
panels to tap 
Upward tapping bas one serious drawback which is 
the high rate of bark consumption (Table 28). Besides 
the use of short cut, upward tapping in combination with 
downward tapping (vertical panel change) e.g. 
lS t d/2 : iS ~ d/2 (8m:4m); iS t d/3 : iS ~ d/3 (8m : 4m) en-
sures high yield and better bark conservation (Table 30) . 
Stimulation by lace/groove metbod using 5 . 0% 
a.i. ethephon at monthly intervals for 8 out of 12 months 
is effective and cheap. However, during the wintering 
months when the yield is generally poor the tapping cut 
should be changed to downward tapping of a half spiral 
cut without stimulation on the low panel . 
To ensure a good standard of upward tapping the 
modi fied gouge should be used and the technique of upward 
tapping as described in Chapter 6 be adopted. 
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10.5 SECONDARY EFFECTS 
10.5.1 Incidence of Dryness 
High incidence of dryness bas been observed 
with stimulation. This is mainly in the form of 
partially dry trees, whereas the number of completely dry 
trees remain low. The incidence of dryness is generally 
low with the low intensity tapping systems and. high with 
the more intensive systems (Table 13 - 16). In the latter 
case the excessive removal of latex serum may have resulted 
in a degeneration of the laticiferous and cortical tissues 
hence dryness becomes apparent. A campromise is to use 
low intensity tapping systems with frequent but low 
concentration of ethephon stimulation. However, the 
advantage of the short cut system is that the tapping cut 
could be changed to a new panel more often. On previously 
dry trees the recurrence of dryness was high on short cut 
- !S spiral inspite of the marked difference in yield 
between the system !S d/3 and half spiral system (!S d/3) 
(Table 21). 
10.5.2 Renewed Bark 
The growth regulators 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T when 
applied to the bark or panel give rise to extensive cells 
proliferation and uneven bark growth. The increase in 
bark thickness is mainly due to an increase in parenchymatous 
and corky tissues while there is no effect on the number of 
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latex vessel rings. In contrast ethephon which hydrolyses 
to produce ethylene results in thick and even bark growth .. 
Besides increase in bark thickness ethylene bas also 
effect an increase in the number of latex vessel rings 
which is significantly established in three of the eight 
clones examined (RRIM 612, PR 107 and Tjir 1). However, 
the poor yield with stimulation in later years could be 
due to the lower starch content in the renewed bark. 
10.5.3 Dry Rubber Content 
Stimulation with ethephon lowered the d.r.c. of 
latex compared to the non stimulated control trees. The 
depression was most serious in the early stage of stimulation 
when the response was high. Young trees which have lower 
d.r.c. suffer greater depression with stimulation than the 
older trees. At one stage it was felt that the d.r . c. could 
be used as an indicator to serve as an early warning system 
towards impending future low yields with repeated stimulation. 
However, this assumption was contrary to the results from 
the oldest ethephon trials which showed rising trend in 
d.r.c. against a falling trend in yield response with years 
of stimulation (Figures 19 and 20). The high d.r.c. and 
early cessation of flow could be due to random thickening 
of cell walls of vessels and adjacent cells (RRIM Annual 
Report 1978, P. 71) thereby interferring with latex flow. 
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10.5.4 Girthing 
Girthing is depressed with stimulation. The 
effect is more serious on young trees and with higher 
concentration of ethephon. The depressioh is also high 
with long cut systems and appears in general to be related 
to prciduction. 
10.6 STIMULATION PRACTICES 
Stimulation by bark application method has been 
the standard practice in commercial estate. It is a 
practical and effective method but has several disadvantages 
which are : 
1 high cost - labour and material 
2 create severe stress on the tree which could 
be related to the high rate of application -
2.0 gramjtreejapplication 
Although panel application is less expensive its 
use bas been discouraged because the treated bàrk ·remains 
indefinitely on the tree. 
A safer, simple and cheap method of stimulatiç>n 
is the lacefgroove method. It is simple because it involves 
applying a thin layer of stimulant over the tapping cut 
without hav ing to remove the tree lace. Further, the 
treated bark can be tapped away within 12-36 hours after 
treatment. 
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Earlier trials compared three levels of ethephon 
- 6.7%, 10.0% and 13.3% by bark application method. 
Although initially the higher concentration was superior 
(Abraham et al., 1975) this was not sustained over the 
years of stimulation. · ln fact over a period of 7-9 ' years 
of stimulation the lowest concentration 6.7% was as good 
if not better than 10% ethephon. In recent trials with 
5.0% and 10.0% a.i. ethephon the lower level gave good 
response (Table 32) when applied by the lacefgroove method. 
The rate of application varies with the metbod 
of stimulation adopted. For example with bark application 
metbod the ra te of 1. 5 - 2. 0 gram per tree per application 
of stimulant formulation would be needed for a 3.8 cm band 
of a half spiral cut. Using 5.0% a.i. ethephon this is 
equivalent to 75 - 100 mg of ethephon per tree per 
application. With panel application the rate is 1.2 gram 
per tree per application of the formulation. For the 
lacejgroove metbod 0.5 gram of the mixture or 25 mg of 
ethephon would be needed per tree per application. With 
shorter cut éS or lS the amount used varies from 0.2 gram 
to 0.4 gram per tree per application. 
Pormulation of ethephon in palm oil bas been 
used in most of the experiments. Although etheP.hon in 
water formulation bas shown to be effective more 
work need to be done on its stability and its effect on 
different cultivars since clonal variatien in the 
response to stimulation (Figure 41) bas been observed. 
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Two monthly stimulation by bark application 
gave higher yields than six monthly application . More 
frequent applications to scraped bark raised the cost. 
In contrast, stimulation by the lacejgroove metbod is 
cheap and hence more frequent applications e.g. monthly 
is a practical proposition. Hence with this new 
development it is now possible to put into practice tbe 
concept - ' a little but often' · in yield stimulation of 
Hevea. 
10.7 POSSIBLE TAPPING SYSTEMS FOR THE FUTURE 
1 Microjpuncture tappi ng is not likely to replace the 
conventional excision tapping because it takes 3 - 4 
years to complete one round of the circumference 
of the bole . Furthermore puncture tapping on 
previously punctured bark gives poorer yield. 
2 However, it may be considered as a complementary 
system to . the conventional tapping system provided tbe 
intensive use of ethephon will not create any actverse 
effect in later ye.ars. Then of course the problem 
of bark damage, retappability of previously puncture 
tapped bark, task size and economie advantage need 
to be sorted out. 
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3 A safer metbod is the Micro-X metbod of tapping 
which is a combination of incision (Microtapping) 
along the groove of the cut and excision tapping. 
4 It has several advantages which are: 
i) Puncture tapped bark is removed during 
excision tapping 
ii) Stimulation by lacefgroove metbod is cheap, 
convenient and the treated bark is tapped 
off before · reapplication 
iii) Fewer skillful tappers are required 
iv) Yield comparable to that of iS d/2 
v) Lower rate of bark consumption 
vi) Guiding of latex flow along the groove is 
no longer a problem 
vii) Applicable to the high panel 
5 A special semi automated micro X tool has been developed 
to eosure consistency in microtapping 
6 However, more work need to be done to determine 
suitable micro X systems for the estate and smallholder 
sectors and for different cultivars before any firm 
recommendation can be made. 
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10.8 RECOMMENDATIONS 
8asing on the findings from the series of 
experiments with tapping systems and ethephon latex yield 
stimulant discussed in this thesis the following 
recommendations have been derived: 
I Age of Material 
1 Under normal circumstances ethephon could be 
used on the following categories of trees : 
i) mature trees which are in the last year 
of tapping on Panel 82 
ii) mature trees tapping on first renewal bark 
(Panels A3 and 84} 
iii) older trees tapping on high panel virgin 
bark 
2 Application to younger trees tapping on Panels 
Al and 82 could be practised under special 
considerations and on very selective basis e.g. 
o as a booster dose to hasten the process of 
recovery to normal production after the 
wintering season 
o only on responsive clones but with the 
possibility of shortening the productive 
life of the tree (Lim et al., 1973) 
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II Tapping Systems (Buddings) 
The proposed schedules for tapping and stimulation 
are represented in diagramrnatic and tabular form in 
Figure 55. 
1. The trees should be opened for tapping when 70% 
of the population have reached tappable size 
(46-51 cm) at 127 cm above the union (Diagram 1). 
In the first year because of the poor yield the 
trees ahould be tapped on iS d/3 system. The 
latter should be changed to iS d/2 in the second 
and subsequent years of tapping on Panel Al. 
2. The second panel (B2) should be opened at the 
same height at the opposite side of the trees 
and tapped on iS d/2. During the first nine 
years of tapping on Panels Al and B2 stimulation 
should be done once a year after the wintering 
peri0d (Diagram 2) as a booster dose to hasten 
the trees to return to normal production. 
Stimulation should be by the lacejgroove metbod 
using 2.5% a.i. ethephon. 
Generally yield depression is observed in the 
tenth year when the tapping cut is approaching 
the stock scion/union. This trend can be 
avoided by introducing four rounds of stimulation 
by the lacejgroove metbod using 2.5% a . i. e the phon. 
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FIGURE 55 PROPOSED TAPPING AND STIMULATION SCHEDULE FOR BUDDINGS · 
Diagram 
1 
2 
Succession Tapping 
of Panels system 
IS d/3 
Al 
IS d/2 
IS d/2 
IS d/2 
Year of Stimulation 
tapping frequency/yr. 
1 Stim x 1-L/GM 
4 Stim x 1-L/GM 
4 Stim x 1-L/GM 
1 Stim x 4-L/GJ4 
Ethephon 
concentradon 
2.5% 
2.5% 
2.5% 
2.5% 
Remark 
Booster 
dose to 
basten 
production 
af ter 
wintering 
Booster 
do se 
FIGURE 55 Contd. 
Diagram 
3 
4 
Succession Tapping Year of 
of panels system tapping 
!S d/3 2 
A3 
!S d/3 3 
!S d/3 2 (2x3d/6) 
!S d/3 4 (2x3d/6) 
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Stimulation 
frequency/yr. 
Stim x 6-L/GM 
Stim x 8-L/GM 
Stim x 6-L/GM 
Stim x 8-L/GM 
Ethephon 
concentration 
5.0% 
5.0% 
5.0% 
5.0% 
Remark 
Alternative 
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FIGURE 55 Contd. 
Diagram 
5 
6 
Succession Tapping 
of panels system 
Year of 
tapping 
! s • d/ 3 1 
!S t d/3 8m ) 
) 2 
) 
!S + d/3 4m ) 
Stimulation 
frequency/yr. 
Stim x 6-L/GM 
Stim x 8-L/GM 
Nil stim. 
Ethephon 
concentratien 
5.0% 
5.0% 
Remark 
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FIGURE 55 Con td. 
Diagram 
7 
8 
Succession Tapping 
of panels system 
Year of 
tapping 
!S t d/3 Sm ) 
) 2 ) 
iS -1- d/3 4m ) 
!S t d/3 8m ) 
) 2 ) 
iS -1- d/3 4m ) 
Stimulation 
frequency/yr. 
Stim x 8-L/GII 
Nil stim 
Stim x 8-L/GM 
Nil stim 
Ethephon 
concentratien Remark 
FIGURE 55 
Diagram 
9 
10 
Succession 
of panels 
2 1 
Con td. 
Tapping 
system 
Year of 
tapping 
! S t d/ 3 8m ) 
) 
) 
! S + d/3 4m ) 
!S t d/3 
!S t d/3 
2 
1 
1 
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Stimulation 
frequency/yr. 
Stim x 8-L/GM 
Ni1 stim 
Stim x12-L/GM 
Stim x12-L/GM 
Ethephon 
concentration 
5.0% 
5.0% 
Remark 
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3 The third panel (A3) should be opened in the 
first renewal bark of the first panel. For 
better long term response to ethephon it 
should be used in conjunction with tapping 
systems of less than 100% intensity i.e. with 
low frequency tappingor short cut. Under estate 
condition the low frequency system !S d/3 is 
preferred because less tappers are needed and 
hence tapping cost is lower (Diagram 3). 
4 However, where the supply of tappers is not a 
constraint the short cut panel changing systems 
- !S d/2 (2x2d/4) could be used (Diagram 4). 
Physiologically the short cut has the a.dvantage 
of higher plugging index and therefore provides 
for more efficient use of stimulant. On the 
other hand where skillful tappers are scarce the 
trees should be tapped !S d/6 + ethephon since 
a tapper can handle 15 hectares whereas on !S d/2 
one tapper can only handle 5 hectares. 
With mature trees (Panel A3) stimulant formulation 
containing 5.0% a.i. ethephon should be used at 
monthly intervals for six applications in the 
first two years. However, in the third and 
subsequent years when the yield and response is 
expected to be poorer the frequency of stimulation 
could be stepped up to eight rounds per year, 
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excepting for four months coinciding with the 
wintering period from January to April. 
5 Similar system should be used on the second low 
panel Panel B4 - renewal bark for one year 
(Diagram 5). By then the yield would be poor 
and the high panel Panel A4 virgin bark should 
be exploited. 
6 Instead of the usual double cut system which 
requires the aid of a ladder, and hence smaller 
task size the high panel A4 should be tapped 
upward - iS t d/3 + ethephon from the previous 
height of opening of the low panel. The slope 
of the cut should be 50° from the horizontal in 
order to minimise spillage of latex down the 
panel. Stimulation should be done by the lace/ 
groove metbod at monthly intervals for 8 months 
using 5.0% a.i. ethephon. However, from January 
to April of each year the high panel should be 
rested and during this period the low panel should 
be tapped downward (!S + d/3) (Diagram 6). 
7 This sequence of vertical panel changing system 
- iS t d/3 + ethephon (8 months) followed by 
!S + d/3 (4 months) should be repeated over a 
period of two years for each quarter panel 
(Diagrams 7, 8 and 9). Inthelast two years 
upward tapping should be done on a half spiral cut. 
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The tapping cut should be changed-over to the 
opposite panel after one year as shown in Diagram 
10. In both years the trees should be 
stimulated with 5.0% a.i. ethephon at monthly 
intervals throughout the year. 
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10. SAMENVATTING EN BESLUITEN 
============================= 
10.1. De invloed van stimulantia 
Ethephon en 2,4,5-T hebben gemeen dat zij de latexopbrengst 
van Hevea brasiliensis verhogen door de invloed van ethyleen 
Ethephon is doeltreffender dan 2,4,5-T doordat in het eerste 
ethyleen vrijkomt door een eenvoudig hydrolyseproces {Cooke 
en Randal , 1968) terwijl met 2,4,5-T ethyleen gevormd wordt 
door een enzymatische reactie die meer specifiek van aard is 
{Liberman , et alii , 1964) Het is waarschijnlijk dat de 
aanvankelijke hoge respons op stimulering verband houdt met de 
concentratie van ethyleen die de duur van de latexvloei be-
invloedt . Op analoge wijze zou de latere daling van de respons 
op stimulering die in alle gevallen vastgesteld werd {Figuren 
5-11) kunnen toegeschreven worden aan dezelfde factor gezien 
een sterkere daling van de respons waargenomen werd met ethe-
phon dan met 2,4,5-T (Figuren 2 en 3) • Toch is de preciese 
rol van ethephon in de opbrengstverhoging nog niet ten volle 
duidelijk . Naast een verhoging van het sucrosegehalte in het 
serum veroorzaakt het ook een verlaging van het zetmeelgehalte 
van de schors van de gestimuleerde bomen (PSD 2nd Quarterly 
Report april-june 1979) • Verder werden verschillende wijzi-
gingen ontdekt in de structuur van de celwanden en andere 
organellen {Samsidar and Gomez , 1979) • Daarom zou een ondoor-
dacht gebruik van ethephon als latexvloeistimulans moeten ver-
meden worden • 
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10.2. Invloed van de kloon • 
De meeste beproefde cultivars reageerden op een ethephon-
behandeling {Tabellen 3-9) . Uit de overvloed aan proefuitsla-
gen blijkt duidelijk dat de klonale verschillen in respons op 
stimulering kunnen toegeschreven worden aan twee factoren : 
verschillen in verstoppingsindex 
verschillen in fotosynthetische doeltreffendheid 
Afgezien van de vroegere tapbehandelingen houdt de ini-
tiële respons op een ethephonbehandeling verband met de ver-
schillen in verstoppingsindices van de verschillende klonen 
Zo bv. geven klonen van wie bekend is dat zij een lage ver-
stoppingsindex hebben- PB 5.63 , PB 5/51 , GT 1 , PB 28/59 , 
RRIM 501 en RRIM 600 - een lagere re~pons dan deze met een 
hoge verstoppingsindex - RRIM 612 , 605 , 623 , PB 86 , PR 107 
Maar de verstoppingsindex van een kloon zou kunnen gewijzigd 
worden door het tapsysteem te veranderen bv. de lengte van 
de tapsnede te verminderen . Op korte termijn is de verstop-
pingsindex een gevoelige factor voor het uitkiezen van respon-
sieve klonen • Gezien Hevea een meerjarig gewas is en een lang 
economisch leven heeft , is de behoefte om een hoge fotosyn-
these-doeltreffendheid te hebben een even belangrijke factor 
om de hoge respons te behouden • De aanvankelijke hoge produk-
tie met stimulering is mogelijk gemaakt ten koste van de 
reserves die in de voorbije jaren opgestapeld werden . Deze 
reserves moeten weer aangevuld worden als men verwacht dat de 
boom zijn hoge opbrengst behoudt,anders zouden verschillende 
klonen verschillende maten van opbrengstvermindering geven 
zoals vastgesteld werd in de grootschalige proeven . 
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10.3. De ouderdom van het materiaal 
In 't algemeen verbetert de respons op stimulering met de 
ouderdom van de boom (Tabel 2) Dit zou kunnen te wijten zijn 
aan een toename van het aantal latexvatenringen of aan een 
verminde-ring van de groeivoet met een betere verdeling van de 
assimilaten voor de latexproduktie in oudere bomen • 
Het stimuleren van bomen op het Al tappaneel resulteert 
in een ernstiger groeivertraging dan op oudere bomen van ge-
lijkaardige klonen . Dit gebeurde in sommige gevallen (bv. 
RRIM 600) waar er zelfs geen opbrengstverhoging optradt 
(P'ng , 1974) • Maar het is ook mogelijk dat stimulering op 
die ouderdom een reductie van de zetmeelreserves veroorzaakt 
van de nieuwgroeiende bast van het A3 tappaneel 
Toch is er tot op heden geen informatie beschikbaar over 
de prestaties van bomen op het B2 en A3 paneel na stimulering 
op het Al-paneel . Tot dit uitgezocht is zou stimulering op 
jonge bomen (A1-paneel) enkel mogen toegepast worden in bij-
zondere voorwaarden bv. wanneer men verwacht dat de hernieuwde 
bast niet meer zal getapt worden . 
In het geval van de proeven op het B2-paneel , werd een 
geringe of een negatieve · respons vastgesteld in een later 
stadium op het A3-paneel • Maar met een verandering van de 
tapsnede naar het B4-paneel , is er een tijdelijke verhoging 
van de respons die daarna weer daalt tot 50% lager dan de 
getuige in RRIM 605 en RRIM 623 . Anderzijds wordt in de proe-
ven op het A3-paneel een positieve respons genoteerd op het 
A3 en op het B4-paneel behalve gedurende de laatste jaren van 
het tappen wanneer deze bomen op een hoog paneel moeten getapt 
worden . De resultaten van de A3-paneelproeven tonen aan dat 
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spijts het intensief gebr.uik van ethephon op de lage panelen 
in de voorbije zeven jaar een hoge opbrengst genoteerd werd 
in de twee jaren met opwaarts tappen - 1/4 S t d/2 + 10% 
ethephon • Een recente studie toonde hoge zetmeelreserves in 
de maagdelijke bast van het hoog paneel in vergelijking met de 
gehaltes van de hernieuwde bast van de lage panelen (PSD , 2nd 
Quarterly Report , april-june 1979) • 
10.4. Het tapsysteem 
10.4.1. Het laag-intensiteitsstelsel 
Zoals eerder aangetoond , varieert de respons op stimule-
ring met het tapsysteem en de ouderdom van de bomen • Tapsys-
temen met lage intensiteit worden bekomen ofwel door de lengte 
van de tapsnede te verkorten ofwel door de frekwentie van het 
tappen te verminderen • zo bv. gaven de laag-intensiteitsstel-
sels - 1/2 S d/3 en 1/2 S d/4 met ethephon een marginaal lagere 
tot midelmatige respons op de stimulering bij jonge bomen ge-
tapt op het A1-paneel • (RRH1 600 , RRIM .623 ; PBIG/GG 1 en 
PR 255) • Gelijkaardige stelsels toegepast op volgroeide en 
oude bomen respectievelijk (RRIM 605 , RRIM 623 en PR 107) en 
(PB 86 , PR 107 en TJIR 1) gaven een matige tot goede respons 
terwijl 1/2S d/6 met ethephon evenveel opbracht als de 1/2S d/2 
getuige • Zo ook deden de stelsels met korte tapsneden met en 
zonder paneelverandering bv. 1/4 S d/2 en 1/4 S d/2 (2x2d/4) 
het beter op volgroeide en oude bomen als op jonge bomen • 
Behalve de opbrengst bieden de laag frekwentie-tapsystemen met 
ethephon nog verschillende voordelen boven de 1/2 S d/2 getuige 
- lagere produktiekosten (vergelijkbare opbrengst met 
minder tappen) ; 
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- minder voorkomen van droge bomen ; 
- een langere tijd voor de basthernieuwing 
Alhoewel de opbrengst van de laag-intensiteitsstelsels 
met ethephon kleiner was dan deze van 1/2 S d/2 + 10% ethephon 
toegepast op geschrapte bast ieder twee maanden 1 vertoonden 
zij een gelijkaardige trend tot verminderen met herhaalde 
stimulering • In dit opzicht bieden de korte snede - lage 
intensiteitsstelsels - 1/4 S d/2 en 1/3 S d/3 een voordeel 
over de halve spiraalstelsels omdat een beter volgehouden op-
brengst kan bekomen worden daar er meer panelen zijn waar men 
kan op overschakelen wanneer de opbrengst te laag wordt • 
Op kleine rubberbedrijven waar dagelijks tappen de ge-
woonte is 1 lijkt 1/8 S d/1 (4 x 1d/4) + 5% ethephon met de 
tapsnedemethode een aantrekkelijk systeem . Bemoedigende op-
brengsten met een laagbastverbruik en een gematigd voorkomen 
van droge bomen openen gunstige vooruitzichten voor dit 
stelsel . 
10.4.2. Lange-snede-stelsel 
Lange-snede-stelsels hebben lagere verstoppingsindices 
en geven algemeen minder respons op stimulering dan de korte 
snede-stelsels • Het verminderen van de respons treedt sneller 
op wegens het ringeffect van de lange-tapsnede-stelsels • 
Bovendien werden nog een aantal ernstige gevolgen waargenomen 
in verband met het gebruik van lange-snede-stelsels : 
- geen mogelijkheid om een paneel te veranderen als de op-
brengst te laag wordt 
- men is gedwongen om vroegtijdig over te gaan tot opwaarts 
tappen wat waarschijnlijk het economisch leven van 
de boom verkort 
- de opbrengst op de hernieuwde bast is algemeen laag ; 
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- er is een tendens om een hoger percentage droge bomen 
te bekomen ~ 
- er is een significante vermindering van de groei bij 
jonge bomen • 
Het halve spiraal-paneel wisselingssysteem heeft gelijk-
aardige gevolgen als de lange-snede-stelsels maar in geringere 
mate . 
10.4.3 . Opwaartstappen-stelsel 
Bij jonge bomen gaf het opwaarts tappen van het hoog paneel 
geen meeropbrengst in vergelijking met het neerwaarts tappen 
van het laag paneel . (Fig. 23 en 24 en tabel 27) .Maar opwaarts 
tappen van oude bomen die reeds meer dan 15 jaar getapt werden. 
op het laag paneel gaf zeer hoge opbrengsten (tabel 29) 
Alhoewel opwaarts tappen met een kwartspiraalsnede minder 
opbrgqst gaf dan opwaarts tappen met een halve spiraalsnede , 
biedt de eerste methode toch verschillende voordelen t.o. de 
halve spiraalsnede : 
- zij is aantrekkelijk voor de tappers 
- gemakkelijker te controleren 
- een doelmatiger gebruik van de stimulans 
- een spaarzamer bastverbruik 
- een beter volgehouden opbrengst omdat er meer panelen 
getapt kunnen worden . 
Opwaarts tappen heeft één ernstig nadeel nl. het groot 
bastverbruik (tabel 2S) • Naast het gebruik van een korte 
tapsnede verzekert opwaarts tappen in combinatie met neerwaarts 
tappen (verticale paneelverandering) bv. 1/4 S t d/2 : 1/2 S ~ 
d/2 (Sm : 4m) of 1/2 S t d/3 : 1/2 S ~ d/3 (Sm 4m) een hoge 
opbrengst en een betere bastbehoud (tabel 30) 
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Stimulering met de tapsnede-methode met 5% a.s. ethephon 
en een interval van een maand gedurende 8 van de 12- maanden 
is doeltreffend en goedkoop . Maar gedurende de droge maanden 
wanneer de opbrengst algemeen laag is zou men de tapsnede 
moeten veranderen in neerwaarts tappen met een halve spiraal-
snede zonder stimulering op het laag paneel 
Om een goede uitvoering van het opwaarts tappen te be-
komen zou men de gewijzigde guts moeten gebruiken en de tech-
niek van het opwaarts tappen toepassen zoals beschreven in 
hoofdstuk 6 . 
10.5. Secundaire gevolgen 
10.5.1. Het voorkomen van droge bomen 
Stimulering gaf wel eens aanleiding tot het voorkomen van 
veel droge bomen • Gewoonlijk telt men veel gedeeltelijk droge 
bomen terwijl het aantal volledig droge bomen laag blijft • 
Het voorkomen van droge bomen is algemeen laag met lage inten-
siteit tapstelsels en hoog met meer intensieve stelsels 
(tabellen 13 - 16) . In het laatste geval kan het overdreven 
wegnemen van latexserum een degeneratie van de latexhoudende 
en schorsweefsels voor gevolg hebben en dan wordt de droogte 
zichtbaar . Een compromis is het gebruik van lage intensiteit-
tapstelsels met frekwente maar lage concentraties van ethephon 
stimulering . Een voordeel van de korte tapsnede-methode is 
dat de tapsnede vaker naar een nieuw paneel kan overgaan 
Bij voormalig droge bomen was het optreden van droogte toch 
nog hoog met e e n korte snede - 1/ 8 S spiraal niettegenstaande 
het opmerkelijk v ersch il in opbrengst tussen het 1/8 S d/3 
systeem e n het half- s piraal-systeem (1 / 2 S d / 3) (Tabel 21) 
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10.5.2. De hernieuwde bast 
De groeiregelaars 2,4-D en 2,4,5-T gaven bij toepassing 
op de bast of het paneel aanleiding tot excessieve celver-
menigvuldiging en oneffen bastgroei De toename van de bast-
dikte is gewoonlijk te wijten aan een toename van de parenchym-
en kurkweefsels terwijl er geen toename is van het aantal 
latexvatenringen • 
Daarentegen veroorzaakt ethephon dat door hydrolyse ethy-
leen produceert de groei van een dikke en effen bast • Naast 
een toename van de bastdikte heeft ethyleen ook voor gevolg 
een toename van het aantal latexvatenringen wat onomstootbaar 
vastgesteld werd bij drie van de acht onderzochte klonen 
(RRIM 612 , PR 107 en Tjir 1) . De povere opbrengst met stimu-
lering in latere jaren zou kunnen toegeschreven worden aan het 
lagere zetmeelgehalte in de hernieuwde bast • 
10.5.3. Droog rubbergehalte 
Stimulering met ethephon verlaagde het droogrubber-gehalte 
van de latex in vergelijking met de niet-gestimuleerde getuige-
bomen . De verlaging was het grootst in het vroegst stadium 
van de stimulering wanneer de respons zeer hoog was . Jonge 
bomen die een lager droog rubbergehalte hebben ondergaan met 
stimulering een grotere verlaging dan de oudere bomen • Op een 
bepaald ogenblik was men van mening dat het droog rubbergehalte 
zou kunnen gebruikt worden als een indicator dienstig als 
vroegtijdig verwittigingssysteem voor dreigende toekomstige 
lage opbrengsten met herhaalde stimulering . Deze veronderstel-
ling was in tegenspraak met de resultaten van de oudste 
ethephonproeven die een toenemend droog rubbergehalte aantoon-
den wanneer eer verminderende opbrengstrespons genoteerd werd 
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na jaren stimulering (fig. 19 en 20) • Het hoog droog rubberge-
halte en het vroegtijdig ophouden van de latexvloei zou kunnen 
te wijten zijn aan een toevallige verdikking van de celwanden 
van de vaten of van aanliggende cellen (RRIM Annual Report 
1978 p. 71) die de latexvloei hindert . 
10.5.4. De diktegroei 
De toename van de stamomtrek wordt verkleind met stimu-
lering . Het effect is groter op jonge bomen en met een hogere 
concentratie van ethephon • De vermindering van de diktegroei 
is ook groter met lange tapsnedestelsels en schijnt in 't alge-
meen in relatie te staan tot de produktie . 
10.6. Stimuleringsmetboden 
Op plantagebedrijven is de stimulering door behandeling op 
de bast de algemene aanvaarde methode . Zij is praktisch en 
doeltreffend maar heeft verschillende nadelige aspecten : 
- de hoge kostprijs : arbeid en materiaal 
veroorzaakt een felle spanning in de boom die evenredig is 
met de hoge dosis - 2gram/boom/toepassing • 
Alhoewel behandeling op het tappaneel minder kostelijk is 
werd dit toch afgeraden omdat de behandelde bast een onbeperkte 
tijd aan de boom blijft 
Een veiliger , eenvoudiger en goedkoper stimuleringsmetho-
de is de tapsnedemethode • Zij is eenvoudig omdat zij bestaat 
uit het strijken van een dun laagje stimulant op de tapsnede 
zonder dat men het reepje gestolde latex moet verwijderen . 
Verder kan de behandelde bast weggesneden worden bij het tappen 
binnen 12 tot 36 uur na de behandeling . 
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In vroegere proeven werden drie gehaltes aan ethephon nl. 
6,7% , 10,0% en 13,3% onderling vergeleken met de bastbehande-
lingsmethode . Alhoewel aanvankelijk de hogere concentratie de 
beste was (Abraham et alii , 1975) was dit na jaren stimulering 
niet meer zo . In feite was de laagste concentratie 6,7% over 
een periode van 7 tot 9 jaar stimulering zo goed zo niet beter 
dan de 10% ethephon . In recente proeven met 5% en 10% a.s. 
ethephon gaf de lagere concentratie een goede respons (tabel 32) 
wanneer zij toegepast werd met de tapsnedemethode 
De behandelingsvoet varieert met de gebruikte stimulerings-
methode Met de bastbehandelingsmethode bv. zal men 1,5 tot 
2gram per boom per behandeling nodig hebben van de stimulans-
formulering voor een 3,8cm brede band van de halve spiraalsnede 
Wanneer men 5% actieve stof ethephon gebruikt komt dit eveneens 
met 75 tot 100mg ethephon per boom per behandeling • Met de 
paneelbehandeling is de voet 1,2gram per boom per behandeling 
met deze formulering . Voor de tapsnedemethode is er O,Sgram 
van het mengsel of 25mg ethephon nodig per boom per behandeling 
Met de kortere tapsnede 1/8 S of 1/4 S varieert de hoeveelheid 
van 0,2g tot 0,4g per boom per behandeling . 
In de meeste proeven werd menging van ethephon in palmolie 
gebruikt . Alhoewel gebleken is dat de formulering van ethe-
phon in water doeltreffend is , moet nog meer onderzoek gewijd 
worden aan de stabiliteit van deze formulering en aan haar 
werking op verschillende klonen gezien men een klonale variatie 
in de respons op de stimulering heeft waargenomen (fig. 41) 
Stimulering om de twee maanden door bastbehandeling gaf 
hogere opbrengsten dan behandeling om de zes maanden • Frekwen-
tere behandeling op geschrapte bast verhoogde de kosten • 
Daarentegen is stimulering met de tapsnedemethode goedkoop en 
daardoor is een frekwentere behandeling bv. maandelijks een 
praktisch aanvaardbaar voorstel . Zodoende is het met deze 
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nieuwe ontwikkeling nu mogelijk om de idee "een weinig maar 
dikwijls" in de stimulering van hevea in de praktijk toe te 
passen . 
10.7. Mogelijke tapstelsels voor de toekomst 
1. Het micropriktappen zal waarschijnlijk het conventioneel 
uitsnijdingstappen niet vervangen omdat het 3 tot 4 jaar vergt 
om een volledige ronde van de stamomtrek te realiseren • Boven-
dien geeft priktappen op vroeger reeds geprikte bast een kleiner 
opbrengst . 
2. Maar het micropriktappen kan beschouwd worden als een aan-
vullend systeem bij het conventioneel tappen op voorwaarde dat 
het intensief gebruik van ethephon geen nadelige gevolgen 
geeft in latexjaren . Dan moeten vanzelfsprekend ook het pro-
bleem van de bastbeschadiging1de hertapbaarheid van vroeger 
met priktapping behandelde bast I de taakgrootte en de econo-
mische voordelen nog onderzocht worden • 
3. Een veiliger methode is de micro-x-tapmethode 1 die een com-
binatie is van insnijding of prikking (microtappen) langs de 
tapsnede en van uitsnijdingstappen • 
4. Deze methode biedt verschillende voordelen 
- de geprikte bast wordt bij het uitsnijdingstappen ver-
wijderd • 
- stimulering met de tapsnedemethode is goedkoop 1 gemak-
kelijk en de behandelde bast wordt weggesneden bij 
het tappen voor elke nieuwe behandeling 
- er zijn minder geschoolde tappers nodig . 
- de opbrengst is vergelijkbaar met deze van 1/2 S d/2 . 
- er wordt minder bast verbruikt • 
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- de geleiding van de latexvloei langs de snede stelt 
geen problemen meer . 
- is toepasbaar op het hoog paneel • 
5. Een speciaal semi-automatisch micro-x-toestel werd ont-
worpen om de regelmatigheid van de microtapping te verzekeren 
6. Toch moet er nog meer werk verricht worden om de gepaste 
micro-x-systemen te bepalen voor de ondernemings- en voor de 
bevolkingslandbouwsectoren e.n voor verschillende klonen voor-
aleer enige vaste aanbeveling kan naar voorgebracht worden • 
10.8 Aanbevelingen 
Op basis van de bevindingen van de reeks proeven met 
tapsystemen en ethephon als latexopbrengststimulans 1 bespro-
ken in deze thesis 1 kan men volgende aanbevelingen doen : 
I. De ouderdom van het materiaal 
1. Onder normale omstandigheden zou ethephon kunnen gebruikt 
worden op de volgende categorieên van bomen 
i) volgroeide bomen die in het laatste jaar tappen op het 
B2 paneel zijn 
ii) volgroeide bomen die getapt worden op de eerste her-
nieuwde bast (A3 en B4 panelen) 
iii) oudere bomen die getapt worden op een hoog paneel 
met maagdelijke bast . 
2. Een behandeling van jongere bomen die getapt worden op de 
panelen .Al en B2 zou kunnen uitgevoerd worden omwille van 
bijzondere overwegingen en op een zeer selectieve basis bv. 
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- als een pepmiddel om het herstel van de normale produk-
tie na een droog seizoen te versnellen • 
- enkel op gunstig reagerende klonen maar met de mogelijk-
heid dat het produktief leven van de boom verkort wordt (Lim 
et alii. , 1973) 
II. Tapsystemen (op geënte bomen) 
De voorgestelde schema's voor het tappen en stimuleren zijn 
afgebeeld in diagramma's en tabellen in fig. SS . 
1. De bomen moeten aangesneden worden voor het tappen als 70% 
van de populatie de tapbare omtrek (46-Slcm) bereikt heeft op 
127cm boven de entvergroeiing (diagram 1) . In het eerste jaar 
moeten de bomen omwille van de geringe opbrengst getapt worden 
met een 1/2 S d/3-stelsel . Dit kan gewijzigd worden tot 1/2 S 
d/2 in het tweede en volgende jaren van het tappen op het 
A1-paneel . 
2. Het tweede paneel (B2) moet geopend worden op dezelfde hoogte 
aan de overzijde van de bomen en getapt volgens 1/2 S d/2 
In de eerste negen jaar tappen op de A1 en B2-panelen moet de 
stimulering eens per jaar uitgevoerd worden na de droge periode 
(diagram 2) als een pepmiddel om de bomen sneller terug tot 
een normale produktie te brengen . De stimulering moet gebeuren 
met de tapsnedemethode met 2,S% a.s. ethephon . 
Gewoonlijk wordt een opbrengstvermindering waargenomen in 
het tiende jaar wanneer de tapsnede de ent/onderstamvergroei-
ing nadert . Deze trend kan vermeden worden door over te gaan 
tot vier stimuleringsronden met de tapsnedemethode met 2,S% 
a.s. ethephon • 
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3. Het derde paneel (A3) moet geopend worden op de eerste 
hernieuwde bast van het eerste paneel . voor een betere res-
pons op ethephon op lange termijn moet de stimulering gebruikt 
worden samen met tapstelsels met minder dan 100% intensiteit 
bv. een lage frekwentietap of een korte tapsnede • In plan-
tages verkiest men het lage frekwentiestelsel 1/2 S d/3 
omdat er minder tappers nodig zijn en de tapkosten dus lager 
uitvallen (diagram 3) 
4. Waar er voldoende tappers beschikbaar zijn moet men het 
korte tapsnede-paneelverandering-stelsel gebruiken 1/4 S d/2 
(2 x 2d/4) diagram . Fysiologisch biedt de korte tapsnede he~t 
voordeel van een hogere verstoppingsindex en maakt daardoor 
een doeltreffender gebruik van de stimulans mogelijk . Wanneer 
er anderzijds weinig geschoolde tappers zijn moeten de bomen 
getapt worden met het stelsel 1/2 S d/6 + ethephon gezien één 
tapper 15ha kan bewerken terwijl met 1/2 S d/2 één tapper 
slechts 5ha aankan . 
Met volgroeide bomen (A3-paneel) moet een stimulans-formu-
lering met 5% a.s. ethephon gebruikt worden met een interval 
van een maand voor zes behandelingen in de eerste twee jaar 
In het derde en volgende jaren 1 wanneer men een geringere 
opbrengst en respons verwacht 1 moet de frekwentie van de 
stimulering opgedreven worden tot 8 ronden per jaar uitgezon-
derd gedurende de vier maanden die samenvallen met de droge 
periode van januari tot april . 
5. Een gelijkaardig systeem moet gebruikt worden op het tweede 
laag paneel B4 - hernieuwde bast voor een jaar (diagram 5) 
Op dat ogenblik zal de opbrengst laag zijn en zal men overgaan 
tot de exploitatie van het hoog paneel A4 met maagdelijke bast 
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6. In plaats van het gewoonlijk toegepaste dubbele tapsnede-
stelsel dat het gebruik van een ladder vereist , en dus een 
kleine taptaak meebrengt , moet het hoog A4-paneel opwaarts 
getapt worden 1/4 S t d/3 + ethephon vanaf de voorgaande hoogte 
van de tapsnede op het laag paneel . De helling van de snede 
moet 50% met de horizontale zijn om het morsen van latex over 
het paneel te minimaliseren . Stimulering moet gebeuren met de 
tapsnedemethode met interval van een maand gedurende 8 maanden 
met 5% a.s. ethephon . Maar van januari tot april van ieder 
jaar moet het hoog paneel rusten en gedurende die periode 
moet het laag paneel neerwaarts· getapt worden ( 1/ 2 S + d/3) 
(diagram 6) 
7. Deze sekwentie van vertikale paneelverandering-stelsel 
- 1/4 S t d/3 + ethephon (8 maand) gevolgd door 1/2 S + d/3 
(4 maand) - moet herhaald worden gedurende twee jaar voor 
ieder kwart paneel (diagrammen 7 , 8 en 9) . In de laatste 
twee jaar moet het opwaarts tappen gebeuren op een halve 
spiraalsnede . De tapsnede moet dan overgebracht worden naar 
het tegenoverstaande paneel na een jaar zoals verduidelijkt in 
diagram 10 . In beide jaren moeten de bomen gestimuleerd wor-
den met 5% a.s. ethephon met interval van een maand doorheen 
het jaar • 
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!S d/6 
tS d/2 
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APPENDIX I 
TAPPING SYSTEMS REFERRED IN THE THESIS 
One half spiral cut tapped 
once in two days 
One half spiral cut tapped 
once in three days 
One half spiral cut tapped 
once in four days 
One half spiral cut tapped 
once in six days 
One third spiral tapped 
once in two days 
One third spiral tapped 
once in three days 
One third spiral tapped 
once in four days 
One third spiral tapped 
once in six days 
One quarter spiral tapped 
once in two days 
One quarter spiral tapped 
once in three days 
One quarter spiral tapped 
once in four days 
One quarter spiral tapped 
once in six days 
Three quarters spiral 
tapped once in two days 
Three quarters spiral 
tapped once in three days 
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tS d/4 
lS d/2 
lS d/3 
lS d/4 
i S d/2 (2x2d/4) 
! S d/3 ( 2x3d/6) 
!S d/4 (2x4d/8) 
iS d/6 (2x6d/12) 
~s d/2 (2x2d/4) 
~s d/3 (2x3d/6) 
~s d/4 (2x4d/8) 
ts d/2 (2x2d/4) 
Three quarter spiral 
tapped once in four days 
One full spiral tapped 
once in two days 
One full spiral tapped 
once in three days 
One full spiral tapped 
once in four days 
One half spiral cut tapped 
alternate daily, with two 
days out of four on 
alternate panels. 
One half spiral cut tapped 
third daily with three days 
out of si x on alternate 
panels 
One half spiral cut tapped 
fourth daily with four 
days out of eight on 
alternate panels 
One half spiral cut tapped 
sixth daily with six days 
out of t ·welve on alternate 
panels 
Three-eighth spiral cut 
tapped alternate daily with 
two days out of four on 
alternate panels 
Three-eighth spiral cut 
tapped third daily with 
three days out of six on 
alternate panels 
Three-eighth spiral cut 
tapped third daily with 
four days out of eight on 
alternate panels 
One quarter spiral cut 
tapped alternate daily with 
two days out of four on 
alternate panels 
2tS d/2 
21S d/3 
2!S d/4 
à-St d/2 . 
tS t d/2 
l/3S t d/2 
!S t d/2 
!S t d/3 6m 
!S -1- d/2 6m 
!S t d/3 Sm 
lS -1- d/2 4m 
!S t d/3 lOm 
!S -1- d/2 2m 
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Two quarter spiral cuts 
tapped once in two days 
Two half spiral cuts 
tapped once in three days 
Two half spiral cuts 
tapped once in four days 
One-eighth spiral cut 
tapped upwards once in 
two days 
One-quarter spiral cut 
tapped upwards once in 
two days 
One-third spiral cut 
tapped upwards once in 
two days 
One half spiral cut 
tapped upwards once in 
two days 
One half spiral cut tapped 
upwards once in three days 
for six months (July-
December) followed by one 
half spiral cut tapped once 
in two days for six months 
(January-June) 
One half spiral cut tapped 
upwards once in three days 
for eight months (May-
December) followed by one 
half spiral tapped once in 
two days for four months 
(January-April). 
One half spiral cut tapped 
upwards once in three days 
for 10 months (May-
February) followed by one 
half spiral cut tapped once 
in two days for two months 
(March-Apri1) 
tS 
;s 
d/2 Sm 
d/2 4m 
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One quarter spiral cut 
tapped upwards once in two 
days for eight months 
(May-December) followed by 
one half spiral tapped once 
in two days for four months 
(January-April) 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 (33 cm apart) 3 puncture spaeed at 33 cm 
apart from each other on a 
vertical groove 100 cm long 
by 0.5 cm wide on alternate 
day 
5PI (100 cm) d/2 (20 cm apart) 5 punctures spaeed at 20 cm 
apart from each other on a 
vertical groove 100 cm long 
by 0.5 cm wide on alternate 
day 
lOPI (100 cm) d/2 (10 cm apart) 10 punctures spaeed at 10 cm 
apart from each other on a 
vertical groove 100 cm long 
by 0.5 cm wide on alternate 
day 
15PI (100 cm) d/2 (6.7 cm apart) 15 punctures spaeed at 6.7 cm 
apart from each other on a 
vertical groove 100 cm long 
by 0.5 cm wide on alternate 
day 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 (10 cm apart) 3 punctures spaeed at 
10 cm apart from each other 
on a vertical groove 100 cm 
long by 0.5 cm wide on 
alternate day 
3PI (100 cm) d/2 (5 cm apart) 3 punctures spaeed at 5 cm 
apart from each other in a 
vertical groove 100 cm long 
by 0.5 cm wide on alternate 
day 
2P2I (50 cm) d/2 (lP/strip) 2 punctures, one per strip 
on two strips of 50 cm long 
by 0.5 cm wide on alternate 
day 
3P2I (50 cm) d/2 (2x2d/4) 3 punctures per strip on 
two strips of 50 cm by 0.5 
cm wide on alternate day 
with two days out of four 
on alternate strip 
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3P3I (33 cm) d/2 (lP/strip) 
3P3! (33 cm) d/2 (3x2d/6) 
3PC d/2 + E (3 Patjcm apart) 
3 punctures, one per strip 
on three strips of 33 cm 
by 0.5 cm wide on \alternate 
day 
3 punctures per strip on 
three strips of 50 cm by 
0.5 cm wide on alternate 
day with two days out of 
six on a different strip 
3 punctures spaeed at 
1 cm from each other along 
a horizontal groove once 
in two days 
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